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CHA PTER I 
IN'l'rt ODUOT l ON 
Purpose of the Study 
This study was an attempt to measure the amount and 
quality of Christian educational influence being exerted on 
t he students of st. Louis Lutheran High School by their fam-
ilies, particularly their parents. ~he study further at-
tempted to measure this influence 1n the light or certain 
factors existing in the backgrounds of the young people, 
e.g .,age, religion of parents, and s1mil1ar factors. 
Soope or the Study 
The study was based on the assumption that Cbr1st1an 
education is a function of the C.bristian family. Is this 
assuruption valid? Do parents have the obligation themselves 
to be Christian educators of their children? To ask th1a 
question is to ask, ''V/.bat is Christian education?" 
Conceived of broadly, Chr1.st1an education is the pro-
cess whereby an individual is helped to grow in the kind of 
life wh1eh God intended him to live.1 According to the 
1A more complete de£1n1tionz ~Obr1st1an education 1a 
the deliberate and systematic influence exerted by a matUl"e 
Christian peraonalit,y upon another Christian individual 
2 
revelation of God in Holy Scriptures, on which authority 
all the premises or this study are based, God Himself must 
act first if man is to live as God intended him to live. 
That is~ God must put the spark of life, His life, into 
man. 2 
When the life of God exiats 1n a man, it shows itself 
in many ways. 0 Th.e .fruit or the Sp1r1t.,n says St. Paul, 
n1s love, joy, pea~e, longsuf'fering, gentl.eness, goodness, 
faith, meekness, temperance.w3 The Christian grows in this 
11fe of God, just as a child grows physically. His vision 
widens; bis area of service expands. With maturity comes 
sta~ilit~, confidence, and an ever increasing measu~e of 
Cbristian virtu.re,s such as those St. Paul mentions. 
But that growth does not progress unhindered. Tae 
Christian is held back by his own human nature, which rebels 
against the invasion of this new 11.fe. The Chr·ist1an must 
fight his human nature; end in the measure in which he does 
through instruction by pre·cept and example• through Christ-
ian discipline, and through tbe harmonious development ot 
all powers of t}:le eduoant (physical, soc.ial, intellectual, 
aesthetic, spiritual), in accord with Chl"istian doctrine aa 
recorded in the Scriptures, .for their individual and social 
use and directed to the end that God's name be glorified, 
His will be done, and man's eternal destiny be achieved." 
P. w. Lange, paper delivered at the Western District Teach-
er• s Conference of the Lutheran Ohurch-Miasouri Synod, 




fight and win, he grows in the life of Ood.4 
God has not planned for the Christian to go through 
the process of struggle snd growth alone, without help. 
He sends other Christians to the aid of the growing child 
of God. Their mission is to teach him the will of God 
for daily life, to equip him \'lith lmowledge and training to 
help others, to furnish an example of godly living, to 
strengthen him to meet temptation, to comi'ort bim when he 
fails, to b uoy him up in time of sptr·itual crisis, and al-
~mys and ever to remind him of his redeli"i.ption and regenera-
tion as a child of God - all so that be might grow 1nto a 
"perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the .ful-
ness of Cbrist. 115 '!'his is Christian education. The Chris-
tians who perform these tasks are Christian educators. 
With the responsibility of Christian education, then, 
God has entrusted all parents. When education 1s viewed 
fundamentally as a continual process of belping a child to 
S!:.2.!. 1n grace and in the knowledge of his Lord and sa,1or 
Jesus Christ, then St. Paul's exhoration to parents takes on 
a rich, impelling meaning: 1l<Bring them up in the nurture 
and a d:tnon1 ti on of the Lord 1 n,6 




li'or the taak of nurture and admonition the :family is 
eminently suited, by its very structure. The family circle J 
is the first world which the child knows. or al.l the soo1al 
units wbich influence the child during his life, the family 
mElkos the @';reatest and most enduring impressions. God has 
made it the n1atrix in which the life of God can develop. 
No matter bow much of the educational task the parents 
may be forced to turn over to the school and church, they 
.£!.!!!'l~ turn over the fundamental job of nurturing their 
child in Christian growth. 1rhis job is theirs as long aa 
the fwnily structure itself remains. 
Vhat any child is to become will. be determined, to a 
serious degree, by that which happens to him in his 
home. The idealo by which he will be guided develop 
t here; the he.bits that will control hie daily oonduct 
will be established there; the kind of appreciations 
by which his life will be directed, his manner in 
meeting people., his eutlook upon the world., his grow-
ing conceptions aa to the relative val.ue of tb1ri~gs, 
take their tone and color from his home. The home, 
therefore., holds ~ central place in the experience of 
any growing life. 
Because of their natural position or influence, parents 
are teachers of their children in their every contact with 
them. If they are not educating them in the life or God, 
they are teaching then, the way of the flesh. Children are 
always learning, always growing. Earl S. Rudisill atatea 
it th1a wayi 
-------
7Percy R. Hayward and Myrtle H. ffa7W&rd, ~ Home and 




'l'he home is the most inf luentie.l ochool in all the 
world. No other form of school can be compared with 
it beco.use of' its very cr.i.aracter. Pe.rents are teach-
ers, whether they know 1 t or not and whether they wish 
it or not. They have no choice in this matter. But 
it is in ·their power t -o determine what kind of teach-
ers they will be.8 · 
Thus the family 1s well suited for the job of Christian 
education as conceived of in this study: to channel the 
life of God to its members and help them grow 1n that 11fe. 
In 1nost Christian families, the children begin thei1• spirit-
mil l ife with Baptism. Thereafter, it is in tho family 
circle that · the first and most opporturdtiea .for spiritual 
growth arise. Says R.icha1~d R. Caenm1.erer: 
The Christian family exists for the very purpose of 
f'ostering that growth. A family is at least two ·""·' 
people, and those people Qre co~i.mitted to eaob other 1 a 
happi ness and Vlell-being . The family lives together 
for ye·ara . watches the stamp of time on its members. 
and rallies to meet the tests and trials of each and 
all. This means th.at t}'le members of' the Christian 
family have an unusual opportunity to ~ontribute .to 
the growth in the li.fe of God within and be tv,een . each 
other. The parents need to be patient not only with 
tho phystcal weakne s .s of their children, but wt th 
t heir spiritual immaturity as well. The aduJ.ts in 
tho household need to be conscious of each otherts 
bandicapa- and much more: They need to 8ssume respon-
s1b111 ty for overcoming them. The Christian family 
succeeds in its task as· it literally becomes n field 
in which souls grow toward the fullness of the stature 
of Obr1st.9 
-8Earl s. Rudisill. 0-bristian Family, ~ (Philadelphia: 
United Lutheran Publication House, 1944), p. 22. 
9R.1chard R. Caemmerer, "~be Christian Family - a Living 
.Force 1n the ?Aodern world,a! ~ Christian Famib in the~-
ern World, edited by Walter F. Wolbrecht (St. Louii: Concor-
dia Publishing Houae, c.19-48), pp. 69-60. 
6 
This study dealt with children of adolescent age. By 
the time children reach this age, a great deal of vital 
direction has already been given to their lives. They have 
passed through their most formative years. Moreover , during 
adolescence, children slip out more and more from under the 
influence or their parer1ts. As they discover the wider 
units of society , they want to free themselves from the 
a uthority which holds them down at home and strike out on 
their own. Outside interests absorb an increasing amount 
of their attent:i.on. The family becomes much less of an 
educational inf'luence than it was before. This is especial-
ly true when social groups, recreational aeencies, and com-
LJ.cro1Ql e.musemento are easily accessible, as they are in 
the city.lo 
These facts in no way lessen the ·respons1b111ty of 
parents as teachers. The child never stops learning. He 
1s growing all during his adolescent y~ars, spiritually as 
well as physically, for good or for bad. In fact, aays 
Frederick Tracy: 
The period of youth ••• seems to be the psychological 
juncture for the great serious decisions and deliberate 
choices that shall determine the direction and the 
trend of all the remaining years.ll 
10rra s. Wile, The Challenge ot Adoleacenoe (New York: 
Greenberg, Publ1aher-;-Inc .. , c.1939T," pp. 212-3. 
117rederick Tracy, !g!, Psychology _gt Adolescence (New 
York: The Mac?Aillan Oompan7, 1930), p. 204. 
7 
Moreover, the adolescent, he.s needs vital to his devel-
oping Christian life which he did not have wben he was sn 
infant. The members of the f nmily., particularly the parents, 
are in a position to s upply those needs. Says Rudisill: 
Since the adolescent i s both child and grovmup, yet 
neither, he feels some of the affections, desires, 
di sappoint1nent.s, a nd dif'ficulties of both. He sen ses 
"·stress and strain, i t he is drawn hither and thither , 
he is elatod and then depressed, and he needs stabiliz-
ing influences from understanding, sympathetic souls. 
Here 1f
2
e.n opportunity :for parents which angels ~ i ght 
crave. 
Not only must parents be especially patient , unde·r-
standing teachers, but they must also be aware of the out-
side influenoos shaping the minds and characters of their 
chi ldren. They roust rem&in in control o.f the educational 
situation by co-operating with the agencies which are. st1mu-
la tine; the Christian gro1,th of their children, and by coun• 
teractlng or elim,.nati ng the influence of those agencies 
?1hich e.re hindering that growth. And, approacb.ing their 
responsibility from the negative po1nt of view, they niuat 
not tear down by their own 111-che.aen words or actions wbat 
other gt. .. oups have contributed toward the growth of their 
child. If anything, then., the educational responsibility 
of the parenta during the adolescent years o.f their child-
ren 1s increa.sed, n.ot lessened. 
That respona1bil1ty tor tbe Christian education .ot 
12 Rudisill,~-~., p. 42. 
cc "\;Q7:, i'":T ., S:-' .. -· ... _ ... _,,.... ~--, ...... _ .. .:. 
""''" 'T" -- ... --, 
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their children. is discharged, not only by f'orme.l instruction 
or by v:ord of moutl~, but in every activity of the family. 
The child is learning a.nd growing every mlnuto of the day, 
not only during f'orme.l instruction periods. t/s a matter of 
fact., it is just during the infor),llal activities that he is 




learns fr.•om t ho loisvre-time activities of the family; 
learns .from all the family pe.tterns and pre.ctices which 
observes E:.nd in which he pe.rticipa tes. 
The ed:ucat:i.onal :process is continuous. The chilcwen 1n 
the home are being ·IUoved, stimulated, every instant, 
and they are bel n e che.nged in tninute but nevertheless 
r.ea.l and ililporte.nt degrees by each impression. Thel'"e 
:ts never a moment in Ylhich their c haracter is not being 
developed e:i.ther for good or for 111. Religious edu-
cation - that io, the development of t beir lives as 
relie1ous, persons - goes on e.11 the t ime 1n the home, 
Rnd it is either for good or ror 111.13 
The family is the testing ground for t he things the 
child has learned intellectually. Every day there occur 
situations 1n which Christian love must be put to work. As 
he applies in renl life situations whet he has heard and 
seen, the child grows in knowledge and chnracter.14 The 
author of Christian Family.&!!.!. Education lists no leas 
than eleven ways 1n which family members grow together: 
1. Growth through experiment. 
13Henry F. Cope, Religiou~ Education in !h! Fam117 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Presa, 1915), pp. 49-50. 
14caemmerer, .21?. c 1 t. , p • 59. 
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2 . Growth througr i1ni to t ion . 
3 . Growth t hrough discipline. 
4 . Growth through c onverss.tion. 
5. Growth t hrough thinking. 
6. Grovrt h t hrough a ppreciot1.on ana. aspirati on . 
? • Gr owth t 'b..rough c onflict . 
8 . Growt h tl'1rough co-oper a tive activity. 
9. Orowt h through participation i n d1st1.nct ively reli-
gious activitie s . 
10. Growt h through recrea tion . 
11. Growth t hrough f e llowsh.ip sl5 
1.lny a t tempt, t hen , t o ruea s·are t he e.moun t and q,;io. 11 t y 
of Christ i an odueationa l i nflue.nce be i ng exerted in a t;iven 
b.on1e rms t tnlrn i n t o a ccount t he en tir9 rouncJ of family ao-
t:J.v1t:los, f r om f e:n.l l y vror s hip t o recreat ion, fr om c onversn-
t:t on a t rnoal s to discipl ine :ror mi sbe havi or. The f aitily 
l i fe in which a child srr ows spiri t u.o.lly i s 'a c.omple.x of 
att:f.tl:des. end practice s vihich a bsorb t he ba s i c energies ot 
the faretl y and which c ontri bute to the happiness of t he 
fa?uil y circle and of those wh om it .influences. This life 
is a matter not merely- of' reli gious beliefs and of activi-
ties of worship ; but it involves all of the activities and 
interests of the members of the family. ttl6 The present 
study attempted to take into account as many or these ac-
tivities and interests as eoul.d conceivably be measured by 
the method it employed. 
The reader wil.1 note that the study did not attempt 
1~Cbr1st1an Family 1!!!, Education (Chicago : Interna-
tional Council of Religious Education, c.1940), pp. 10-12. 
16caemmerer, ~. ~. , pp. 64-5. 
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to mea.s1.n•e or cvo.luate the r e s u lts of t b is educational ac-
tivity. Questions v.rhich a ppear to be r11ena~"ing the ata tua 
of the · studont I a own spiritual life wez·e included only i:or 
the purpose of determining wbat the parents were doing to 
help the atudent grow spiritually. Whether these e f forts ot 
the parents v:ere a success or a failur·e, ·we.a not within the 
scope of the thesis. In the final analysis, of course, this 
is the i niportan.t thing, tba t the child does grow. But the 
fa.ct remains that 111the kingdom of God is within you. 11·17 
Any attempt to measure the Christian growth oi' a child would 
meet with oona,.dere.ble difficulty on account of the immeas-
urable factors involved. 
Even if' the status of the child's spi ritual 11fe could 
be measured, one could not necessarily attribute the results 
to cond1 t1ons existing in h1s home. The home is only one of 
many factors arrect1ng the child's growth. This is partic-
ularly true of' adolescent children, who hnve already moTed 
out into wider social uni ts beyond the f'amily circle. 
Above all, it must recognized tbat it is God Himself' 
who gives spiritual life and causes that life t9 grow. 
God~s co-workers in the home can only- plant the seed and 
water the earth; God must give the increase.18 But p.lant 
17tuke 17 :21. 
18r Corinthians 3:7. 
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and water t bey must; and t his study measured t he degree to 
which these parents wore carrying ou t t}'l..a t responsibil1 ty. 
In order to get as accure. te e. picture as possible, the 
study viewed t hese h ome s nga:tnst t he backdrop of pertinent 
background .fac t or s . When looking at t he n umber of fe:rnilios 
who had. family devotions , for example, it was important to 
kn ow v1hich of t h ose families had two pa.rents at h ome , which 
ha d Lu t heran parents , etc. Total figures, e .g . t he total. 
number of students ( or oven t he total number of either boys 
or glrls) wh ose famil:les reveal certain c'b.are.cteristics, 
ca? be very misleading. 
Tlovrover, t he study did n ot attempt to a tta ch any causal 
signif1cnnce to t hes e backgTound fac.tors . The fsct tri..at 
most Lutheran parents did a certain thing does not necessar-
ily mean that their being Lutllers.n was t he cause for the1.1' 
action. Other factors may have been present affecting the 
situation even more. Determining the reason for the pa~-
ents' actions was beyond the seope of tbe thesis, and would 
require ic.uoh .further study. As a matter o.f fact, the stu-
dent body of the st. Louis Lutheran High School was too 
h omogeneous a group to admit or mucb comparative measurement 
within itself. The percentage of homes in which the parenta 
were not Lutheran, for instance, was much too small to aup-
pl7 any s1gn1.f1cant data. 
At the same time, background factors or this type are 
important for an understanding or the figure a. Some a.ort 
--, 
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of relationship can be shown to exist between the actions of 
a faniily and its backg,-round . Specifically what this rela-
tionship is, especially whether it is causal or not, is left 
for further studies to prove. 
One other fo.ct.or ml ght be noted in e valuating t his 
study: no claim is made that the h eroe s or tbe adolescents 
s ·tudied \7era typical of Christian homos, or Lutheran homes, 
or even of Luthe:r•an homes containi.ng Lutheran high school 
s t udento elsewhere in this country. '.11hi s v1as a study of a 
seJ.ectl vo group, not a sample group. i\:;i such, its f'indings 
cannot be applied arbit-rarily to other groups of families. 
By way of summary: tho young people \'.'i t h whoni. this 
study mis conce1"ned were at an age in which they needed spe-
cial nurture as they grew in the life of God. The study 
askea the question, "'What are the parents of these adoles-
cents doing to help their children grow in that life?,.. In 
finding an answer, 1 t explored, within 1 ts limits, all of 
the family activities which might bB.ve contributed toward 
that growth. 
Method of Obtaining Data 
Two questionnaires were administered to the entire stu-
dent body ot: the st. Louis Lutheran High School. The study 
was conducted through the young people themselves t:or two 
reasons, one, they were readily accessible in their high 
school classes; two, the writer t:elt that they wou1d be 
J.3 
honest in th~ir answer t o ob .1ectivo questlons a.bout their 
homos. 19 
Tho u se of questionna ire s per·mi tted a ' mch wicle:r cover-
e.ge t han cou ld have been obtained dUl,ing the a llotted time 
by pe1 .. uonal interv:lev;s . The irupcr s om:,. l nature of t he ques -
tionnaire avoidec. t he irrelevant at;lmuli of t en involved in 
persona l contact.. I-a. ore over,. and most i mportant, 1 t pre-
.,or vcd tho o.n.onyraity of the students, onco1:raging them to 
b e co.11pl cte l y cond i d in their answers . 
Sey s s ociologist l uth • Cavan abou t questionnaires: 
1 On objecti ve and fac tual questions a rat-he.r high de.gree of 
r e liability may be e .xpect0d from adolescents, especially 
·: he .. 1. th(-; questions are carefully pbrased . "-20 11:ost questions 
were pru•ased so tha't t hey e. sl~ed on ly f or ob j ective informa-
tion, requll"ing no evalua t :lon on the pe.r•t of the students . 
Some questi ons were 1lltf)nt1ona.lly included which r·equired a 
19rn The Adolescent in ~ Family ( Nev., Yor k: 'D . Apple-
ton-Century Company, e.1934), a. report of the Subeommittee 
on t he F~nction or Home Activities in the Ecueati~n of the 
Child, a section of the ~'i1l1te House Conf'erence on Child 
Health and Protection., co-autbor!.1 Louise Stn..nl ey s.nd E . w. 
Burgess state in their 111,'oreword 11 (p. :xiv): "The conviction 
shared by the members of the Committee we.s that children 
could best give data on questions involving their attitudes 
to frunily r e lations o..nd ho1~e activit:1.es.. Psychiatrists have 
stated that children are generally more sensitive to the ac-
tuQlities of family relations t~~n are their paronts and 
mu~'h morr: i'.rank in their state:rp.enta upon them. " This .study 
measured children in the eig}lth., n i nth and tenth grades. 
20Quoted in Pauline v. Young, Scientific Social Surv~s 
!B£ Hesear.eh (Wew York: Prentic-e-Ha.ll, Inc., C.1939), p.6. 
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certs.in amount of judgment or personfl l opini~ on t heir part. 
This f '!'-ct ho.s been tak en into consideration in dre. ·ling con-
clusions from the finding s of the s tudy. 
The questionnai re s were administered_ by the wr 1 t er and 
four other gra.dua te s tuden ts of Concordie. Seminary wi th1n 
t he s pe.ce of two days . From ni1 otes on Admini s tering Q.t1es-
tionnn i re s , '" a 11Dt of directions dravm up f or the a dminis-
trators, the :following excerpts are taken: 
'lvhe one factor that is more j;m.portant than any other 
in making this study va11a is a willingne s s to answer 
on the part of the stµdents. The stuay is an attempt 
to determine the amount and quality of Christi an edu-
cati onal influence which the femi11es of t hese adoles-
cer1ts are exer tinp: on them. The questions -are such 
t bat t hey cen be very definitely colored if the stu-
dent is resentf ul or even apathetic. Thus a great 
denl depends on how the questionnaire is presented to 
the students. 
It would be well, then, to gain thelr confidence and 
co-operation by assuring them: 
a. '£hat tbey are helping; in an important study by e.n-
swering these questions. 
b. That truthfulness 1n answering is n.eoessary it' the -· 
study is to be of any value. 
c. That they will remain anonymous. 
d. i'hat we are grateful to them for their help. 
The questionnaires were administered to a sample group 
of eight students ( two f rom each class, pioke,d to insure va-
riety of ability) previous to the final revision. On the 
basis of thoir answers and suggestions. corrections were 
made 'ti;, ·:~nsure clarity of language and meaning. 
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The Questionnaires 
Questionnaire· I s1)pplied information for placing stu-
dents into appropriate groups under nine different catego-
ries : 21 
1. Sex. 
2. Age. 
3. Status of home (Broken or unoroken). 
4. Religion of parents. 
5. Children of ministers or teachers. 
6. Educa tior1 of father. 
7. Education of mother. 
8 . Number of ohild.ren in the family. 
9. Position of adolescent in the family (only, oldest, 
youngest, or middle child). 
Cato13ories six and seven were disce:rded during the tabulation 
when i t became evident thnt the information supplied was ei-
ther inadequate or possibly err oneous. The answer sheets to 
Questionnaire II (which supplied the bulk of the information) 
wo1~e scored separately under each of the seven remaining 
categories. Thus every student was measured seven times on 
the basis of different factors 1n his background. 
Questionnaire II supplied the bulk o.f the information 
for the otudy.22 Its q~est1~ns covered eight different 
areas of .family life which might have a bearing on the Chris-
tian growth of the adolescent in the .family. These areas 
are indicated by the headings of Chapters II-VlI. Tbe 
21see Appendix B for a copy of Questionnaire I. 
r!2 
~ See Appendix C fop a copy of Questionnaire II. 
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questions were set up 1n multiple choice style so that the 
answers could be scored on an electrical scoring machine. 
No scientific data on the factors in a home which aid 
in the type of Cbrist-ian growth descr1beq. in this thesis, 
gathered on the basis of actual life st~dies, was available 
to the writer. Indeed, as has been pointerl out previously, 
it a ppears that no such data of a truly scientific nature 
could be gathered. One• s standard of measurement mus.t be 
constructed on different ground. As a basis for the ·ques-
tionne.ire used in this study, the writer appeals to the rev-
elation of God in rtoly Scripture. In His Word, God descr1bee 
the conditions necessary if one is to have His life and grow 
in it. Where scholars in this field are rererred to as au-
thority for including a given question, the scholar's opin-
ion is always evalun ted in the· light of God's Word. 
Description of the Group studied23 
A total of 677 students turned in both questionnaires. 
On the basis of information supplied in Questionnaire 1, the 
students were classified according to various factors in 
their backgrounds. All items 1n Questionnaire II were then 
measured in the light of eao.h one of these class1f1oations. 
By way of illustration, final tabulations showed· no~ only 
how many families had family devotions, but how many families 
2~For detailed tabulations, see Appendix A. 
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w~. th boys, with .fourteen year-olds, w1 th Lutheran parents, 
etc. 1 had family devotions. 
All classes attending the high school were ra.ee.aur•ed _, 
freshman through senior. The totals showed 271 boys, 306 
girls .. The average age of the boys was 15.49; of the gi:itls, 
15.52 . 
Five hundred of the 577 students came from unbroken 
homes , in which both fathe.r and mother were present. No 
distinction was made as to step-parents in this tabulation. 
Fifty-five children were living with only one parent; of 
these, twenty-three were cases of separation or divorce.24 
Twenty-one students were living with others~ not their par-
ents; of t hese, at least five were by reason of divoroe.25 
I3y fer the majority of homes (447) had parents who were 
24m tabulating answers to Questionnaire II, it became 
evident that a certain number of those who said they were 
living w1th only one parent were also living with one atep-
pe.rent, 1ndioat1ng that their real father or mother bad re-
married. As fer .as could be determined fi'o1:1 the answers, 
this was true of twenty-four or tbe total number of ti.t'ty-
f"ive. Sixteen of these were from the number who bad been 
divorced, tQn from the number who bad been sepa·rated for 
other reasons. This fact should be noted in the tables 1n 
Chapters II-VII. where these groups are labeled 11L1v1ng 
with one parent (divorce)" and 0 Living with one parent 
( other reason} .. 11 
25some or the remainder lived in an orphan's home and 
listed no reason for being away from their original home. 
Thia whole category of students living with others, not 
their parents, was not used 1n the tables which follow 1D 
the thesis, since it did not consistently represent a fam-
ily group 1n the ordinary sense or the term. 
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both Lutheran. Twenty-nine hem.ea had one parent Lutheran, 
the other unaffillated. The twenty-£our remaining homes 1n 
which both parents wer·e still living were divided among 
various other combtnations of religious affiliation. In 
the f'ifty-five homes in which only one pa.rent was present, 
fifty-one of the paren ts were Lutheran.26 
Since the students being measured were from a Lutheran 
schoolJ an unusual number of them were children of Lutheran 
ministers or teachers. It was thought advisable to identity 
this g,:•oup, since at lee.st the :fathers in these bcme.s bad 
received special religious training, and this .fact could be 
expected to have at least some effect on the statistics. 
Thirty-one chj,ldren indicated that their fathers we.re min-
isters, nineteen that their fathers were teachers or pro-
fessors in Lutheran schools. This is a total of fif'ty, or 
8.7 per cent or the group measured. 
Table 6 in Appendix A shows the distribution ot stu-
dents according to the number of' children in the family. 
These figures were obtained with a view toward measuring the 
amount of experience which the parents bad gained 1n raising 
children. For this reason, the students were asked to give 
the total number of children in their families, including 
those children not at home at the present ti.me. The average 
.26This group 1nc.luded casea in which parents bad re-
married, as explained 1n footnote twent7-f'our. In these 
caae·a, the real parent was Lutheran. 
-
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number of children was 2 .8. 
From the point of view of the child, however, the im-
portant t hing is the nmnber or children at home ~· The 
students were also asked to indicate how many older and/~r 
younger children were living with them at home. On the ba-
sis of this infornJ.ation they were placed into one· of four 
categories: only child, oldest child, youngeat child, 'llin-
between"· child. Wote again that this classification refers 
to their position among the children living e.t home at the 
present time. Other children living with them besides broth-
era and sisters, e.g. oousina, boarders, etc., were counted 
a.a being in the f'amily. Table 7 1n Appendix A gives the 
complete statistics. The reeder will note t}:l.e preponderance 
of children in the noldest tt class: more than twice as many 
as in the "1youngcst. "' Noteworthy also 1s the fact that 166 
list themselves ns •~only children, r. seventy more than the 
number of nonly children" 1n Table 6. 
CHAPTER II 
FAMILY ':,OHSRIP 
Tho only kind of organism that gr or.vs 1s a 11 ving organ-
1 sm. If a child is to grow in the lit'e of God, he must be 
alive spiritually. This means that he must be reborn, after 
his physical birth; for when he comes into the world, al-
though nl1ve physically, he is still dead spiritually.l 
.Moreover, after ho has become allve, he must take constant 
recourse to the source of that life 1n order to be fed, or 
else the life created 1n him will wither and die.2 
The only source of this spiritual life is God H1mselt'. 
In order that men might be rescued from death, God sent His 
Son, Jesus Christ, into the world. Jesus ' life and death on 
the cross reconciled God and man, i.e., bridged the gult be-
tween God and man so that the life of God could reach man.3 
God gives His· life to men through His ·word, the Word 
that tells of Jea'tls Christ and His work. His plan is for 
His Word to be preacbed, read, taught; He works through the 
Word to make the men alive who hear or read it.4 He Himself" 
lJohn 3:-3 •. 
2John 15:1-10. 
3II Corinthians 5 .:17-19. 
4
I Peter l:23-25. 
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takes possession of men's hearts as they hear the 11word or 
reconciliation, " and moves them to accept Jesus Christ as 
their Savior and thus be uborn againtt to live the life ot 
God. 5 
It the family ' s task of Christian education is to nur-
ture the child in the lif'e of God, then its use of the Word 
of God is absolutely vital, since it is in His Word that 
God gives lire. God not only effects the child's rebirth 
by means of the Word, but also feeds him through it so tbat 
he will grow 1n the life which God wants Rim to lead.6 
Hol.y Baptism. 
Most of the young people deal.t with in this study re-
ceived the lite of Ood already as infants, in Holy Baptism. 
God gave them His life through the Word 1n that sacramental 
form . 7 Parents perform their function as Christian edlloa-
tora not only by bringing their children to be baptized, but 
by recalling the fact or their Baptism to the children aa 
they grow older, reminding them that they are children of God 
and are 11 ving an tteternal lite." Both st. Paul and St. Jobn 
found occasion to d·O th.is 1n their epiatles to baptized 
50a1at1ana 2:20; I John 5tll-12. 
611 Timothy 3:14-17. 
"Romans 613-11. 
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Chr1st1ansy showing them how spiritually alive men ought to 
live.8 
1,11ve hunch"ed and sixty-three students, or 97 .6 per cent 
of t he tota l, indicated t hat t heir paren ts had been instru-
mental in having t he.in baptized (Table l). '{11th the ques-
tionnaire method of investigation, 1t was i mpossible to get 
an accurate pictt1.re of h ow t heir pare,nts bad been relating 
t heir Baptism to t heir da ily lives. The question, nHave 
your parents or guardians ever talked to you a.bout your Bap·-
t1sm (besides at your conf1r>mation)? " showed only what per-
centage at lee.st admitted of this possibility. Slightly 
over 24 per cent of t he total number of students said t hat 
t he i r parents had never talked to them about t heir Baptism, 
outside of t he time of their confirirlB.tion. 'l'able 2 shows 
the distribution of both the total number of children and 
the children according to their religious. backgrounds. 
Private Devotions 
The most frequent opportunities for feeding on the Word 
of God within the family circle come in 1 ts worship or nde- · 
vot1ons,n both private and group. ~~ile the study did in-
quire into· the students I personal worship !"&bits, it was 
recognized that this aspect of their lives had only 1ndireot 
8aomans 6:1•14; Galatians 5:16-25; Epheaiana 4 and 5; 
I John 3:9tt. 
X 
TABLE l 
PERSONS ARRANGING FOR BAPTISM OF CHI LDREN 
Parents Other Myself Other Total 
relatives friend 
Total children (No.) 563 6 6 4 579 ~ 
(Pct.) 97.6 1.0 1.0 .7 100.3 
TABLE 2 
NUMBER OF TIMES PARENTS OR GUARDIANS TALKED TO CHILDREN 
ABOUT Th'"EIR BAPTISM (BESIDES AT CONFIRMATION) ro 
c,i 
Never Once or Several No Total 
twice ··- times answer ... .- ~ .... -- --
Total children (No.) 141 200 233 3 577 
(Pct.) 24.4 34.7 40.4 .5 100.0 
Both parents Lutheran (No.) 93 160 194 - 447 
(Pct.) 20.8 36.8 43.4 - 100.0 
One parent Lutheran (No.} 18 19 9 5 51 
(Pct.) 35.3 37.2 17.7 9.8 100.0 
Parents other religions (No.) 19 14 21 - 54 
(Pot.) 35.2 25.9 38.9 - 100.0 
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bearing on t he study. The family may have had little or no 
1nf'luence on. the pr i va te devotional life of its children. 
The most t hat could be said was t bat whore the child was 
leading a healthy devoti.onal life , the family was not pre-
venti ng him from doing so. The fi gures are presented in 
Tables 3 and 4 for the sake of offer1.ng s. complete picture. 
Group Devotions 
Most important i'or this study was the group V1orship ot 
the family. Under• this heading were included prayers at 
meals , and espGc1ally family devotions, where the Word of 
God was rend and discussed. 
Family worship answers needs which t he weekly worship 
of the Christian congregation cannot ans\Ver; it can b-e con-
ducted daily, and 1 t can ralate the \'lord to the more inti-
mate needs of the family circle. The importance of family 
worship is illustrated in R.R. Gaemmerer•s discussion of 
its objectives: 
The first objective of the family's use of the Word 
must be to keep clear the fact that the Word is an 
answer to need, and to the need of every member of the 
family circle. Family devotions are not a sop to -Ood, 
but they are the taking of the Bread or Life f'rom God. 
Hence the family dev-otions will always seek to make all 
ot its members aware of the fact that through the word 
which is being beard and the prayers said in response 
the family bas a direct hold on God through Obrist and 
1~ fostering the happiness and growth ot eaoh member 
ot the family. As the Word holds Obrist and God'a wa7 
ot life up before the minds of the family ci rcle, it 
meets the need for forgiveness or sins, the problems 
ot perplexity and aluggisbneas ot faith , and the quest 
~ - ------- -
TABLE 3 
NUMBER OF TIMES STUDENTS READ BIBLE! DURING PRECEDING WEEK 
l~ot at l - 2 3 - 4 Once Twice tJo Total 
all times times a day a day answer 
Girls (No.) 190 68 28 17 - 3 306 
(Pot.} 62.l 22.2 9.2 5.5 ~ 1.0 100.0 
ro 
{No.) Boys 195 4 '~ 14 9 2 2 271 (11 
(Pot.) 72.0 18.l 5.2 3.3 .7 .7 100.0 
Living with both (No.) 333 100 39 22 2 4 500 
parents (Pct.) 66.6 20.0 7. 6 , .• 4 .4 . 8 100.0 
Living with one (No.) 17 5 - l - - 23j 
parent (divorce) (Pct.) 73.9 21.a - 4.3, - - 100.0 
Living with one par- (No.) 23 8 - l - - 32 
ent (other reason) (Pot.) 71.9 25 - 3 . 1 - - 100.0 
TABLE 4 
NUMBER OF TI?.tES STUDENTS PRAYl";D PRIV.A'l'ELY DURING 
THE PRECEDING WEEK (BESIDES AT MEALTI ME ) 
Not at l - 2 3 - 4 Once Twice No Total 
all times times a day a day answer 
Oirla (No.) 12 27 33 109 124 l 306 
(Pot.) 3.9 a.a 10.8 35.6 40.5 .4 100.0 
l\) 
Boye (No.) 24 43 43 
O> 
92 68 l 271 
(Pct.) 8.9 15 .9 15.9 ·33.8 25.l .4 100.0 
Living with both (No.) 26 67 6'1 175 173 2 500 
parent, (Pct.) 5.2:· 11.4 13.4 35.0 34.6 .4 100.0 
Living with one (No.) l 4 2 13 3 .. 23 
parent (divorce ) (Pct.) 4.3 17.4 8.7 66.5 13.l - 100.0 
L1T1ng with one par- (No.) 4 6 4 9 9 ... 32 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 12.6 18.8 12.Si 28.l 28 .l - 100.0 
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fore greater will to prayer and praise.9 
Say in.g nigrace11 a t meals can be class1f1ed a s family wor-
sh ip in the broad sense of the term, although prayer is only 
one part of worship. Table 5 gives the figures on family 
prayer a t mealtime. Most families had the custom of saying 
•tgre.ce'~ at least once a t each meal . The lowest percante.ge 
was recorded in the ca t e ~ory tllParents other religions, n, where 
only hal.f of the students said their families prayed at least 
once at meelt:i.me. 
Table 6 gives t he distribution of students according to 
t he n umbc,r of t imes t he i r families had family devotions (de-
fined in the. questionnaire es ttree.ding the Bible or another 
religious book , praying "). The highest percentage of those 
having dai ly family devotions was 24.6, found in t he category 
'"'Li v1ng w1 th both parents. "10 In this aaro.e category, 52. 2 
per cent indicated that they never had family devotions. 
Thus,even in this group, for every one family that had daily 
family devotions, two families bad none at all. The same 
ratio a pplies to those f'amilies with both parents Lutheran. 
In other groups, a far higher percentage indicated that 
9R. R. Caemme,rer, ":irhe Christian Family - a Living Force 
in the Modern ~orld,n The Christian Family.!!!, ]h!. Modern 
World, edited by waltor F. Wolbrecht (St. Louisr Concordia 
Publishing House, c.1948). p. 62. 
lOAlmost one-fourth of this number (6.8 per cent) were 
families in which the father is a minister or a teacher in a 
Lutheran school. 
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they never had family devotions. The highest was recorded 
in the group labeled "'Parents other relig ions,"' which includ-
ed cases of mixed marriage as -:iell a s cases in which one or 
the other of the parents had no relig ious a f fj.liation. 
Table 7 shows the frequency of family devotions accord-
i ng to the position of the child 1n the family. Notable is 
the comparison between the figures for '~only chlldu and "'mid-
dle child.n By its very nature, the latter category indi-
cates that there must have been at least three children 1n 
those homes. Yet 26.3 per cent in this group indicated that 
they had family devotions every day, over 11 per cent more 
than the families with '~only ch1ldron.tt> By the same token, 
only 44.2 per cent of the "-'middle children"' said that they 
never bad family devotions, as compared with 70.5 per cent 
of the ttonly o hildren. "' 
More children in the family o!'ten means a var 1ed a ge 
group, a greater variety of outside activities claiming the 
interest of the children, and less free time for everyone 
concerned. If' this was true of the group studied, these 
facts still did not deter a comparatively large percentage 
of families from taking the time to hold !'amily devotions. 
This observation, together with the findings regarding the 
smaller fam111.es, does not seem to bear out the validity of 
the reason ofte~ given for not having family devotions, 
viz., leek of time and variety of ages and inte~ests. 
'1.>ABLE 6 
FREQUENCY OF P.l\.MILY PRAYER AT MEALTIME 
Never on s peci al Bei'ore After Before Total 
occasions ea t ing eating and after -
Living with both (No.) 21 59 169 4 247 500 
parents (Pet.) 4.2 11.8 33.8 .a 49.4 100.0 
Living with one (No.) - 5 13 1 4 ~3 
parent (divorce ) (Pct.) - 21. a 66.6 4.3 17.4 100.0 IO co 
Living w1 t h one par- (No~) 5 6 7 l 13 32 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 16.6 18.8 21 . 9 3.1 40.6 100 . 0 
Both parents (No.) 10 50 140 2 245 447 
Lutheran (Pct.) 2.2 11.2 31.4 .5 54.7 100.0 
One parent Lutheran (No.) 5 10 19 2 25 51 
(Pct.) 9.8 19.6 37.2 3 . 9 49.0 100.0 
Paren ta other (No.) 10 17 25 - 2 64 · 
rellg1Qna (Pot.) 18.5 31.6 46.3 - 3.7 100.0 
TABLE 6 
FREQUEWOY OF FAMI LY DEVOTI ONS (A) 
Never F'ew tin1cs About once Almost No Total 
a year a week every day answer 
Living with both (No.) 281 73 37 123 6 500 
parents (Pot.) 52.2 14.6 7.4 2·4.6 1.2 100.0 
Living with one (No.) 16 4 l 2 l 23 
parent (divorce) (Pat.) 6S.3 17.4 4.3 8.7 4.3 100.0 CA 
0 
Living with one par- (No.) 23 6 l 2 - 32 
ent (other reason} (Pct.) 71.9 18.8 3.1 6.2 - 100.0 
Both parents (No.) 221 66 36 108 16 447 
Lutheran (Pot.) 49.4 14,8 a.o 24.2. :3 . 6 100.0 
One parent Lutheran (l~o •) 34 10 2 4 l 51 
(Pct.) 67.6 lQ~6 3,9 7.8 2.0 100.0 
Parente other (No.) 43 7 - l 3 54 
religions (Pct.) 79.6 13.0 - 1.9 5.5 100.0 
11ABLE 7 
FREQUENCY OF ?AMI LY DEVO~I ONS (B) 
Never Few times About once AL"'l!ost Mo Total 
a year a week every day e.nswer 
~e child (No.) 73 8 3 11 l 96 
(Pot.) 76.1 8 .3 3 .1 11.5 1.0 100.0 
ho., three (No.} 159 66 26 70 3 314 
children (Pet.) 50-~6 17.8 8.3 22.~ 1.0 100.0 
(II .., 
Four - more (No.) 69 19 10 45 3 146 
children (Pct.) 47.3 13.0 6.9 30.7 2.1 100 . 0 
Only ohild (No.) 117 17 6 24 2 166 
(Pct.) 70 . 5 10.2 3.6 14.5 1.2 100.0 
Oldest child (No,) 101 37 25 65 5 233 
(Pct.) 43.3 15.9 10.7 27.9 2.2 100.0 
Youngest child (No.) 59 15 5 23 - 102 
(Pct.) 57.8 14.7 4.9 22·.6 - 100.0 
Kiddle child (No.) 30 15 4 18 l 68 
(Pot.) 44.2 22.l 5.9 26.3 1.5 100.0 
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What does tr.~e family do when 1 t worships? True family 
worship, like other group worship, has both elements of sacra-
ment and sacrifice. God talks to t he family, and t he family 
talks to God. Since God talks to the family in Hie #ord, that 
word occupies an indispensible place in the .family worship. 
Ordinarily, the family will discuss the word it has read, es-
pecially when children are included in the worship cirele, 
in order to clarify difficult conceptg and apply general 
principles to specific needs.11 This is true, too, of read-
ings in devotional books, where the material is often pitched 
at adult levei.12 
In family worship, the family will elso pray together. 
If one person offers the prayer for the whole group, he will 
take into oons1dero.t1on both w.hat God has sa.id · to them in 
His Word, and the needs and de sir.es 0£ each of the tam1.ly 
members, even the youngeat.13 
Table 8 distributes the students aoc0l'd1ng to t hese 
worah1p aot1vlt1ea. It should be noted in studying tbe table 
that many devotional books 1nolu.de printed excerpts tram 
11oaemmerer, ~. _ill., pp. 62-3 
12Mart1n P. Simon, tliparent Training, tt! Cbr-1at1an Preschool 
Education, edited by Herbe~j:; B, Gross (River Forest, Illinois: 
Lutheran Education Association,,· ·~,45) , . p. 52. 
. ' 
1~ ' 
Henry F •. Cope, Rel1gioua Education 1n the Familz (Chi-
cago: Uni vera 1 ty of' Chicago Pre as, l915) , p. 140. 
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scripture on t heir own p~ges, thus obviating the use of the 
Dible directly.14 
1fABLE 8 
ACTI VI Tllt S OF' Il'Alli lLY VJORSHIP15 
Living with both 
parents 
Bible reading (No.) 
(Pct.) 
Reading of devotional(No.) 
book or pam9hlet (Pct.) 
Discussion of (No.) 
material read (Pot.) 
Original prayers 



























If family worship is to fulfill its function 1n the lite 
of the child of God, 1.e., 1f the child is to be fed with the 
Vlord of God, then the Woro. must be applied to the child I a 
needs. The portions of Scripture read must be intelligible 
l'The devotional manual published by the Lutheran Cburch-
Uiasouri Synod for the period of time during which the study 
waa con.ducted printed one verse from the Bible and gave the 
refer~nce. for a suggested reading of greater length, which 
1 t did not print out. Mo,st famil.iea included in Table 8 are 
members of this ohurch body, &nd it a•~ms reasonable to 
assume that many of· them used this manual. 
15Percentage.s are taken on the basis of those who in-
dicated that the.y had fam11y devotions at least a tew times 
a year ( Question 4 ot Q.ueat1onna1re II: Ct. Appendix C ) · 
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to t h e chi ld and per t:l.nen t to h i s c urrent problems and in-
terests. Ot her •lise t he 1.1.se of t h e Word becomes a :nere 
for:w.l-tl i ty, a "-ri te car ried out perf unctor i ly."; Not only 
do such family devotions f ail in their pu~poso , bu t t hey 
may i mplant an a ·.t i tude of indiff erence or e ven revulsion 
16 t oward the Word, whlch nmy last f or years t o come. This 
is ;)nrticularly true during the age of a dolescence, when 
the child i s re-cve.lunting habit\\al family prac tices a nd 
f'orm.lng l f:l sting judgments •17 
'Phe study could not measure, accurately whet her or not 
the fami ly devotions of the students were mee t ing the re• 
quirements of relevancy and i n.t ellig,ibili ty. All that 
could be measured wa s the 2tudent s 1 own evaluation of his 
frur:ily devotions, whether t hey wer•e i nteres t ing or unin-
teres t ing , too short or too long, etc. But if a student 
evaluated h i s family devotions as only ftoccasionally in-
teresting ,n this did nqt mean that the parents were mnklng 
no a t tempt to relate the word to the student's life, since 
that student might l1ave been unduly critical in his judg·-
m~nt, often a characteristic of adolescents. 
16 
Csemmerer, .22• cit., p. 15. 
17Freder1ck Traoy, ~ Psychology e.£. Adolescence (New 
York: The MacMillan Company, 1950), pp. 190-1. 
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As was the ca s0 wi th a ll t he questions in this s tudy 
involvi ng t he s tudents' own judgment , t hen, the on l y really 
mean i n. _ful cat.e t.\OI·iea were tho extremes: "olmost never in-
teresting , " utoo lon&'11 '!)almost always interesting,' and 
""too short."' I f a student sai d that his family devotions 
~.ere al most never interesti ng , then one could quite safely 
assume t hat the family devotions were falling s hort of their 
purpose, since at l east a r easonable pe~centage of t he de-
votions should have captured his ihte.rest if the parents 
were attempting to make them relevant c:,-:tj :nean i ngf'ul. In 
any case , only n negligtble percentage checked this choice 
and even fewer said their devotions were too long . 
A helpfu l device for making family devotions meaning-
ful to tbe younger members of the family is letting the 
cbildren themselves help to- plan and conduct the worship 
periods. When they are directly involved in this way, 
their interest is more easily eapture-d, and, above all, they 
have a chance to express their own needs. Birthdays and 
other anniversaries lend themselves particularly well to 
such u practice. 
A sizeable percentage of the group (about 34 per cent)had 
never helued either to plan or conduct a family devotion 
(Table 10). A sliehtly higher percentage said they bad 
heloed once or ,a few times. About 22 per cc~t of the 




STUDENTS' E'VALUATION OF F'AI'riILY DEVOTIONS 
Living with both Both parents 
parents Lutheran 
Almost never interesting .( No.) 11 9 
(Pct.) 4.7 4.1 
Ocoasionally interesting (No.) 58 55 
(Pct.) 25.0 25.4 
Frequently interesting (No.) 62 59 
(Pct.) 26.8 27 .2 
Almost always interesting (No.) 101 94 
(Pct.) 43.5 43 .3 
Too long ( No. ) 5 5-
(Pct.) 2.1 2.3 
About the right length (No.) 196 186 
(Pct.) 83.4 84.l 
Too short (No.) 34 30 
(Pct.) 14.5 13.6 
i'ABLE 10 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH CHILDaEN HELPED TO 
PLAN OR COlIDUCT A F'AM.ILY DEVOTION 
Living w1.th both Both parents 
parents Lutheran 
Never (No.) 88 '19 
(Pct.) 34.9 33.5 
Once (No. ) 13 13 
(Fct.) 5.2 5.5 
A few times (No.) 97 92 
(Pct.) 38.5 39.0 
Often (Ho.) 54 52 
(Pct.) 2·1.4 22.0 
Total (No.) 252 236 
(Pct.) 100.0 100.0 
3? 
v.·orship in the Local Congregation 
'J.1he fe.mily noui·isbes i ts l i fe wi th the Word of God not 
only with1n i ts <mn c i r c le, but also i n t he laJ•ger gather-
ing of Christian people i n the local congregation. It does 
so 1n the Sunday worship s ervice and in the reception of' 
the Lord's Supper. 
Parents wh o a.1•e sen sitive to their position a.s Christ• 
1an educators of t heir chi ldren will recogni ze this need 
for worshi p in the l a r ger community, end encourage partici-
pation. But they teach most by their ovm. example. Children 
w o ar e f orcod to attend church and S~'llday School because 
1t1 t 's good f or them, 11 ,.vhi le their _parents stay away, do not 
forget the adult example when they themselves become of' age. 
They are l i kely to stay away, too. 
The tremendous influence wielded by parents 1n regard 
to the religious af.'filiation of their children was striking-
ly illustrated in a study made by Howard M. Bell in Maryland 
for the American Council on Education (1938). He found tbat 
only a _neglig ible propor·tion o:f the young people measured 
adopted a belief diff'erent from that of either parent: 4.2 
per cent for the Catholi.c youth, 2 per oent for the Pro-
testants, and none f or the Jewisb.16 
18 
Howard ?fl •. Bell, Youth 'l;ell Their Story (Washington: 
American Council on Education, 1938), p. l96. 
---
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Part1c lpe:l· ion :i.n the worsl'l.ip of.' the local congre·ga-
tion by t be f ami l y as a un:l.t ce.n be a strong unifying 
force binding the members of the f~mily together •. that is 
true of CJ:'i.rist1an s in general is a lso true of.' tbe :f.am:i.ly ~ 
that t hey l1ill grow together in one body as t hey speak to 
one another in "'ps alms and hymns and spi ritual son.g s ••• g iv-
ing the.nks t, lways f'or all things unto God and tb.e .Father 
ln t be n&me of our Lord J e s u s Christ. nl9 
r1'ables 11-14 g ive f' i gures on pa.rti cipa t:1.on i.n the wor-
ship activities of the local con&i-regation. Greatest fre-
quency . of church a ttendance of both mothers and fathers was 
found i n the families where botb parents were at h ome and 
both were Lutheran. Where both parents were at hon;e and 
religi ous e.ff'il1e.tion v,as not considered, el.most 20 pe~ 
cent more ·mothers t han fathers attended church at least four 
time s du.ring the month preceding the study. Con:vers.ely, 9 
per cent more fathers than mothers (1n thi s case, more than 
twice as many) did not attend church at all. In the homes 
1~ which both parents were Lutheran. the . figure on attend-
ance four times or more wes almost eJmctly the same for 
fathe,rs as for mothers ·(.70.7 aa con.1.pared_ w;th 71.1).20 
19Ephesians 5119-20. 
f 201~leven per cent of the Lutheran fathers who attended 
ohurch four or more times were ministers or teachers in 
Lutheran schoolo. 
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Infrequent church attendance was raost characteristic, espe-
cially for .fa thera, of the group le.be led '~Parents other 
religions."' 
The same categories contain the high and low percent-
ages in Table 13 as in Tables 11 and 12. Table 13 gives the 
number of times the family attended church together during 
the preceding month (at one time, or on one Sunday, since 
in some families tho members could not by :rorce of circum-
stance attend the same service). 
The figures given in Table 14 are the answers to a 
noceaaarily general question: "'Do you discuss the Sunday 
worship sorvice (ror instance 1 th.e sermon) at home?'' For 
this reason, the results are in no way conclusive. HoweveP, 
the figures broadly follow the same trend as indicated in 
the two previous tables, with highest interest in the wor-
ship of the local congregation centered in families with 
both parents at home and both Lutheran. 
This portion of the study was closely allied with 
another portion, treated. in Chapter VII, regarding churoh-
home co-operation. Parents influence their children c.ona1d-
erably by their attitude toward the local church, its wor-
ship services, Jts pastor, and ita members. The results 
given 1n the tables under nchlll"ch-Home Co-operation" 1n 
Chapter VII might be studied 1n connection with this sec-
tion for a more complete picture. 
TABLE ll 
NUMBER OF' TIMES F'k l'EERS ATTENDED CfiURCH DURI NG PRECEDING MONTH 
Not One Two Three Four or To ~:;; l 
at all time times times more times ·~· 
Living with both {No.) 79 16 33 48 324 500 
pa~ents (Pet.) 16.8 3.2 6.6 9_ ..6 64.8 100. 0 
Living with one (No.) 11 l - l 2 15 
parent (divorce) (Pot.) 73.3 6.7 - 6.7 13.3 100.0 ~ 
0 
Living with one par- {No.) 3 l - l 3 8 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 37.5 12.5 - 12.5 37.5 100.0 
Both parents (No.) 41 12 31 47 316 447 
L\ltheran (Pot.) 9.2 2.7 6.9 10.5 70.7 100.0 
One parent Lutheran (No,) 1~ 2 - 2 4 21 
(Pot.) 62.0 9.5 - 9.5 19.0 100.0 
.Parent• other tNo.) 38 3 2 3 6 52 
religions Pct.) 73.0 6.8 3.8 5.8 11.6 100.0 
I 
TABLE 12 
NUMBER OF TIMES MOTHERS ATTENDED CHURCH DURING PRECEDING MONTH 
Not one 'l'wo Three Four or Total 
at all time times times more times 
L1Ting with both (No.) 34 20 35 72 339 500 
pal'enta· (Pct.) 6.8 4.0 7.0 14.4 83.8 100.0 
Living with 01,1e (No.) 2 - 4 6 9 21 
pal'ent (d1vol'ce) (Pct.) 9.5 - 19.0 28.8 42 . 7 100.0 .,.. 
Living with one pal' - (No.) 
.., 
2 1 4 9 16 31 
ent (othel' reaeon) (Pct.) 6.5 3.2 12.9 29.0 48.4 100.0 
Both parents (No.) 20 18 29 62 318 447 
Luthel'an (Pot.) 4 . 5 4.0 6 . 5 13.9 71.1 100.0 
One pal'ent Lutheran (No.) 4 1 a 15 21 49 
(Pat.) 8.2 2.0 16.3 30.6 42.9 100.0 
Parents other (No.) 14 2 6 9 22 53 
1'el1g1ona (Pot.) 26.4 3.8 11.3 17.0 41.5 100.0 
TABLE 13 
NU.MBER OF TIMES FAMILIES AT~1r:WDED CHURCH TOGF;THER 
DURING THE .PRECEDING MONTH 
Uot One Two Three Four or Total 
at all time times times more times 
Living with both (No.) 113 26 49 55 257 500 
parents (Pot.) 22.6 1.2 9.8 11.0 51.4 100.0 
Living with one (No.) 11 2 - 5 5 23 ~ 
parent (divorce) (Pct.) 47.7 8.7 - 21.8 21.s 100.0 t\? 
Living with one par- (No.) 5 3 6 7 11 32 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 15.6 9.4 18.7 21.9 34.4 100.0 
Both parents (No.) 74 26 46 50 251 447 
Lutheran (Pct.) 16.5 5.8 10.3 11.2 56.2 100.0 
<me parent Lutheran (No.) 15 5 6 12 13 51 
(Pct.) 29.4 9.8 11.8 23.6 25.4 100.0 
Parents other (No.) 39 - 3 5 7 · 54 
religions (Pct.) 72.l - 5.6 9.3 13~0 100.0 
TABLE 14 
FHEQUENCY WITH WHICH F'AMI LY DISCUSSES 
SUNDAY rlORSEI P SERVI CE AT HOME 
Almost Occa• Almost Uo Total 
never sionally every week answer 
Living with both parents (No.) 100 285 115 - 600 
(Pct.) 20.0 57.0 23.0 - 100.0 
Living with one parent (No.) 6 11 5 1 23 
(divorce) (Pct.} 26.1 47 . 8 21. 8 4 .3 100.0 
~ 
Living with one parent (Ho.) 8 18 6 - 32 (,I 
(other reason) (Pet.} . 25.0 56.2 18.7 - 99 .9 
Both parents Lutheran (No.) 79 258 106 4 44'7 
(Pct.) 17.7 67.7 23.7 .. 9 100.0 
One parent Lutheran (No.) 13 26 11 l 61 
(Pot.) 25.4 51.0 21.6 2.0 100.0 
Parente other religions (No.) 22 25 7 - 54 
(Pct.) 40 . 7 46.3 13.0 - 100.0 
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The Lord's Supper 
A final method by which the family literally feeds on 
the Word of life is by participation in the Sacrament of 
Holy Communion. This is the second of the two sacraments 
which God has instituted in order to convey His life to men.21 
By its very nature, this sacrament also binds the family to-
gether into one body when its members partake of 1t mutually. 
The danger inherent in regular and frequent participa-
tion in this sacrament, like other forms and rituals of the 
churoh, is that it can become a thoughtles.a conformity to 
custom.22 Recognizing th1s, parents can· encourage prepara-
tion for the Lord's Supper by meditation and self-examina-
tion. Again, their best teaching method is by example. The 
very preparation for Holy Comnnm1on can become a unifying 
force for the family 1f it is done jointly . 
The study ('l'ab1es 15-17) showed the following~ Moat 
students (58.8 ot the total) attended Roly Communion trom 
four to six time a a year. Most students attended almost 
every time with their parents. Joint preparation for Com-
munion (defined in the Questionnaire as prayer and self 
21Matthew 26:26-2.9; I Corinthians 11 :23-30.. Becat'.se of 
this function, Lutheran confessional writings refer to the sac-
raments as the "visible Word." ."Apology 0£ the Augsburg Con-
fession," Triglot Concordia, edited by F. Bente (st. I.ot?la: 
Concordia Pul'>J.1shing House, 1921) , Article XIII (VII), p. 309. 
· 22oaenmerer, .21!. .ill· , p. 61. 
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examination) on the part of tho family was almost unknown. 
For ever,y three students who prepared themselves at least 
oceasionally, one student almost never prepared himself. 
TABLE 15 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH STUDENTS '!'AKE ROLY COMl.'!UIHON 
Uever l • 2- 3 - 4 About once Almost No Tota l 
a year times a year a month every week answer 
Total boys (No• ) 7 37 339 187 3 4 577 
and girls (Pot.) 1.2 6.4 58.8 32.4 . 6 . 7 100.0 .,. 
0) 
Both par en t .s (No.) 3 18 2'72 149 2 3 447 
Lutheran (Pot.) .7 4.0 60.9 Z3.3i .4 . 7 100. 0 
One parent (Ho.) - 8 2'7 16 - - 51 
Lutheran (Pct.) - 16.7 52.9 31.4 - - 100.0 
Parents other (Bo.) 2 9 28 11 l 3 54 
religion, (Pot.) 3.7 16.7 51.7 20.4 1 .• 9 5.6 100 .• 0 
TABLE 16 
IllMEDIATE GROUP WI TH WHOM STUDENTS GO TO HOLY COM.MUNION 
Both pa~en ts One parent Parents other 
Lutheran Lutheran. religions 
Uauall7 alene (No.) 18 4 12 
(Pct.) 4.0 7.8 22.2 
With friends (No.) 58 9 11 
(Pot.) 13.0 17 .7 20.4 
With parents about (No.) 78 6 
~ 
3 ~ 
halt the time (Pet.) 17 .5 5.9 11 .1 
With parents al.moat (No.) 293 34 20 
8V8l'J' time (Pot.) 65.5 67.6 37.0 
No anew•r (No.) - l 5 
(Pct.) - 2.0 9 . 3 
Total (No.) 447 51 54 
(Pot.) 100 . 0 100 . 0 100.0 
·, 
TABLE 17 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH Si'UDENTS PREPARE THEMSELVES 
FOR COMMUNION BEFORE TBE SERVICE 
Both parents23 One parent Parents other 
Lutheran Lutheran religions 
Almost never ~No.) 104 17 12 
Pct.) 23.2 33.3 22.2 
Occasion•llJ, by pfo.) 152 13 13 
themselves Pct.) 34.1 25.4 24.0 
Almost always, by (No.) 176 17 23 
themselves (Pct.) 39.4 33.3 42.6 
Ocoas1onally, togeth- (No.) 12 l -
er with family (Pct. ) 2.6 2.0 -
Almost always, togeth-(No.) 7 3 l 
er with family (Pot.) l.6 5.9 1.9 
' No answer (No.) - - 5 
(Pct.) - - 9 . 3 
Total (No.) 451 51 49 
(Pct.) 100,9 99.9 100.0 
23Total tor thia column 18 slightly higher than 100.0 per cent because tour 




LIV I NG IN LOVE 
When a man is reborn into the life of God, his new life 
1s considerable different from the life of men who are still 
spiritually dead. He bas a di.ft·erent motive power; his aim 
in life is different; his basic values are different; he 
turns to different sources for strength for liv1ng 7 par-
ticularly in times o.f crisis; he takes a different view 
toward his fellow man. In fact, he· is reborn ror the very 
purpose of living differently.l 
The Word of God describes the Cb1•istian 's new 11:fe in 
many ways and at great length, but in the realra ot social 
relations, between the Christian and his fellow man, the 
word which it uses as ~haracteristio of .every activity ia 
"love. n,2 Broadly speaking, Christian love includes all those 
activities in which a child of God thinks, speaks~ and aota 
for the purpose of serving others. The Christian recognizes 
that 1n serving them, he is serving God; and insofar as God's 
lite exists 1~ him, he places his whole being - intellect, 
emotion, and will - at Godts diaposa1.3· 
lEphesians 2:l-10. 
21 Corinthians 13; I John 4. 
3t.tatthew 25:31-40; Romana 12; I John 3:14-18. 
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The Christian grows i n h1s new life of love just a s he 
grows physically . fie wants more and more to serve God, and 
he learns better how to do it. 4 But he grows only 1f his 
spiritual life 13 put to the test in actual life s·1tuat1ons. 
Just as a u1an' s arms ·and legs become useless if he does not 
use them .for a long period, so man I s s piritual faculties 
disintegrate i f he does not exercise them.6 
.As t he Christian grows in the life of God, he casta. ott 
more and more of his old nature, which is constantly striving 
to gain control of h~n again. Because he still retains much 
of thia forrner na ture, even if' he has been n child ot God 
from · intancy, the Christian lives in a constant cont'liet. As 
long as he abides n·1n Christ, u i ~e., as long as he goes to 
the Word of reconc111at1·on. for nourishment and commits his 
lite completely to God for direction a·nd motive, he has the 
power to ·throttle his natvral desires and live aotively, un• 
selfishly, joyfully as a ohild of God. 6 And .the more suo-
oesatul be is in t his endeavor, the stronger and more mature 
a. Christian he becomes. This proce,as of maturation through 
an active l1t'e ot conflict is Christian education in the 
richemt sense of the term. 
·4Hebrews 6: 13-14. 
6Ei,hes1ana 4. 
6Romana 7:18-26; I John 6:18-21. 
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The best and moat natural school - i.e., tra1n1ng ground -
for the Christian life is the family. In the Ohr1st1an family, 
children of God live inti mately ~1th one another day after day. 
Chances to serve one another a.bound. The very colr.monness of 
family life, the routine, the intimacy, offers a severe teat 
for Christian love. Frictions strike sparks wh1oh flare up 
into the flame of anger if they a.re not extinguished. Trage-
dies occur which may make life black with sorrow it' they are 
not understood. . At the same time, the natural bond of affec-
tion between parents and oh1ldren, brothers and sisters, 
helps create e. sympathetic and understanding atmosphere which 
can absorb the hurts and wounds inflicted when the child of 
God fails in his responsibility of C'hristian love. 
In its function as a training ground, the family groom.a 
1te children for God-pleasing lives in the larger world. 
Children learn how to get along with other people at hom.e.7 
If they learn God's will there, by aetually experiencing 
Cbr1st1an love at work - loving their parents and brothers 
and sisters, and being loved - they will live t hat way to-
ward other people, too.a 
It ia 1m:poss1ble to isolate one set of family activities 
7R. R. Caemmerer, "'"The Christian FamilY' - a Living Poree 
in the Modern world, "The Christian Family 1n the Modern 
World, edited by WalterF. Wolbrecht (St. Louis: Concordia 
Publfahing House, c .19·48), pp. 57-8. 
81 Pete~ 2:1-12. 
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as training 1n Christian love. Love is the element which 
makes every ramily ect1v1ty Chri stian. Thus it is a factor 
to be cons1de,red throughout t h1s study, not only in one 
chapter. 
Certain family act1v1 ties lend themselves more directly 
than others to the cultivation of Christian love, however, 
and these ere trea.ted i n this chapter . The difficulty comes 
in putting e finger on one certa i n activity and saying , ftThis 
is tr~ining in Christian lov.e. ,t .More often. it is the way a 
certain thin~ i.s cl.one, not necessaril:,y the act.1vity itself, 
which make e it Chri stian and excites a . Chris.ti.an response in 
the child being trained. And, whe.t is more, t be casual ob-
server might even ~ee great similarity between the methods 
of a Clw1stia.n und e. non-Christian person, 1f he eoes n ot 
know their respective reesons or motive for acting . 
This study, t herefore , was fee.ad with oePtain grave 
problems, and found 1 tself' g.reatly restricted as to what 1 t 
could aeci1rately measul'e. It often round itself asking 
largely _negative questions, ~.g., "Row often have you seen 
your pa-rents quarr·el ditt'ing the past menth? 0 and determining 
only whether an atmosphere p-revailed 1n which ObPis·tian lov• 
could not be bred. In asking positive questions (ror example, 
about demonstrations or affection or joint family activities) 
it recognized .that favorable res~onsea did not neeeaaarily 
mean that these things were being d~ne out of Ct>riatlan lovA 
and were therefore tra1n1ng children in the 111'e ot God• But 
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it attempted to measure as best it could those acts and hab-
its which to the outward eye were demonstrations of Christian 
love, thereby pointing out that 1n those cases, at least the 
framework existed in which Christian love could be generated 
and n'tll'tured, 
Before examining the statistics gathered, it might. be 
well to point out that certain situations which would havebeen 
well suited for developing Christian virtues could not be in-
cluded in this study ; for instance, crises in the life of the 
family like the death of a parent or child, accidents, etc., 
or fnctors existing over a longer period· of time, sueh as the 
handicap of a fanL1ly member, a chronic illness, or similar 
factors. The study limited itself to the gamut of situations 
which almost every family experiences during the course of' 
its normal existence. 
Expre.as1ons of Love 
\'Jb.1le love 1a an attitude of the heart, it finds ex-
pression both in words and deeds among the members of the 
Christian t'runily. Christian love is not equated with af• 
fection or sentiment 1n the commonly accepted sense of the 
tel'nt, but it does not withhold affection when it knows tbat 
the other person needs it for his welJ'are. In a Ohrist1an 
family, there will be a natural rlow of affectionate words 
and deeds between parents and ehildren, and by the same token, 
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an absence of quarre ling and discord.9 Part1oularly along 
these lines do pa.rents teach by t h e i r example. Eve.n the 
smallest child is affected by .constant tension and olckering 
'between pa.rents; but ho is ulso affected by kind words and 
thoughtful deeds whic.h pass between them. Tho same demon-
strations of affection - or lack of them - are significant 
1n relations between parents and children. By virtue of 
the.1r position as the more mature influencing the less mature, 
the responsibility for avoiding arguments and generating good 
will rests largely with the parents. 
Most children in t his study who were living with both 
parent~ indicatecl that they had seen their parents qu~rrel 
very infrequently during the pr,eceding xnontb; 43 per cent 
had not seen them quarrel at all, 38 per eent had seen them 
quarrel once or twice (Table 18). Similar figures were re-
corded for positive demonstrations of affection : 47 per cent 
said that tb.ey had. seeu their parents show affection to each 
other orten, 32 per cent said. they had seen such demonstrations 
occas1onally (Table 19). 
The most mean1n.gf'ul answer 1n Table 19 'tla.s the absolute 
nnever. oi Most ques.tions asked tor answers tempered by n•l-
moat," s.inee it was recogniied tba·t honest students would 
shy away from uncond1t1onal terms like "always" or 'tnever" 
when eva1uat1ng their parents' actions. But in this question, 
9Coloas1ana 3:14-21. 
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where both 'never'Yr and ''almost nevertt were off'ered as choice s , 
50 students, or 10 per cent of the group "Living with both 
parents , ftJ said that t hey had seen their parents show no 
demonstration of affection at all during the preceding month. 
Forty-f'our students answered 0 alm.ost never. n, 
rl ost interesting , how·ever, was the category 1t1L1v1ng 
vlith one parent (divorce).n Six teen students in this cate-
gory· answered the question , . since evidently ~his number bad 
one step-parent. Wbile this number was small, it was note-
worthy that every one of them said that they bad never seen 
their parents show affection to each other during the pre-
ceding month . This was the only occiirrence of such a phenom-
enon throughout the study. 
In Tables 20 and 21 , which give figures on t he number 
of' unplea sant arguments between students and parents, it 
must be recognized tba t much depended on. the student's 1nter-
preta tion of the word ftu.npleasant. ft It was .inserted as a 
qualifying adjective in order to eliminate from the tabula-
tion every-day d.1sagreements among family members wb1ch were 
not likely to have serious consequences. To the degree that 
this adjective was ~eneral and indefinite, these figures 
must be viewed s.s opinions, not objective facts. 
The prevaili.ng pattern was for both boys and girls to 
have sl~ghtly more arguments with mothers than with fathers. 
'l'he pattern waa more prououn.ced for the gi.l"ls than the boys; 
1n ever}' age group, without exception, the nUJllber ot gir.la 
_, ______________________________________ _ 
TABLE 18 
NUMBER OF TIMES CHILDREN SAW PAHENTS QUARREL DURING TEE PRECEDING MOWl'H 
Living with both 
parents 








Living with one par- (No . ) '7 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 70.0 





















NUMBER OF TIMES CHI LDREN SAW PARENTS SHOW 
Ail1FECTION TO ONE ANOTHER DUR I MO PRECEDING MON'I"H 
Living with both 
parent• 
Living with one 
parent (divoroe) 
Living with one par-



















































NUMBER OF Ul~PLKASANT ARUG1.1ENTS BE'l'VlEEN CEI LDRb"!N 
AND FATFERS DURING PRECEDiliG MONTH 
None One or Three or Five or No Total 
two four more answer 
Boys, age thirteen - (Mo . ) 37 18 7 5 - 67 
fourteen (Pot.) 65.3 26.8 10.4 7.5 ':' 100.0 
Boys, age fifteen - (No.) 65 49 10 5 1.0 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 46.r/ 35.3 7.2 3.6 7.2 100.0 
Boys, age seventeen -(No.) 36 15 3 3 7 64 
eighteen (Pct.) 56.2 23.4 4.7 4.7 10.9 99.9 c,, 
~ 
Total (No·.) 1$8 82 20 13 17 270 
(Pct . ) 61.l 30.4 7.4 4.8 6.3 100.0 
Girls > age thirteen -1No.) 40 20 l 5 3 69 
fourteen Pot.) 57.9 29.0 1.5 7.3 4 .3 100.0 
Girla, . age fifteen - (No.) 82 52 8 6 5 15~ 
sixteen (Pot,) 53.6 34.0 5.2 3.9 3.3 100.0 
Girls, age seventeen -(No.) 53 20 4 3 3 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 63.9 24 .1 4.8 ;3 .6 3.6 100.0 
Total (No.) 175 92 13 14 11 305 
(Pot.) 57.3 30.2 4.3 4.6 3.6 100.0 
TABLE 20 (Continued) 
NUMBER OF UNPLEASANT ARGUMENTS BETWEEN CHI LDREI; 
AND FATHERS DURING PRECEDING MONTH 
None One or 'l'hree or Five or Total 
t wo four more 
L1~1ng with both parents (No.) 281 165 33 21 500 
(Pct •. ) 66.2 33 . 6 . 6 4 ,2 100 . 0 
Living with one parent (No . ) 11 6 - 1 18 
(d.1voroe) (Pct.) 61.l 33.4 - 5.5 100 . 0 
L1v1nf with one parent (No.) 7 l - 1 9 




NUMBER Qli1 UNPLEASANT ARGUM.EN1S BET~'EEN CHILDREN 
AND MOTHERS DURING PRECEDING MONTH 
None one or Three or Fi ve or Total 
t wo fo\1r more 
Living with both parents (No.) 237 202 39 22 500 
(Pot.) 47.4 f0.4 7.8 4 .4 100.0 
Living with one parent (No.) ll 7 3 l 22 
(d1voroe) (Pct.) so.o 31.8 13 .6 4.6 100.0 
L1v1nf with one parent (No.) 9 16 2 3 30 
other reason) (Pot.) 30.0 55.3 6.7 10.0 100.0 
' 
TABLE 21 (Continued) 
NUMBERS OF UNPLEASANT ARGUMEMTS BETWEEN CEILDHEN 
AND MOTHERS DURING PRECEDING MONTH 
None one or Three or Five or Mo Total 
two four more answer 
Boye, age thirteen - (No.) 26 32 6 3 - 67 
fourteen (Pct.) 38.8 47.8 8 . 9 4.5 - 100.0 
Boys, age fifteen - (No , ) 61 67 8 8 5 . 139 
sixteen (Pot.) 43.8 41.0 5.8 5.8 3.6 100.0 
Boye, age seventeen -(No.) 35 21 6 l l 64 
eighteen {Pot.) 64 ,6 32.8 9.4 1 . 6 1.6 100.0 en 
<Q 
Total (No,) 122 110 20 12 6 270 
(Pct.) 45.2 40.8 7.4 4.4 2 . 2 100.0 
Girls, age thirteen -~No.) 30 29 5 5 - 69 
· fourteen Pct.) 43.4 42.0 7.3 7.3 - 100.0 
Girls, age fifteen - (No.) 75 59 12 6 l 15~ 
sixteen (Pct.) 49.0 38.6 7.9 3.9 .6 100.0 
Girls, age seventeen -(No . ) 43 27 8 I e 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 51.8 32.6 .9.6 3.6 2.4 100.0 
Total (No,) 148 115 25 14 3 305 
(Pot.) 48.5 37.7 8.2 4.6 l.O 100.0 
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who had anywhere from one to f'ive, ai .. guments Vl1th their moth-
ers was higher tbnn those who had the same with their fath-
ers. The percentages of tota.l d:t.fference between the two, 
however, were not excessive: only 7.5 per cent more girls 
had one or two a r guments with mother than with father, and 
this was t he category showing. the greatest difference. 
The se figures were borne out for the most part by the 
tabulations on the se.me question under the categories nLiving 
with ••• 11 {a lso included in Tables 20 and 21). or the five 
hundred students living with both father and mother, 56.2 per 
cent said they had. n.o arguments with f'atber· during the pre-
oeding month, while only 47.4 per cent said they bad no argu-
ments with mother. In tµe cases which would seem to be most 
serious, viz. the ce.ses of five or more arguments, fathers 
were slightly more involved. than mothers, the difference be-
ing abcut an average of only l .O per cent, however. In other 
cases, those of from one to four arguments, 1uothers were al-
ways more 1-nvolved. This was especially 'J;rue among those 
families in which only one real parent was at home, tor rea-
sons other than divorce,.. In this category, 77 •. 8 per c.ent ot 
the students ·8&1d they had no arguments with father, while 
only 30 per cent said they bad n.o arguments with mother. 
rhe man who liveli 1n Christian love will forgive others 
when they wrong h1m; ···by the same token, he will ask .forgiveness 
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himself when he has committed the wrong.10 This is an 1.mpor-
tant lesson to be learned in the f amily. The question asked 
in the study was, nl)o you ever ask your father (mother) to 
forgive you when you have done sonietbing wrong?" This ap-
proaohed the problem from the viewpoint of the students 1 
lives - wl:i..a.t they had already learned.. What they had learned, 
however, might not necessarily have been from their parents, 
since otber educat i onal influences had already played a great 
part in their lives. Still, the ques.tion v,as asked with a 
view toward showing, to some extent at least, what rapport 
existed between parent and child with regard to forgiveness 
for wrongs committed, asauming ther.aby that the parent in-
vited such expressions by his. own attitude and example. 
Since tbe question asked about general wrong-doing, not 
personal offenses against one parent or the other, and since 
a separate -qt1.estion was asked for both father and mo'tller, 
the study was more of a 00111parison between the two parents 
than a general picture of bow often the student asked for-
giveness. In other words, the study really asked, not u·Do 
you ask for forgiveness, "1 but 'tWhom do you aak ror forgive-
neas - father or mother?~ More tban 44 per cent of the boya 
aa1d they almost never asked ·forgiveness of their fathers 
(Table 22). Thia does not mean that 44 per cent of the boys 
never asked f"orgivenel!ls; they may have been an1ong the 65 per 
lOJ.iatthew 18:21~35. 
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cent who asked forgiveness at lea st occaoionally from their 
mother . 
The results (Tables 22 e.nd. 23} consistently showed the 
mother as the one to whom students went most often to ask 
forgivenoss. 1.this wa s true of both boys an.<l girls, in every 
age group and in every type of h~ne listed in the tables. 
Other patterns which were in evidence: girls asked !'or for-
giveness m.ore than boys, especially 'talmost every time ;tt and 
as the a ge of students increased, the percentage of asking 
decreased .. 
Adolescente will more 1~eadily adlllit faults and ask for 
forg iveness if' parents show respect. for them as individuals 
and treat them like gradually maturing young people who can 
make responsiblo jud~,nents at least part of the time.ll 
This will mean, on the part of the parents, honesty and readi-
ness to edm.1 t those err•ora on their own part which ere quite 
evident to their maturing children. Says Rudisill: 
Parental consistency and readiness to admit errors and 
faults are appreciated by young people. They are long 
past the time when they believed that parents were per-
fect and knew everything. Unfairness, shil'ting stand-
ards, ii a closed mind make co-operation almost inlpos-
s1ble. · 
ll1ra S. Wile, The Challenge .2!, Adolescence ( New York: 
Greenberg, Publisher, Inc., c.1939), pp. 12-13. 
12Earl s. Rudisill, C.briatian Family~ (Philadelphia: 
United Lutheran Publication House, 1944), p. 44. 
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TABLE 22 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH CHILDREN ASK FORGIVENESS OF FATHERS 
Almost Occa- Almost llo 'l'otal 
never .sionally every time answer 
Boys, age thirteen - (No.) 27 25 13 2 69 
fourteen (Pct.) 40.3 37.2 19.4 3.0 99 . 9 
Boya, age fifteen~ (No.) 63 40 21 15 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 45.3 28.8 15.l 10.8 100. 0 
Boys, age seventeen - (No.) 31 14 12 7 64 
eighteen (Pct.) 48.4 21.9 8.7 10.9 99.9 
en 
Total (No.) 121 79 46 24 270 
~ 
(Pot.) 44.8 29.2 17.l 8.9 100.0 
, 
Girls, age thirteen - (No.) 24 ·21 18 6 69 
fourteen (Pct.) 34.8 30.4 26.l 8.7 100.0 
Girls, age fifteen - (No.) 66 44 46 8 153 
sixteen (Pct.) 35.9 28.8 30.l 5.2 100.0 
Girls, age seventeen - (No.) 38 25 15 5 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 45.7 30.2 18.l 6.0 100.0 
Total (No.) 117 90 79 19 305 
(Pct.) 38.4 29.6 25.9 s.2 100.0 
' 11ABLE 22 (Continued) 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH CHILDREN ASK FORGD!E:NESS QF FATHERS 
. Almost · 
never 
Living with both parents {No.) 215 . 
(Pot.) 43.0 
Living with one parent (No.) 11 
(divorce) (Pct;) 78.6 
Living w1 th c:i.e parent (Mo. ) 3 
(other reason) (Pct.) 42 . 8 
Occa- Almost No 














FREQUENCY WITH WHICii CHILDREU ASK FORGIVENESS 017 MO'rH.Er'lS 
Almost 
never 
Living with both parents (No.) 155 
Living with one parent 
(divorce) 











Occa- Almost No 
































TABLE 23 (Continued} 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH CHILDREN A SK li'ORG I VE.NESS {')Fl r,HY.fHERS 
Almost Occa- Almost No Total 
never sionally evez,y time answer 
Boys, age thirteen - (No.) 21 26 19 l 67 
fourteen , (Pct.) 31.3 3S.8 28.4 1.5 100.0 
BoJs, age ti-tteen - f No.) 49 52 33 5 139 
sixteen Pot.) 35.2 37.4 23.8 3.6 100.0 
B07s, age seventeen - (No.) 24 21 17 2 64 
eighteen . (Pct.) 37.5 32.8 26.6 3.1 100 . 0 
Total (No.) 94 99 69 s 270 0) 0, 
(Pct.) 34.S 36.6 26.6 3.0 100.0 
Girls, age thirteen~ (No.) lB 25 25 1 69 
tourteen (Pot.) 26.l 36.2 36.2 1.5 100.0 
Girla, age titteen - (No.) 40 46 65 2 153 
sixteen (Pot.) 26.2 SO.l 42.4 1.3 100.0 
Girls, age seventeen - (No.) 23 27 31 2 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 27.7 32.5 S'7.4 2.4 100.0 
Total (No.) 81 98 121 6 305 
(Pct.) 26.6 32,2 39.6 1.6 100.0 
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The queat1on, "'Do your parents ever edm1.t to you that 
they_ are wrong ?": lent itself to somewhat of a subject ive an-
swer on the part of the students, by its very nature. Again, 
the most meaningful ansV1er was the absolute nnever, 11 checked 
by 14 per cent of the students whose parents were at home 
{Table 24). 
Table 25 must be interpreted e xclusively as a judgment 
on the part of the students. It gives the answers to the 
question, "'Do your par.en.ts encourage you to figure things 
out for yourself, to make your own decisions? While inviting 
confidence and encouraging self-reliance may seem to be para-
doxical, they go hand in hand. The parent who gently encour-
ages a child to assume n1ore and· more of the responsibility of 
making his O\'m dec.1s1ons shows the child that the parent re-
spects him. for what maturity he has gaine·d.. The child will 
appreciate this, and reciprocate by placing confidence in his 
parent. Such encouragement is not, ot o.Ourije, to be an avoid-
ing of respons1b11.1ty on the part of the parents. 
Table 25 gives the results, among other things, in the 
light of the position of the child in the family - only, 
old.eat, youngest, or nli.ddle - which factor might have been 
expected to play some part in the students• answers. No 
significant trends presented themselves, however·; the per-
centages were fai:rly well equalized throughout. The number 
of students answering n:very mucbw was cons1s5ently much 
higher than thoae who answered ttnardly at al.l."' 
TABLE 24 
FREQUENCY WITH ~JHICH PARENTS ADMIT TO CHILDREN 
THAT THEY ARE WRONG 
Nf;tver Almost Ocoa- Almost No Total 
never sionally every time answer 
Living with both (lo.) '10 99 175 141 5 500 0) 
parents (Pct.) 14.-0 19.8 35.0 28.2 1.0 100.0 
,..;J 
Living with one (No.) 3 1 8 10 1 23 
parent (divorce) (Pct.) 13.l 4.3 34 t 8 43.5 4 .3 100.0 
Living with one par- (No.) 2 4 13 9 4 32 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 6.2 12.5 40.6 28.l 12.5 99.9 
, 
TABLE 25 
DEON.EE TO WHICH CEILDREN THI NK PARENTS ENCOURAGE 1rHEM 
TO MAKE THEIR OWN DECISI ONS 
Hardly Some- Quite Very No Total 
at all what a bit much answer 
Living with b.oth (No.) 33 116 176 175 - 500 
parents (Pct.) 6.6 23.2 35.2 35.0 - 100 .0 
Living with one (No . ) 4 7 5 7 - 23 
parent (divorce) ( Pct.) 17.4 30.4 21.8 30.4 - 100.0 
Living with one par~ (No . ) l 7 12 10 2 32 
ent (other reason) (Pot.) 3.1 21 .9 37.5 31.2 6 .2 99. 9 
One ohild (No . ) 6 21 40 28 l 96 en 
(Pct.) 6 . 2 21.9 41.7 29.2 1.0 100.0 (l) 
Two - three (No.) 11 73 115 115 - 314 
children (Pct.) 3.5 23.l 36.7 36.7 - 100.0 
Four - more (No . ) 7 37 50 51 l 146 
children (Pot.) 4.8 25.3 34.2 35.0 .7 100.0 
Only ohil,d ( No.) 9 36 64 55 2 166 
(Pct.) 5.4 21.7 38.6 33.l 1.2 100.0 
Oldest chi ld (No.) 7 49 86 90 l 233 
(Pct.) 3.0 21 .l 36.9 38.6 .4 100.0 
Youngest child (No.) 5 27 34 36 - 102 
(Pot.) 4.9 26.4 33.3 35.3 - 99.9 
Middle child (No.) 4 20 22 20 2 68 
(Pct.) 5.9 29.4 32.3 29.4 2.9 99 . 9 
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Parents as Counselors 
Parents can help their children moat to grow spiritually 
if they have their confidencE>. The child can be reached best 
through his personal needs, problems which are important to 
him. The Christian parent will take an interest in his child ' s 
"problems, e.wakm<rl urges, aspirations, worries, friendships, love 
interests, disappointments t su."rprises, and joys. ,,13 He will 
invite intimate : bee.rt-to-heart talks, and sho\1 sympathy and 
understanding in them. 
The study attempted to measure the degree of confidence 
which the students had in their parents 1n several places 
throughout the qu.est1onnaire. The results are collected 
here for compa~ison and analysis (Tables 26-31). The tables 
show the following pertinent tacts: 
1. Mothers acu,d as sympathetic listeners to the joys and 
troubles or their children much more than fathers (Tables 28-
29.14 
13 Ibid. , p. 44. 
l4Th1s finding is almost identical with that of E. W. 
Burgess and Louise Stanley in their report on the function ot 
home activities in the education or adol.eacents: niAlmost two-
thirda of the girla and 41 per cent ot the boys 1n large cities 
stated that they 'almost always: confide their joys and trou-
bles to their mothers ••• The boys tend to be less closely 
bound to the mother than az,e the girls, the prevailing pattern 
being for the girls almost always to contide, the 1:-oys some-
times to confide. Nevertheless, for both boys and girls there 
1a a marked tendency toward confidence in the mother. " E. w. 
Burgess and Louise Stanley, The Adolescent,!!!.~ Familz (New 
York: Appleton-Century Co.,-ri3i), p. 36. 
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2. Girls asked their mothers for help when they had 
problems much more f1'equently than they asked their £athera. 
Boys went to ·their mothers sl1ghtly more frequently than to 
their fathers (Tables 26-27). 
3. F'or both boys and e;1rls, the percentage of those who 
thought their motqers understood them most of the time was 
larger than the percentage of those who thought the same of 
their fathers (Tables 30-31). 
4. As the age of boys increased, the number who went to 
their father for help or told them their joys and troubles 
decrensed. This trend did not show up in the question re-
gardirig t heir mother (Tables 26 .. 29). 
5. Girls confided their problems, joys and troubles 
more than boys, to both parents (Tables 26-29). 
6. Not much difference showed up between boys and girls 
in their estimate or how parent.a understood them. Nor waa 
there much difference between the age groups. Only one slight 
trend showed itself, and that among the girls 1n their esti-
mate of whether their mother understood them or not. As, their 
age increased, their evaluation or their mothers' judgment de-
creased (Tables 30-31). 
TABLE 26 
FREQUENCY WITB WHICH CHILDREN ASK FATHERS F OR HELP 
WHEN THEY HAVE A PROBZ.F:M 
AJ.inost Occa- Almost No Total 
never sionally al\1ays answer 
Boys, age thtrteen - (No.) 15 27 23 2 67 
fourteen (Pct.) 22.4 40.3 34.3 3.0 100.0 
Boys, age fifteen - (No.) 35 55 37 12 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 25.2 39.6 26.6 8.6 100.0 
Boys, age sev~nteen - (No~) 18 32 9 5 64 
eighteen (Pct.) 28.l 50.0 14.l 7.8 100.0 
~ 
f,-J 
Total (Ho.) 68 114 69 19 270 
(Pct.) 25.2 42.2 25.6 7.0 100.0 
G1rle, age thirteen~ (No.) 12 34 17 6 69 
tourteen (Pct.) 17.4 · 49.2 24.6 8.7 99.9 
Girls, age tifteen • (No.) 36 72 39 6 163 
sixteen (Pct.) 33.6 47.0 26.5 3.9 99 .9 
Girls, age seventeen• (No.) 17 42 21 3 83 
eighteen (Pct.) P.0.5 50.7 25.2 3.6 100.0 
'l'otal {No") 66 148 77 16 305 
(Pot.) 21.3 48.6 26.2 4.9 100.0 
r 
i 'ABLE 27 
Ii~REQ~J'ENGY WITH WHICH CHILDHEN ASK t'iOTHEUS FOR J-IBLP 
vV"tlEll T Bh"'Y FIA VE A PR OB LEM 
Almost Oeca- Almost No Total 
never sionally always answer 
Boys, age thirteen• (Mo.) 9 40 1'7 l 67 
.fourteen (Pct.) ].3.4 59.7 25.4 1,5 99.9 
Boys, age fifteen• (No.) 23 66 44 6 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 16.5 47.5 31 ~7 4.3 100.0 
Boys, age seventeen• (No.) 12 38 13 l 64 
eighteen (Pet.) 18.7 59.4 20.3 l.6 100.0 ~ · 
I'\'.) 
Total (No.) 44 144 74 8 2'70 
(Pot.) 16.3 53.3 27,4 3.0 100.0 
G1rla, age thirteen - (No.) 4 17 47 l 69 
fourteen (Pct.) 5.8 24.6 68.0 1.5 99.9 
Girls, age fifteen - (No.) 9 44 99 l 153 
sixteen (Pct.) 5.9 28.8 64.7 .6 100.0 
Girls, age ••venteen - (No.) ll 23 .7 2 83 
eighteen (Pot.) 13.3 27.7 56.6 2.4 100.0 
Total (No.) 24 84 193 4 305 
(Pct.) 7.9 27.5 63 .. 3 1.3 100.0 
TABLE 28 
PREQ.U-~NOY WITH WHICH CHILDREN TELL 
J0YS AND TROUBLES TO FATHERS 
Almost Some- Almost l\To Total 
never times always answer 
Boys, age thirteen• (No.) 13 36 16 2 67 
fourteen (Pct.) 19.4 53.'7 23.9 3.0 100.0 
Boye, age fifteen - (No.) 31 68 26 14 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 22.3 48.9 18.7 10.1 100.0 
B07s, age sev~nteen - (No.) 15 37 6 6 64 
e1gbte·en (Pot.) 23.4 57.8 9.4 9.4 100.0 -.:J 
CA 
Total (No.) 59 141 48 22 270 
(Pct.) 21.8 62.3 17.8 8.1 100.0 
01rla, age thirteen~ (No.) 9 35 18 7 69 
tourteen (Pct.) 13.l 50.7 26.l 10.l 100.0 
Oirla, age fifteen~ (No.) 30 76 43 4 153 
aixtten ()'ct ~ ) 19.6 49.6 28.l 2.6 99 .9 
Girls, age aevonteen - (No ..• ) 17 , 39 2.4 3 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 20.4 47.0 29.0 3.6 100.0 
Total p10.) 56 150 85 14 305 
Pct.) 18.4 ,9.1 27.9 4.6 100.0 
, 
TABLE 29 
FREQUENCY WI TH WHICH CHILDREif TELL 
J<J1S AND TROUBLES TO MOTHERS 
Almost Some- Almost No Total 
never times always answer 
Bo7a, e.ge thirteen - (No . ) 9 35 23 - 67 
· rourteen (Pct.) 13.4 52.2 34.3 -:' 99.9 
Boye, age fifteen - (No.) 19 75 39 6 139 
sixteen (Pct,) 13.7 54.0 28.0 4.3 100.0 
Boys, age ·seventeen - {No.) 7 44 13 - 64 
eighteen (Pct.) 10.9 68.8 20.3 - 100. 0 ..:2 if:,. 
Total (No.) 36 164 75 6 270 
(Pct.) 13.0 57.0 27.8 2.2~ 100.0 
Girle, age thirteen - (No.) 3 16 50 - 69 
fourteen (Pct.) 14.3 23.2 72.5 - 100.0 
Girla 1 age fifteen - (No.) 6 46 99 2 153 
sixteen (Pot.) 3.9 30.l 64.7 1.3 100.0 
Girls, age seventeen - (No.) 5 21 56 l 83 
eighteen (Pot.) 6.0 26.3 67.5 1.2 100.0 
Total (No.) 14 83 205 3 305 
(Pct.) 4.6 27 •. 2 67.2 1.0 100.0 
, 
TABLE 30 
DEGREE TO WHICH CHILDREN 1rBINK THEIR FATHERS UNDERSTAND THEM 
Hardly Some of Most of Almost all No Total 
at all the time the time of the time answer 
B07a, age thirteen• iNo.) a 17 21 19 2 6'7 
fourteen _ Pot •. ) 11.9 25.4 31.3 28 .4 3 .0 100.0 
Boye, age fifteen - (Ho.) 18 27 49 32 13 139 
sixteen (Pot.) 13.0 - 19.4 35.2 23.0 9.3 99.9 
Boye, age seventeen -(No.} 8 12 20 18 6 64 
eighteen (Pct.) 12.5 18.7 31.2 28.l 9.4 99.9 .., 
(Jt 
Total (No.) 34 56 90 69 21 270 
(Pct.) 12.6 20.? 33.3 27.6 7.8 100. 0 
Oirla, age thirteen -(l~o.) 7 14 27 16 6 69 
fourteen (Pot.) 10.l. 20.3 39.l 21.a 8.7 100.0 
Oirla, age t1tteen - (No.) 18 40 61 36 8 153 
sixteen (Pct.) . 11.s 26.2 33.3 23.6 5.2 100.0 
011-11, age aeven1*n -(Ho.) 15 20 20 23 5 83 
eighteen (Pot.) 18.1 24.l 24.l 27.7 6.0 100.0 
Total (No.)' 40 74 98 74 19 305 
(Pot.) 13.l 24.3 32.1 24.3 6.2 100.0 
' 
TABLE 31 
DEGREE TO WHICH CHILDREN '11HINK ?HEIR: 110THERS UNDERSTAND THEM 
Hardly Soma of Most of Almost all No 1r otal 
at all the time the t11ne or t b.e time answer 
Boys, age thirteen~ (No.) 1 20 20 23 3 67 
fourteen (.Pct.) 1.5 29.8 29.8 34.3 4 . 5 99 . 9 
Boys, age fifteen.,. (No.) 8 26 62 48 5 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 5.8 18.7 37.4 34.5 3.6 100.0 
Boys, age seventeen •(No.) 3 17 23 19 2 69 
eighteen (Pot.) 4.7 26.6 35.9 29.7 3.1 100.0 
~ 
O> 
Total (No.) 12 63 95 90 10 270 
(Pct.) 4.4 23.4 36.2 33 .• 3 3.7 100.0 
Girls, age th1.rteen -(No.) 2 8 29 30 - 69 
fourteen (Pct.) 2.9 11.6 42.0 43.5 - 100.0 
Girls, age fifteen • (No.) 10 28 52 63 - 153 
sixteen (Pct.) 6.5 18.3 34.0 41.2 - 100.0 
Girls, age seventeen -(No.) 10 9 29 32 3 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 12.1 10.8 35.0 38.5 3.6 100.0 
Total (No.) 22 45 110 125 3 306 
(Pct.) 7.2 14.7 36.l 41.0 1.0 100.0 
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Family Partnership 
Parents gain the confidence of their children, not only 
by verbally inviting them to confide in tbe,m, but by build-
ing an intinmte COl lJ>an:lonship with them over o peri od or 
years. Such a companion ship develops as they do things 
with their children, share experiences with them, and give 
them their shar e of r e sponsibility at home. 
The study inquired into several types of .remil7 activ-
ities, including both work and recreation. rJork activities, 
or sharing family duties, osn have two benefits: unifying 
the family as the members mutually contribute toward the 
family welfare; and teaching the children to assume their 
share of responsibility, a lesson which they need for all 
adult living. It must be recognized that by merely perform-
ing the activities here enumerated, especially if they are 
compelled by force to do them, the ohildren do not necessar-
ily gain either of the two benef·its. Much depends on the 
parents' methods ot giving their chilaren responsibility. 
how they lead the children to see that in performing a given 
task they are· making a real contribution to the ultimate 
goal of the family. i'ables 32-36 deal with work activities 
1n the home and. assumption of responsibility by the student 
in personal matters. 
Recreation and other leisure time activities lend them-
aelves especially well to unifying the family, if these 
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things are planned and carried out together. The more a 
parent is with his child, and the closer he is to him, the 
greater influence for good he can wield. 
The variety of outside interests which clamor for the 
attention of both parents and children in our age have great-
ly decreased the amount of time spent together by the family. 
Commercial amusement agencies have taken over the job of en-
tertaining the family, so the t•e.mily no longer has to find 
within itself the moans to entertain 1 tself. As a result, 
family members often do not have common interests; they seek 
oompan1onsbip with others outside the home, forming units on 
the basis of age, sex, vocation, etc.16 All of this lays a 
greater responsibility on parents to seek ways and means of 
retaining the essential togetherness of the family - and al-
so of retaining the position as Christian educators of their 
children during the 1n:f'ormal moments of recreation, when 
their children are learning most quickly. 
Since children spend weekdays in school, the fact that 
their mothers work during the day might not seem to have 
much s1gn1f1cance for joint ramily activities. But there 1a 
more to the story than this. The housework must still be 
done, and 1f' the mother works while children are in school, 
the chances are great that she will have to do her household 
chores while the children are at home, minimizing the amount 
15B\ll'gess and Stan1ey, ~· ill•, PP• 3-4. 
-
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of leisure tim(~ she can give .her children. 'l·ben., too, there 
are the emotional struins which are more frequent and harder 
to .bear when the mother is tired aftor a full day's work and 
atill faced with work at home. 
Those were the !'actors which gave rise to the question, 
"Does your mother work outside the home?"· The following 
notable facts are evident 1n Table 3?, where the answers to 
this question are recorded: 
l. In those families with both parents at home, over 
42 per cent of the mothers VIere working either full or part 
time. 
2. In homes either broken now or broken at one time for 
reasons other than divorce, over 66 per cent of the mothers 
were working every day, f vll time.16 
3. The highest percentage of mothers working every day, 
full time, was fom1d 1n the category ffiLiving with one parent 
(divorce), 1 made u.p of homes broken either now or previously 
by reason of divorce: 81 per cent. 
Table 38 lists the number of evenings the whole family 
was together during the week preceding the study. This 
measurement was only partially useful, since the whole ram-
ily could have been at home and each ram11y member still 
following his own individual pursuit, with no Joint activity. 
16some of the children who indicated in Questionnaire I 
that they were living with only one parent were evidently 
also living with one step-parent. 
00 
The figures were fa i rly well spread out, wlth no significant 
trends presenting themselves. Six children in the category 
•tit1v1ng with one parent (divorce).,n or 26 per cent, said 
their familie s were not together on a single evening . 
The students were g iven a li~t of activities and asked 
to check which ones their families had participated 1n to-
gether (father or mother and at least some of the children) 
during the month preceding the study. The answe·rs are re -
corded in Table 39. 
Activities c hecked. most frequently were : went shopping, 
went visiting ., watched television., ,vont to church . 'I'hose 
chocked least frequently: went to concerts., took walks, 
did handicraf't work , went to a museum or art gallery. 
The studGnts were also given a list of five activities 
and askeo whether they had participated in them, together 
with their parents, at any time. These are listed in Table 
40. 
TABLE 32 
HOME DUTIES PERFORMED BY BOYS DURD1G PRECEDING WBEK 
Age Age Age Total 
13 - 14 16 - 16 17 - 18 
Set tbe table (No.) 34 71 29 134 
(Pct.) 50.7 61.l 45.3 49.6 
Cleared the table (Ho.) 35 74 35 144 
(Pct.) 52.2 63.3 54.7 63.4 
Washed or dried dishes (No.) 39 76 39 154 
(Pot.) 58.l 54.7 61.0 5'7.0 
Prepared a meal (No.) 17 38 20 75 (X) 
(Pct.) 25.4 27.4 31.2 27.8 r' 
Made own bed (No.) 30 78 28 136 
(Pot.) 44.8 56.l 43.7 50.3 
Cleaned own room (No.) 36 59 30 125 
(Pot.) 53.7 42.5 46.8 46.3 
Helped clean house (No.) 41 '71 31 143 
(Pct.) 61.2 61.l 48.4 53.0 · 
Went on errands for father (No.) 54 lll 49 214 
(Pct.) 80.5 79.8 76.5 79.3 
Went on errands for mother (No.) 41 79 34 154 
(Pct.) 61.2 56.9 53.l 57.0 
TABLE 33 
HOME DUTIES PERF10Rir1.ED I3Y BOYS DURING PRECEDING YEAR 
Age Age Age Total 
13 - 14 15 - 16 17 - 18 
Helped decorate own room (No.) 46 65 29 140 
(Pct•) 68 .7 46. 8 45.3 51.7 
Oid fancywork o~ handicraft (No.) 29 58 31 118 
(Pot.) 43.3 41.7 48.4 43.6 
Washed automob1l$ (No.) 51 101 52 204 
(Pct.) 76.0 72.6 81.2 77.0 
Helped repair automobile (No.) 67 40 140 
Cl) 
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(Pct.) 49.2 48. 2 62.5 51.8 
Did minor repairs around house (No.) 53 110 64 217 
(Pct•) 79.0 79.0 84.4 80.3 
Mowed lawn (No.) 52 109 52 213 
·(Pct.) 77.5 78.4 81.2 78 . 8 
Worked 1n garden (No.) 32 78 35 145 
(Pot.) 47.7 56.2 54.7 53.6 
Helped wash or iron (No.) 26 54 25 106 
(Pet.) 3 8 . 8 38.9 39.0 38 .8 
Shovelled snow (No.) 54 127 67 238 
(Pct.) 80.5 91.3 89 .0 88.0 
' TABLE 3.4 HOME DtTTIES PERFORMED BY GIRLS DURING PRECEDING WEEK 
Age Age Age Total 
13 - 14 15 - 16 17 - 18 
Set the table (No.) 56 125 67 248 
(Pct.) 81.1 81.7 so.a 81.3 
Cleared the table (No.) 60 126 72 258 
(Pot.) 87.0 82.2 86.7 84.6 
Washed or dried (No.} 66 140 76 281 
dishes (Pct.) 94.2 91.5 91.7 92.2 
.Prepared. a meal (No.) 23 86 38 147 
(Pct.) 33.3 56.2 45.8 43.2 
8) 
~ 
?Jade own bed (No.) 57 119 67 243 
(Pot.) 82.6 77.8 80.8 79.6 
Cleaned own room (Mo.) 41 119 59 219 
(Pct.) 59.5 77.8 71.l 71.8 
Helped clean house (No.) 50 119 56 225 
(Pct.) 72.5 77.8 67.5 73.7 
Went on errands tor (No.) 64 120 62 236 
·rather (Pct.) 78 .. 3 78.4 74.7 77.4 
Went on errands tor (No.) 29 62 33 124 
mother (Pot.) 42.0 40.5 39.8 40.6 
TABLE 35 
HOME DUTIES PERFORMED BY GIRLS DORING PRECEDING YEAR 
Age Age Age Total 
13 - 14 15 - 16 17 - 18 
Made some of own clothes (No.) 34 98 61 193 
(Pet.) 49 .2 64.0 73 . 5 63 . 2 
Helped deeorate own room . (No.) 36 79 53 168 
·c Pct . ) 5f:.2 51.6 63,9 56.0 
Did fancywork or handicraft {No.) 35 72 47 154 
(Pot.) 50.7 47.0 56.7 50.5 
Washed au.tomobile (No.) 34 '72 39 145 Cl) 
(Pct.) 49.2 47.0 47.0 47.5 ~ 
Mowed lawn (No.) 4.2 88 44 174 
(Pct.) 60.9 5'7.5 53.l 52.0 
Worked in garden (No.) 29 59 34 122 
(Pot.) 42.0 38.6 41.0 40.0 
Helped wash or iron (No.) 65 141 75 281 
(Pct.) 94.2 92.l 90.5 92.1 
Shovelled snow (No.) 46 96 49 191 
(Pot.) 66.7 62.8 59.l 62.6 
Planned meals (No.) 47 102 61 210 
(Pot,) 68 .0 66.6 73.5 68.8 
I 
TABLE 36 
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITIES ASSw~ED BY CHILDREN 
DURING PRECEDING YF...AR 
Living with both One parent one par ent 
parents (divorce) (other reason) 
Planned own clothes ~No.) 360 20 22 
Pct.) 72.0 87.0 68 .7 CX} 
01 
Selected own clothes (No.) 432 20 22 
at store (J>ot.) 86.4 87 . 0 81 . 2 
Kept account ot ( No.) 164 6 11 
spending (Pot.) 30.8 26 .l 34 .4 
Kept plan tor spend- ( Ho.) 131 9 9 
1ng (budget ) ( Pot.) 26.2 39.2 28 .1 
TABLE 37 
NUMBER OF CASES IN WHIOH MOTHERS WORK Ou..,.1'3IDE THE HOME 
Not at Every day, Part - t~o 
all full time time answer 
Living with both parents (No.) 287 98 111 4 
(Pct.) 57.4 19.6 22.2 .a 
Living with one parent (No.) 3 17 l -
(divorce) (Pct.) 14.3 81.0 4.7 -
Living with one parent (No.) 9 20 l -
(other reason) (Pct.) 30.0 66.? 33.3 -
TABLE 38 
Nill/lBER OF EVENINGS WHOLE fi'AMILY WAS TOGETHER DURil'm PRECEDING WEEK 
one 'l'wo eve- Three Pour eve- Ne'~ No 
evening ninga evenings T,11ngs at all answer 
Living with (No.) 51 110 116 180 43 l 
both parents (Pot.) 10.2 22.0 23.0 36.0 8.6 .2 
One parent (No.) 2 3 5 6 6 l 
(divorce) (Pct.) 8.7 13.l 21.7 26.l 26.1 4.3 
One parent (No.) l 6 6 14 4 l 


















JOINT FAMILY ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED DURIUG PRECEDING MONrl.'H 
Living with One parent One parent 
both parents (divorce) (other reason) 
Played games together (No.) 142 6 4 
(Pct.) 28.4 26.l 12.5 
Sang or played Eusic (No.) 124 6 5 
(Pct.) 24.B 26.l 15.6 
Went shopping . (Bo. ) 246 13 18 
(Pct.) 49.0 56.5 56.2· 
cc -.;z 
Went to movies (No~) 114 11 10 
(Pct.) 22.8 47.8 31.2 
Went to concerts (No.) 5'1 - 2 
(Pot.) 11.4 - 6.2 
Went v1e1 ting (No.) 354 13 19 
(Pct.) '70.8 56.5 59.4 
Went auto riding (No.) 289 9 16 
(Pct.) 57.8 39.2 50.0 
Watched television (No.) 361 15 21 
(Pot.) '72,0 65.2 65.6 
ii 
TABLE 39 (Continu~d) 
JOINT FAMILY ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED DURING PRECEDING MONTH 
Living with One narent One parent 
both parents (divorce} (other reason) 
Took walks (No.) 42 s 2 
(Pet.) 8.4 13.l 6.2 
Went to sports event Oro.) 168 3 4 
(Pot.) 33.6 13.1 12.5 
Did b.andicr·ar t wo:rk (No.) 76 5 2 
(Pct.) 15 .2 21 . 8 6.2 
Went to a museum or (No.) 14 7 l 
art gallery (Pet.) 2.8 30.4 3.1 
00 
a, 
Went to a church (No . ) 402 17 23 
servioe (Pct.) 80.4 73.9 71.9 
Went to another (No.) 204 5 ll. 
church activity (Pct.) 40.8 21.8 34 •. 4 
Went to some activity (No.) 156 5 a 
at school {Pct.) 51.2 21.8 25.0 
(; 
TABLE 40 
J OINT ACTIVI TIES PERFORMED AT ANY TI ME BY CHILDREN AND .PARE?~TS 
Living with One parent One parent 
both par ents (divorce) (other reason) 
Purchased an article (No.) 313 17 24 
ot home fUl'niture ( PQt.) 62.6 73 . 9 75 . 0 
Planned an evening of (No.) 226 15 17 
home reoreation (Pct.) 46.2 65.2 53. l 
Entertained guests (No,) 363 18 24 CP 
(Pot.) 70.6 78,3 75 . 0 (0 
PUl'chaaed an automo - (No.) 169 7 10 
bile or part for same (Pot.) 33.8 30 . 4 31 . 2 
Planned a vacation {No,) 325 13 15 
trip (Pot.) 65.0 56.5 4 6 .. 9 
CHAPTER I \T 
PROVIDING I NFL~ENCES WHICH STIMULATE GROWTH 
The previous chapter has indicated that one of tbe 
vital factors atrectlng t he child ' s growth in the life or 
God witbln the family is his personal relationship with the 
other members of t he family. 'l'he child grows 1n Christian 
love as he sees and experie~ces it in action. 
other factors in the home make their imprint on the 
child's mind and character, too. Some or these are quite 
tangible: the magazines which he reads, the opinions on 
current events which he hears expressed, the television 
pros'l'ams which he w~tches. others are not so easily iden-
tified: family habits and customs, family traditions and 
ideals, general home atmosphere. All of them together form 
tbe structure within whic.h the oh:tld growa, and all of them 
have their pert in shaping his lite. 
Basic Family Attitudes and Ideals 
The moat intangible of the influences bearing on the 
child 1n the family are the family's accepted ideals, the 
standard of ve..lues by which it judges everyday happenings 
and makes everyday deeisions. Regardless of wbat parents 
••Y are the worthwhile thing.a 1n life, children will take 
their cue .trom what their parents do, what they give their 
time to, what they place their confidence in. Are spiritual 
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values really the most important? Bow oan they be, reason 
the children, if their parents pay only lip service to them, 
worshipping meanwhile at the shrine of material wealth and 
human approval? In 'this connection~ Percy and J/Iyrtle Hayward 
say: 
Nothing oan take the place of the impressions that will 
be gained f'rom the r e lig ious life of the parents. In 
some way no metter what parents .!!Z about the relative 
values of religious matters and. other and conflicting · 
things in life, children will be influenced by what 
parents actually choose for themaelves.l 
Measuring family attitudes and ideals objectively is 
veritably impossible; they cannot be reduced to i'aets and 
figures. 'l'hey might be deduced by observing the family's 
actions over an extended period of time - watching how it 
faces up to crises, seeing wh~t kind of goals it sets for 1t-
selt in li!'e, listening to 1 ts everyday conversation at the 
table,2 noticing the things for which it sacrifices, etc. 
But to claim to identify them by asking a few questions 1n 
an objective study would be pres·umptuoua. 
The study did attempt to obtain at least a partial pic-
ture of the family's attitudes and ideals by asking whether 
certain topics arose in the family conversation and how the 
1 
Percy R. Hayward and Myrtle If. Hayward, I!'!!.1!2!!!!. ,!!!,g 
Cbriat1an Living (Phlladelphia1 Westminster Press; 19~1}, 
p. lM. 
2
Henry F. Cope, Rel1g1ou.s Education .!!! !!'!! Family (Chi-
oagos Un1vera1ty of Chicago Press, 1915), PP• 168- 9 • 
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family acted. in one given s 1 t:un ti on. The mea su:rement ?/8. s 
admittedly crude; all of the questions of this type admitted 
of subj~ctive judgm.ent on th0 part of the students, or even 
of' misinterpret~ tion. The r e sult;s are presented in the hope 
that, ii' these factors are taken into consideration.,. the 
f'igures may· still give a general idea of what the famil:!.ea 
considered impor .. tant in life. 
Most students said their parents talked about moner 
only Hs.ome" of the timo, although many 1ndica ted that mone·y 
was a subje ct of discussion "'qu1t;e a bitw of the time · (Table 
41). In each of the categories listed, the percentage of 
students who se.icl their parents tal ked about :money "·almost 
· all of the tirae": wi\s higher than the percentage- who said 
their parents talked about money 11:nardly at a ll.". 
TABLE 41 
FREQUENCY -~11TH WHICH PAHEl'.fT.S TALK ABOU'r MONEY 
Living with One parent One parent 
both parents (divorce} (other reason) 
Hardly e.t (No.} :,7 l 3 
all (Pct.) 7.4 4~3 9.4 
Some (No.} 226 8 14 
(Pct.) 45.2 34.8 43 .7 
Quite a (No.) 189 10 11 
bit (Pot.) 37.8 43.5 34·,., 
Almost all (No.) 48 4 4 
the time (Pct.) 9.6 17.4 12.5 
Total. (No.) 500 23 32 
1.00.0 100.0 100.0 
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More mothers thar.,. fn t h.era referred to the protecting 
hand of God during the month preceding the study (Tables 42 
and 43). Of' t r1e 112 fa.thers who referred to God nseveral 
times'" (in t he ca.tegory 11'~iving with both parents " ), twenty-
one were ministers or teachers . 
Studento were asked the question, "When someone in the 
family is sick , does your family pray ·together for h1s re-
oovery·11·~ The point of the question was this : parents have 
an opportunity , in times of family crisis, to make meaningful 
a Christian truth often learned intellectually by students, 
namely that Ood is the Preserver and Sustainer of physical 
life. They show that tbey believe t~1s by naturally turning 
to Him, in prayer; they can impress it on thei~ children es-
pecially if they let their children see them at prayer, or, 
bett~r yet , invite t heir children to pray with them. 
Of course, the methods mentioned are not the only ones 
by which a parent can make such an experience meaningful, 
and it is recognized that the question was by no means all-
1nolus1ve. Most students said that they prayed privately 
when a member of the family was 111 (Table 44). Eight atu-
denta of the group labeled "One parent Lutheran,'" or 15.7 
per cent, said -they thought no one prayed at all during suoh 
a or1a1e, and the same ~as t~ue ot seven, or 13 per oent,of 
the students in the group "'Parents other rel1g1ons .. n 
TABLE 42 
FREQJJENCY ()F REFERENCE TO GOD BY PATHERS DUR I NG PRECEDING MONTH 
Not at once or Several Can ' t Total 
all twice times remeraber 
Living with both parents (No.) 206 121 112 61 500 
(Pot.) 41.2 24.2 22.4 12.2 100.0 
Living with one parent {No.} 13 l l 2 17 
(divorce) (Pet. ) 76.4 6.9 5.9 11.a 100 .0 co 
~ 
Living with one parent (No.) 2 - 2 - 4 
(other reason) (Pct.) 50.0 - 60.0 - 100.0 
Both parents (JJo.) 166 lll 112 58 447 
Lutheran (Pot.) 37.2 24.8 25.0 13.0 100.0 
One parent Lutheran (No.) 13 l 3 2 19 
(Pct.) 68.4 6.3 15.8 10.5 100.0 
Parents other religions (No.) 40 9 1 2 52 
( ·Pot.) 77.0 1"1.3 1.9 3.8 100.0 
' 
TABLE 43 
FREQUENCY OF REFEREUCE TO GOD BY I10THERS DURING PRECEDING J.i:ONTH 
Not at Once or Several Can't Tota l 
all twice times remeniber 
Living with both pe.rente (No.) 138 154 141 67 500 
(Pct.) 27.6 30.8 28.2 13.4 100 . 0 
Living with one parent (No. ) 4 8 4 5 21 
(divorce) (Pct.) 19.l 38 .0 19.l 23.8 100.0 
Living with one parent (No.) 9 6 14 2 31 
(0 
(11 
(other reason) (Pct.) 29.1 19.4 45.1 6 .4 100 .0 
Both parents Lutheran (No.) 114 137 133 63 447 
{Pct.) 25.6 30.8 29.6 14.1 100.0 
One parent Lutheran (No.) 12 12 18 6 48 
(Pct.) 25.0 25.0 37.5 12!5 100,0 
Parente ather religions (No~) 24 17 a 5 54 
(Pct.) 44.4 3l •. 5 14 •. S 9.3 100.0 
TABLE 44 
ORIG IN AMD FREQUENCY OP PRAYER A'!1 TD1E OF ILLNESS 
Both parents One parent Parents other 
Lutheran Lutheran religions. 
No one prays (No.) 26 8 7 
(Pct.) 5.8 15.7 15.0 
co 
Stud.ent prays privately (No.) 262 23 37 m 
(Pct.) 56.5 45.1 68.5 
Occasionally family prays (No.) 84 15 4 
together (Pct.) 18.8 29.4 7.4 
Almost always family prays (No.) 61 4 3 
togetbeP (Pct.) 13.6 7.8 5.6 
Ho answer ~No.) 14 - 3 
Pct .) 3.1 - 5.6 
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Other Influences 
Some of the rr.ore te.ngible influences wh ich affect child-
ren are nmsic, h or.e furn1. s h i nc s, literature .- a ll of them 
important b ecause tbey convey n ot only i ntellectual i mpres-
sions, b,1t mood and emotion.3 Children co ry with them into 
life the impressi ons made on them by the character of the 
art on tbe walls of t heir home, IJohe song s humm.ed by their 
mother, the literature read and discussed in the fa:a;.ily circle. 
In i nquiring into the musica l e. t mosphere of the bor.,e, 
the study asked whether the s t udents sang or listened to pop-
vlar sonc s during the preceding month, in orde1" to det ermine 
whether there wa s any enjoyment of music at all i n the home. 
It wculd. s em that the percentae e of those uho sang , played, 
or listened to sacred ·music should then have compared fo.v~ 
orably with the former figure, if parents bad b(';on ~are.ful 
to control also this inf'luence so that it might become a 
factor in helping Cbr1stian growth, Table 45 gives the re• 
sults. The numbers of those who sang hymns were consider-
ably below the numbers of t hose who sang popular songs {from 
217 to 63 per eent) • and the same 1s tru.e of those who lis• 
tened to sacred music as eompared with tllose who listened to 
popular music (from 20 to 2a ·per cent below). 
3 
Richard R. Oaemmerer, "The Christian Family - a Living 
Force 1n the Modern World," ~ Christian Family .!!! !!!!, 
Modern World, edited by Walter 14 ... Wolbreoht (st. Louia1 Oon-
co:rdia Publiahins House, o.1948), p. 66. 
TABLE 45 
TYPES OF I\iiUSIO HEARD, SUNG, OR. PLAYED BY CHILDRlrn 
DURING PRECEDING NONTH 
Living with One parent 
both parents (divorce) 
Sang hymns (No.) 205 9 
(Pct.) 41.0 39.2 
Listened to religious music (No.) 359 15 
(Pct.) 71.8 65.2 
Pla1e4 religious musio (No.) 163 3 
(Pot.) 32.6 13.l 
Sang popular songs (No.) 341 21 
(.Pot.) 66.2 91.4 
L1atened to popular ~ongs (No.) 453 21 














The st,Jdy placed e. list of religio1is pictl,res and s.yr.1-
s ols before t h e s tud(-:m ts t.!.nd s. s ked them to check ·1hicb were 
in their home s . The study c.id n ot 9.sk wh i ch heme s had ~ ro• 
lig iou:J pictures or symbol s ., &nd s ince meny students checked 
more than one choic e , t h e.re i:;a s n o way of de t e r mi r:.ing over 
-ihat percentaLe of t he total t h e s e figur e s .were s preo.d. Tr.r.e 
tabulation is e iven in Tab l e 46. 
Table 47 l.l. s t s t:r:.0 n1.m1ber of r e lie;ious books found i n 
the homes oi.' t he s t , .. dcn ts., a nd Ta ble 48 does the same for re-
ligio11s pel"lotlioe.ls . Fi t2~ures vmre a lso obtained for the num.• 
ber of secular :period i cals ta.ken i·n t he h cmo, wi t h s. view to-
vmrd comparing t hese figure s wi·th those on relig ious per• 
iodicals (Table 49). 
In the category 1n-e,oth Pe.r0nts Lutheran" (Table 49),. 86 
por cent of the fem1lioa took a t least one sect,le.r ma gazine; 
this figure might be co111pared with the figures for each of 
the religious ma gazines u n.6.er the same category. Each ot 
the rel1g1ovs ma gazines listed ls c onnected direct ly with 
the Lutheran Church ~ Missou.ri Syn od , wh1cb explains the eon• 
slderably lof1~r percentages found in the category ":Parents 
other religions . "' Of cours.e, evalue. tion of the figures event• 
ually must to.ke into acco\mt _the r·espective merits or each ot 
the magazines listed; the list here is :meant only to give • 
general picture of the· number .of religious magazines, regard-
less of ' their ~espoctive merits or demerits, found_1n the homes 
etudied~ 
TABLE 46 
RELIGIOUS PICTURES AMD SYMBOLS IN TBE HOME 
Living with One parent One ne.rent 
both parents (divorce) {other- reason) 
Picture of Christ (No.) 420 18 22 
(Pct.) 84.0 78.3 68.7 
Other religious picture (No.) 336 16 14 ..., 0 (Pct.) 67.2 69.6 43.7 0 
Cross or crucifix (No,) 299 11 19 
(Pct.) 59.8 47.8 59.4 
Religloua plague (No.) 317 15 17 
(Pet.) 63.4 65.2 53.1 
other rel1g1oua symbol (No.) 208 7 12 
(Pct.) 41.6 30.4 3'7.6 
TABLE 47 
RELIGIOUS BOOKS I~ THE HOl;1E 
Living with one parent One parent 
both parents {divorce ) {other reason ) 
Bible (No.) 494 23 31 
(Pct.) 98.8 100.0 96.9 
Hymnal (No.) 417 18 22 I-' 
(Pot.) 83.4 78.3 68,7 
0 .... 
Prayer book (No.) 464 23 24 
(Pct.) 92.8 100.0 75.0 
Other religious or devo- (Bo.) 415 21 25 
tlonal book (Pct.} 83.0 91.4 
78.l 
Rel1g1oua nOTel (Bo.) 268 7 
12 
(Pot.) 63.6 30.4 37.6 
TABLE 48 
.REI,IGIOU'S PERIODICALS IN 1'.l.lHE HO:UiE 
Both parents One parent Parents other 
Lutheran Lutheran religions 
Lutheran Witness (No.) 369 34 15 
(Pct.) 82.5 67.6 27.8 
~ Da7 (No.) 216 12 11 ... 
(Pct.) 48.3 23.6 20.4 i 
Youth (No.) 175 20 10 
(Pct.) 39.7 39.2 18.5 
.§1. Louis Lutheran (No.) 316 25 13 
(Pct.) 70.6 49.0 24.0 
other religious magazine (No.) 195 12 19 
or paper (Pot.) 43.5 23.5 35.2 
TABLE 49 
NllidBER OF SECULAR MAGAZINES I:tJ THE EOME 
Both pa.rents One parent Parents other 
Lutheran Lutheran religions 
None (No.) 63 14 10 
(Pct.) 14.l 27.4 18.6 
One (No.) 73 9 12 
(Pot.) 16.3 17 .r/ ·22.2 ..., 0 
~ 
Two (No.) 102 ll 12 
(Pot.) 22.8 21.6 22.2 
Three (No.) 85 8 7 
(Pct.) 19.0 16.7 13.0 
Four or more (No.) 124 9 13 
(Pct.) 27.8 17.6 24.l 
Total (No.) 447 51 54 
(Pct.) 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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students were asked to esti mate the number of books 
their tatbers and mot hers had r eac1. during the past year, for 
this reason! the answers would give e.n approximate idee of 
how parents were try:tng to broaden· and deepen their own knowl-
edge via literature , and t hus be better able to contribute 
toward the growth of t heir children (although no distinction 
was made between secul a r and religious books in the question): 
and the answers would also indi cate what sort of example 
parents were giving t he ir cb,.ldren 1n regard to the value ot 
reading for growth in knowledge. S1nee the students undoubt-
edly did not see their parents every time the latter read a 
book, only the idea of example col:lld be measured with .any 
degree of validity. And inasmuch as the answers could only 
be estimates on the part of the students, even the val1d1tJ' 
of this measurement might be questioned. In any case, tbe 
figUl'es &l'e presented as estimates, and should .be evaluated 
aa such (Tables 50-51). 
Not much difference was recorded between mothers and 
fathers; in the group in which both parents were at home, 30 
per c.ent of the. students said tba t they thought their father 
bad read no books at ~11 d'2r'ing the preceding year, and an 
identical percentas e said the same of their mother. or the 
125 atudenta in tbia category who said their fathers had 
read five o:r more booka, t hirty-nine (about one-third) were 
children of ministers or teachers in Lutheran schools. 
TABLE 50 
CHILllRE?l'S ESTIMATE OF NUJilBER OF BOOKS READ BY FATHERS 
DURING PRECEDING YEAR 
None One or Three or Five or No Total 
two four more answer 
Living with both (No.) 153 127 76 125 19 500 
par.ents (Pct.) 30.6 25.4 15.2 25 . 0 3 .6 100.0 
Living with one (No• ) 5 2 3 6 - 15 
parent ( di voree ) {Pet.) 33.3 13.3 2.0 33.3 - 99.9 
t.1v1ng with o~e par- (No.) ~ - - 4 - 6 




CHII.J)REU 'S ESTIMATE OF NUMBER OF BOOKS READ BY MOTHERS 
DURING PRECEDING YEAR 
None one or Three or Five or No Total 
. two four more answer 
Living with both ·(No,) lS3 150 78. 97 22 500 
parents (Pct.) 30.6 30.0 15.6 19.4 4.4 100.0 
Living with one (No.) a 5 4 3 - 20 
parent (divorce) (Pct.) 40.0 25.0 20.0 15.0 - 100.0 
Living with one par- (No.) 6 10 5 6 - 27 
ent (other reason) (Pot.) 22,2 37.l 18.5 22.2 - 100.0 
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Another f actor wbi cb llli f'h t be 1.n c l udod u.mong influences 
on childre n in t he hnme is t'he presence of guests. 'l'hoy can 
share their expex•iences vii t h fs i ly membe rs , tntroduce topics 
. . 
of conve r s ation which often broa den the vision of children, 
and in general do mvch t,o inject vitality into the family 
ciI•cle and atj.mulate growtb . r.rbe f amily's treatment of guests, 
their courtesy and h ospita l it~l, c r.m be in itself a lesson in 
c1u~1stian love. 
Much depends, of cour se, on whom the family invites, how 
they entertain, wha t t hey talk about. Most of this the study 
did not a.tterupt to mea stU?e . It l iridted itself to determining 
the f requency with which BUests appeared in the home and the 
degr ee to which children were invited to participate in the 
conversation and enterto.1nmcnt when guests were present (Tables 
52 - 53) A substantial percenta.g-e of stude·nts in the group 
'"Living with both paren ts 111 indicated. that their families in-
vited guests almost every week (14.4 per cent ), and the highest 
percentage answered ttabout twice a rr,onth" ( 2g.2 per cent)~ 
The group which seemed to b.avo hnd guest s most infrequently 
was the one labeled ttLiving with one paz•ent (other reason);tt 
53.1 per ~ent ot this group s.aid thei r families had guests only 
tta few times a year." Most students indicated that they were 
almost always invited to share in tho conversation and enter-
tainment when guests were :present., and the percentage ot thoae 
•ho said. tbe:y were almost never 1nv1 ted to do so was almost 
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TABLE 52 
FREQUENCY OF INVITATIONS TO GUESTS 
Almost Few\ times Once Twice Almost 
never a year a month a month every week 
Living with both (No.) 21 144 117 146 72 
parents (Pct.) 4.2 28.8 23.4 29.2 14 .• 4 
Living with one (No.) 3 6 6 5 3 
parent (divo~ce) (Pct.) 13.l 26.0 26.0 21.8 13 .l 
i . 
' I 
L1v1ng with 9ne par- (No.} ... I • 17 7 6 2 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) - I 53.1 21.9 18.7 6.2 
TABLE 53 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH CHILDREN AR!-: I UVITED TO SHARE I N CONVERSATI ON 








Almost Occasionally Almost No Total 
Living with both parents (No.) 
(Pct.) 
Living with one parent 
(divorce) 







































Highly significant for Christian growth in the home is 
the method of disc ipline empl·oyed there. Pe.1~ents are ex-
horted in Scripture to wield a f irm hand of control over 
tbe1r children, as part of their training , so that there is 
no question as to who has the auth~rity 1n the home.4 But 
at the saru.e time thi s is to be 1tadmon1t1on of the Lordn and 
applied always so that the ch:lld nlight grow.5 The period 
of adolesconce i s especially critical in regard to d1sc1pline.6 
The question the t appeared first in Questionnaire II was: 
n:Are you punished at home when you a.re clisobedient?nr F1ifteen 
questions later students were asked, "1fave you been punished 
at home during the last nionth?'t and "If so, how were you 
punished?rti t uch depen~ed, particularly in the first question, 
on the students ·• interpretation of the term lflp,:mish~d.tt In 
the latter pair 0£ questions~ a check list of punishments 
waa given. inclucling 'Jiscolding "~ and 'faking away privileges~"' 
Some students may have interpreted npun1sbment 0 in the 
r1rst question to mean only severe discipline. and this may 
4 
Proverbs 13:24; 23:13; I Timothy 3:4. 
5Ephes1ans 6:4. 
6Ira s. Wile, The Challense of Adolescence (New York: 
Greenberg, Publisher;-Inc., c.1~3~, p. 235. 
• 
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account for the rather substantial percentages in every 
group who answered th.at they were 11hardly ever u punished 
when disobedient (Table 54). The highest percentages were 
found among those who answered the t they were ,,.,sometimes" 
punished. 
When Tables 54 and 55 are viewed together, some slight 
trends present themselves. More parents V1ho had only one 
child pu.niahed their children 1!hardly ever 11 or ''not at -all't 
(during the preceding month) than those who had more children. 
By the same token, children who were alone in the home at the 
time of the study ( classified as "'only children 11 ) were punished, 
on the average, less frequently than those living with other 
chilcben. ttYoungest children,, were punished less frequently 
than "'oldest111 or "middle"children. No other trends are 
readily discernible from the tables . 
Table 56 gives the types of punishment administered to 
the atudents.7 As might be expected, since disobediences 
·would vary greatly as to seriousness, the majority of punish-
ments were in the form of scoldings. The majority of the 
more severe punishments were in the form of taking away priv-
ileges; but twenty-nine students whose parents were both at 
home sa1d their parents a.lapped them tor punishment, and 
fourteen said their pa.rents whipped them. 
7Percentagea on this table are on the number who said 
they were punished at 1east once during the preceding month 
(Table 54). Some checked. more than one type ot punishment • 
r 
TABLE 54 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH CHILDRF.N ARE PUNISHED WHEN DISOBEDIENT 
Hardly Some- Almost Every No Total 
ever times always time answer 
Living with both (No.) 101 207 140 52 - 500 
parents (Pct.) 20.2 41.4 28.0 10.4 - 100.0 
Living with one (No.) 7 11 3 2 - 23 
parent (divorce) (Pct.) 30.4 47.8 13.l 8 .7 - 100.0 
Living with one par- (No.) 8 14 6 2 2 32 
ent (other reason) (Pot.) 25.0 43.8 18 .8 6.2 6.2 100.0 
One child (No.) 26 47 17 6 l . 96 
(Pct.) 26.l 49.0 17.7 6.2 1.0 100.0 
t-' 
Two - three children (No.) 63 127 94 29 l 314 
t-' 
0 
(Pot.) 20.1 40.4 30.0 9.2 .3 100.0 
• Four - more children (No.) 20 146 ~ 29 61 is -
(."- ~ (Pot.) 19.9 41.7 24.7 13.7 - 100.0 
Only C?h1ld (No.) 37 86 31 11 2 166 
' (Pct.) 22.3 51.2 18.7 6.6 1.2 100.0 
Oldest child Oto.) 46 86 78 22 2 233 
(Pot.) 19.3 36.9 33.4 9.4 .9 99.9 
Youngeat child (No.) 27 39 24 12 - 102 
(Pct.) 26. 4 38.2 23.5 11.a - 99.9 
Middle child (No.) 14 20 16 12 - 68 
(Pct.) 20.6 38 .2 23.6 1'7.7 - 100.0 
TABLE 56 
HUMBER OF TIMES CH.ILDREN WERE PUNISHED DURING PRECEDI NG tm NTH 
Not at Once or Three or No Total 
all twice more t1mes answer 
Living w1 th both parents (No.) 203 253 40 4 500 
(Pct.) 40.6 50.6 a.o .a 100.0 
Living with one parent (No.) 10 10 3 - 23 
(divorce) (Pct.) 43.5 43.5 13.0 - 100 . 0 
Living with one parent (No.) 10 17 3 2 32 
(other reason) (Pct.) 31.2 53.1 9.4 6.2 99 . 9 
One child. {Mo.) 48 42 5 l 96 
(Pct.) 50.0 43.8 5.2 l.O 100.0 ... ... 
Two - three children ~NG,) 120 166 314 
... 
25 3 
Pct.) 38.2 62.8 8.0 1.0 100.0 
Four • more ch11<1l'en (No.) 59 71 16 - 14 6 
(Pot.) 40.4 48.6 10,9 - 99.9 
Only child (No.) 83 72 9 2 166 
(Pct.) 50.0 43.4 5.4 1.2 100 .0 
Oldest child (No.) 89 110 23 11 235 
(Pot•) 38 .2 47.2 9. 8 4.7 99.9 
Youngest child (Ho.) 46 53 4 - 102 
(Pct.) 44,1 62.0 3,9 - 100.0 
Middle child (No.) 23 34 11 - 68 
(Pct.) 33.8 50.0 16.2 - 100.0 
' 
TAB.LE 58 
TYPE OF PUWISHMEN'r .I\ Th~INI STBRED TO CHILDREN 
Living ,Cf! th One parent One parent 
· both parents (divorce) (other reason) 
Whipping (No.) 14 2 
(Pct.) 4 . 8 15.4 - ..., ..., 
co Slapping (No.) 29 2 3 
(Pct. ) 9.9 15.4 15.0 
Scolding (Bo.) 172 8 13 
(Pct.) 58.7 61.5 65.0 
. Made to sta7 home (Ho.) 6'7 3 3 
(Pct.) 22.9 23.1 15.0 
other privilege (No.) 135 3 7 taken awa7 (Pct.) 46.0 23,l 36.0 
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The study also asked the students, 0 Do your parents 
talk over the situa t ion Vii t h you before they punish you?"'· 
Since adolescents ar0 old enough to be reasoned with, in 
most coses discipline will more likely result finally in 
growth if tho parent discusses tbe matter witb the child, 
pointing out the error of his action and possible ways of 
correction. This does not mean withholding punishment, but 
bringing the child to realize the reason and necessity for 
punishment, and especially ·to discuss met~ods of improving 
behavior. This question, too, was general and admitted of 
various interpretations. But the significant answer was 
ttalmost never, u which would seem to leave little room for 
d1aouss1on. of' a.ny kind, good or bad. or the 454 stude.nts 
living with both parents who answered this question, 119 
said their parento "almost never'ti t a lked over the situation 
with them bef'ore they punished them (Table 57). 
The great ma jority of students said their father or 
mother '"almost never'' became violently angry with them (Ta-
ble 68), but 29.4 per cent of the students living with both 
parents said this happened ~occasional~.~ Again, the crux 
or the matter lay in their interpretation of the word !tvio-
lently, '' although the term would seem sufficiently strong 
to include only those cases where the parent was going 




and to tt1provoke not your chi ldren to wra t b . n,9 
Finally; the students were asked , rtDo you think your 
parents are 'lmreasonable et times \Yhen they forbid you to 
do something ? 111 This was also o. judgment question, and the 
only answer which could be consiaered serious was the ex-
treme, "very often. "1 Only a very small percentage of the 




FREQUENCY WITH WHICH PARENTS TALK OV~R SITUATION 
WITH CHILDREN BEFORE TnEY PUMISH Tffi<~ 
Almost Occa- Almost 
never sione.lly always 
Living with both parents (No.) 119 152 183 
(Pct.) 23.B 30.4 36.6 
Living with one parent (No.) 8 5 7 
(divorce) (Pct.) 34.7 21.8 30.4 
Living with one parent (No.) 8 11 9 
. ( other rt,a a on ) (Pot.) 25.0 34.4 28.1 
TABLE 58 
PREQUENCY WITH WHI CH PATH.ER OH MOT.HER BEC01t1ES 
VIOLENTL~ ANGRY AT CHILDREN 
Almost Ceca- Quite 
never sionally of'ten 
Living with both parents (No.) 318 147 32 
(Pct.) 63.6 e9.4 6.4 
Living with one parent (No.) 17 4 2 
(divorce) (Pct.) 73.9 J,.7.4 8.7 
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DEGREE TO WHICH QF.ILDREN THI NK PARENTS ARE UNREASONABLE 
Almost Ocoa- Quite Very No Total 
never sionally often often answer 
Boys, age thirteen - (No •. ) 15 39 7 6 - 67 
fourteen (Pct.) 22.4 58 .1 10.4. 9.0 - 99.9 
Boys, age fifteen - (No.) 40 80 1 2 4 3 139 
sixteen (Pot.) 28.8 57 .6 8.6 2.9 2.1 100.0 
Boys, age seventeen - (No.) 26 29 4 2 3 64 
eighteen (Pot.) 40,6 45.3 6.3 3.1 4.7 100.0 
Total (No.) 81 148 23 12 36 270 .... .... 
(Pot.) 30.0 54.8 8.5 4.4 2 .2 99.9 O') 
Girls, age thirteen• (No.) 23 31 10 6 - 69 
fourteen ( Pct.) 33.3 44.9 14.6 7.3 - 100.0 
Girla, age fifteen - (No.) 57 67 20 7 2 153 
sixteen (Pct.) 37,2 43. 8 13.l 4.6 1.3 100.0 
Oirla, age seventeen -(No.) 41 28 6 4 4 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 49.4 33.8 7.2 4.8 4.8 100.0 
Total (No.) 121 126 36 16 6 305 
(Pct.) 39.6 41.3 11.a 5.2 2.0 99.9 
TAB.LE 59 (Continued) 
DEGREE TO VffiICH CHILDREN T.HINK PARENTS ARE UNREASONABLE 
Almost occa- Quite Very No Total 
never sionally often often answer 
Living with both (No.} 1'75 245 51 22 7 500 ._, ._, 
parents (Pot.) 35 . 0 49.0 10.2 4.4 1.4 100. 0 -'2 
Living with one (No.) 7 ll 2 3 - 23 
parent (d1voPoe) (Pot.) 30.4 47 .. 8 8 . 7 13.l - 100.0 
Living with one par- (Ho.) 13 12 6 l - 32 
ent (other reason) (Pot.) 40.6 37.6 18.7 3.1 - 99.9 
CHAP!J:1ER V 
MEJ3'11ING SPECIF'IC NEEDS OF' ADOLESCENTS 
The prin ci.pl.es of Christie,n growth enunciated 1n C.hap-
t,rs II-IV are applicable to families with children of almost 
any age. The presence of adolescent children, however, often 
afi'ects the parents' methods of implementing these princi-
ples, as has been pointed out. Moreover, since adolescent 
children have certain needs peculiar to their rapidly matur-
ing age group, their families have respona1b111t1es also in 
these specific areas. Two of the most important of these 
area a will be troa ted in this chapter: boy-girl relation-
ahipa and vocational guidance. 
Boy-0-irl Relationships 
In listing ttchristian sex educ.ation 11 as one of his 11st 
of "Six Basic Needs of Youth, 111 N-evin Harner says: 
There can be no question as to the need of youth at 
this point. Many young people are caught in secret 
worries, tensions, and conflicts who·se storm-center 
1s aex . Many more are engaged in sexual conduct or 
misconduct which may efrectually bar them and others 
from the abundant life. l'ileanwh1lo they find it ex-
tremely d1t'f1ou1t to obtain reliable and wholesome 
information concerning this important pbaae of living.l 
Thia study did not conceive of the problem as merely im-
parting tactual information regarding the nature and function 
Lttev1n C. Harner Youth work in the Church {New Yorks 
Ab1ng4on-Ookeabury Pr~sa, c.1942),-;.-"ii. 
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of sex,· but as grooming the child in every way, physical-
ly, intellectually, emotionally, for a healthy, Christian 
relationship with young people of the opposite sex. As 
Burgess e.nd. Ste.n le,y point out in their study ; this includes 
imparting accurate inf orrae. tion about sex ns a part of the 
proceso of normal living , but also establishing attitudes 
which w1ll guide him in boy-girl relationships, and provi-
ding a counselor who stands ready always to help when advice 
1a needed.2 
For the Christian, the second requisite mentioned, that 
of establishing attitudes, is all-important. On the part ot 
parents, it includes implanting 1n children by their own 
example a view of' ll!arriage as nothing less than a picture 
of the rela tionsbip between Christ and His Church. The par-
ents• treatment of one another will determine to a large ex-
tent their children.' s attitude toward other young people 
during the years of' dating and courtship. Aa one married 
couple points out: 
The basic root f'rom which sex education really starta, 
which no method that may be used later on can ever ex-
cel or completely counteract, is the home relationship 
of' father and mother. Ir they are happy in their rela-
tionships with each other - kind, tolerant, forbearing, 
and thoughtful of each other as they live in the home 
togethe.r - the children will uneonaoiously react to 
home and marriage as the natural outreach of the rela-
tionship of men and women with each other. I.t, however, 
2E • W. Burge as and Louisa Stanley, !!!,! Adolescent .!n 
the Famil.z (New York: Appleton-Century co., 1934), P· 209. 
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the home life is built upon antagonism or deceit or 
shamefacedness, o:r :J.s in any we.y unwholesome, the child-
ren., without any attempt on the part or any-on~ to taacb 
theill, w:LlJ. ~ot t h is i mpression in reBe.rd to what the re-. 
la tion::ship between the t ·No sexes means; only very strong 
influences from outside the home will ever counteract 
even in part such a current within 1t.3 
This phase of nsex education, n or education in boy-girl re-
l.a t1onships, has largely been dealt w1th nlready in Chapter 
III, since 1 t is a part of nLiv1ng in Love. n 
There ,still remain two other requirements: imparting 
accurate inf ormation on the nature and function of sex, and 
furnishing the adolescent with a counselor wbo stands ready 
to help. 
In attempting to determine how well the family had been 
fulfilling the first of those two requirements., the study 
asked the students to indi cate t\io things: the source of 
their first information on sex; and hov often t heir parents 
had!.!!?.!:. discussed sex with them. The first information was 
requested in view of the fact t ha:t parents of ten tail in 
their responsibi.lity because they give their information too 
late, arter the child has reo~ived 111forme.tion from undesir-
able sources. The secon.d point was. covered because 1 t waa 
recognized that while eircumstances may have prevented the 
parents from being the first to reach their children, they 
3Peroy R. Hayward and Myrtle H. HaJW&rd., ~ !!2!!. and 
Cbriatian Living (Philadelphia: Westminster Preas, 1931), 
p. 88. 
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should have a pproached t h em a t s ome time ; and it asked the 
question also bac~use some parents fail in t heir responsi-
bility because t hey try to gi ve a ll t heir 1nf.ormat1on 1n one 
talk: instead of permi t ting the adolescen t s to return again 
and again to discu s s pr ob l ems as they rise . 4 
The study sh owed tba t only 24 .1 per cent of the boys had 
received t he i r fir s t inforrr.o. t i on a bout sex from their parents 
( Table 60) • 5 Eleven boys, or 4 . 1 per cen·t had received their 
first information from brother or sister, giving a total of 
about 28 per cent wh o had received their first sex informa-
tion from the family . 
Twice as gr ea t a percen tage of girls , 57 per cent , 
listed parents as t heir first source of information on sex. 
This f 1gure, together with those who checked ''brother or 
sister,' gives a total of about 63 per cent of the girls who 
received their first information on sex from t he family.6 
The source listed most consistently for the boys was 
4Burgess and Stanley, ~· &!•, p. 209. 
5The totals in thia tabl.e are over one hundred per oent 
because some students 1nd1oa ted more than one "first source" 
of sex information. 
6'1'hese figures were slightly higher than those obtained 
by Howard M. Bell 1n his Maryland study. He. reports: "~1'1 
three out of every ten youth reported tbat they received 
moat of their sex knowledge from parents or rela tivea • n Bia 
flgurea were: tor the girls 45.1 per cent; for the boya, 
16.8 per cent. Howard M. Beil, Youth !ill Their Stoi:,: ( Waah-
1ngton: American Gounoil on Education, 1938), P• 40. 
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"other boys or girls. "1 Next to their par ~nts, this was 
also tho most frequently checked source for the girls. It 
ranked especially high (about 50 per cent} among the g irls 
of the seve,n.teen-eighteen age bracket. 
V'Jhen meBsured i n the light of v1he t he~ the homes were 
broken or not, the figur e s showed t hat t hose homes ranked 
lowest in point of' g iving sex informs. tion \'!h1ch had only 
one real pe.ront for ree.sons otber than divorce (Cf. three 
final categories of Table 60). 
Thirty-seven per cent or the total number of boys said 
that their parents had never discussed sex with them (Table 
61). A slightly higher number- ( 40.8 per cent) said their 
parents had discus:::ied it 'ta few tiliies.'11 
Only 11 . l p01" cent of the girls said thnt t heir parents 
had never discussed sex with them, while 55. B per cent said 
their parents ho.d, discussed it 11a few times . '" ?i!ore than 
twice as high a percentage of girls as boys said their par-
ents bad discussed sex ttoftenn with them. 
It is worthwhile noting that of those cases where par-
ents did disc-uas the subject with their children, by tar the 
majority of" them did it more than once (378 students checked 
"a tew t1mea 11 or "'often," while only fitty-eight checked 
"once"). 
Not much difference is to be noted on tbla table be-
' tween homes with both parents at home and those with only 
one real parent -at home • 
, 
TABLE 60 
SOUHOE OF FIRST I?:FORMAIJ'ION ABOUT SEX 
Father Brother Other Ot her Magazine Total 
or or boys or older or 
n1other sister girls person book 
Boy-s, age thirteen - (No. ) 17 4 36 5 12 74 
fourteen (Pet. ) 25.4 6.0 53 .'7 7.5 17 .9 110.5 
Boys, age fifteen - ~No.) 31 2 83 25 17 158 
sixteen Pct.) 22.:, 1.4 59.7 18.0 12 . 2 113.6 
Boys, age sev_enteen - ( No. ) ·17 5 37 9 9 77 
eighteen ( Pct.) 26.6 7.8 57.8 14.l 14.1 120.4 
f-' 
Total (No.) 65 ll 156 39 as 309 ro ~ 
( Pot.) 24.l 4.l 52.7 14.4 1 4 .l 114.4 
01rla, age thirteen •(No.) 46 2 19 2 9 78 
fourteen (Pot.) 66.7 2.9 27.6 2.9 13.l 113.2 
Girla, age titteen - (Uo.) 84 13 46 10 13 166 
sixteen (Pot.) 64.9 8.5 30.l 6 •. 5 8.5 108 .5 
Girls, age seventeen - (No.) 44 3 33 l 7 88 
eighteen (Pot.) 63.l 3.6 49.8 l.~ S.4 116.l 
Total ( No.) 174 18 98 13 29 332 
(Pet.) 57.0 5.9 32.2 4.3 9.6 108.9 
r ' ,; II 
I~ 
TABLE 60 (Continued) 
SOURCE OF FIRST INFORMATION ABOUT SEX 
Father Brother Other Other Magazine Total 
or or boys or older or 
mother sister girls person book 
Living with both ( tro.) 219 27 207 41 60 554 
parenti, (Pct.) 43.8 5.4 41.4 8 . 2 12.0 110.8 
Living with one ( Mo.) 6 - 16 l l 24 
parent (divorce) (.Pot. ) 26 . l - 69.6 4 . 3 4 .3 104.3 
Living with one par~ (Ro.) 12 2 20 2 3 39 




NUMBER· 017 Tnms PAREMTS HJ\ VE EVER DISCUSSED SE.."{ WITH CHILDREN 
lfever Once A few Often No Tot al 
times answer 
Living with both (No.) 117 54 242 87 - 500 
parents ( Pot.) 23 . 4 10.8 48.4 17.4 - 100.0 
Living with one (No.) 6 2 12 3 - 23 
parent {di~oroe) (Pct.) 26.0 8 .• 7 52.2 13.l -. 100.0 
Living with one par- (No.) 5 1 19 6 l .32 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 16.6 3.l 69.4 18.7 3.1 99.9 
TABLE 61 (Continued) 
NUMBER OP TIMES PARE?J'i rs llAVE EVER DISCUSSED SEX WITH CHILDREN 
Never Cnoe A few Often No '11otal 
t lmes answer 
BOJ$, age thirteen - (No. ) 23 ll 28 5 - 67 
foUl'teen (Pct.) 34.3 16.4 41.7 7 . 5 ";" 99.9 
Boys, age fifteen ( No.) 54 17 54 13 l 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 38.9 12.2 38 .9 9.3 ... 10040 • t 
Boys, s.ge seventeen - ( No.) 23 4 28 8 l 64 
eighteen (Pct.) 35.9 6.3 43 .7 12.5 1.6 100.0 .... 
Total (lqo.) 100 32 110 26 2 270 ro (1l 
(Pct.) 37.0 11.9 40.8 9.6 .7 100.0 
Girls, age thirteen -( No.) 8 6 40 14 1 69 
fourteen (Pot.) ll.6 a.7 58.0 20.2 l.5 100.0 
Girls, age fifteen - (No.) 17 ll 06 40 - 153 
sixteen (Pot.) ll.l 7.2 55.5 26.2 - 100.0 
Girls, age seventeen -(Mo.) 9 9 45 18 2 83 
eighteen (Pot.) 10.8 10.e 54.3 21.7 2.4 100.0 
Total (No.) 34 26 170 72 3 305 
(Pot.) 11.l 8.5 55.8 23.6 1.0 100 .• 0 
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Another 0£ the r e quirements of education in boy-girl 
relationships is tbe provi ding of a counselor - normallyT 
the parent himself - in whom the boy or girl can confide 
as problems arise. In inve stigating tnis area, t~e study 
asked two questions: '11Do you talk over wh~t happened on 
a date -or other socia l aff air with your father (mother)?" 
and "Do you confide in yot1r father (mother) about the boy 
or girl whom y ou like espec i ally ( or with whom you are in 
love)? 11 
The results of the study in this area (Tables 62.-65) 
confirmed the f ind1ngs of Chapter III on parents as coun-
selors. 7 Both boys and girls went to mother.s more otten 
than to fathers (the boys slightly more often, the girls 
much more often). The g1rls consistently -confided more 
often than boys, in both father and mother. 
Boys were especially reluctant to confide in either 
mother or father regarding the person they liked beat. 
<>niy about 21 per cent confided 1n their mother at least 
"quite a bit," and less than a per -cent oon!"ided in their 
father that much. 
Girls, too, were more ret1oent about the person the7 
liked be.st than about their ordinary social relationships. 
Of' the total number, 21 per cent said they confided in their 
7 Of. Tables 26-31, pp. 71-6. 
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mother regarding t h is matter nh.ardly at all, " and over 48 
per cent said the same about t b.eir father . 
As was the ease in t he t ables under Cha9ter III, sig-
nificant trends failed to show up in regard to the various 
age groups. 
The categories 11Living with one pa.rontn were made up 
mostly of students living with t heir mothers. As has been 
indicated 1n various t ables throughout the thosis, some of 
these mothers had remarr1ed. . 8 In comparing the cases where 
only one ree.l paren t was in t h e home because of a divorce 
with those casos where only one real par~nt was at home for 
some other reason, it was evident that students in the for-
mer category we·nt to their fathers for counselling far leas 
than did students in the latter category. Since, in each 
group, almost all of the real parents were mothers, these 
figures 1nd,1ca ted that atudents adju.sted to step-fa thers 
better after the death or their real father (which was the 
reaaon for separation in almost every case) than after their 
real father left because or divorce. The total figures are 
far too small to furnish really oonolus1ve percentages, how-
evel'. 




FREQUEIJCY WITH WHICH STUDENTS CONFIDE IN FA'I'HER 
ABOUT DATES AND SOCIAL A:F'FAIRS 
Almost Oecs.- Almost No Total 
never s1ons.lly always answer 
Boys, age thirteen - (No.) 22 23 19 3 67 
tourteen (Pct.) 32.8 34.3 28.4 4 . 5 100 . 0 
Boye, age fifteen - (No.) 61 41 26 11 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 43.9 29.5 18.7 7.9 100.0 
B07s, age seventeen - (No.) 23 28 7 6 64 
eighteen (Pct.) 35.9 43.7 10.9 9.4 99 . 9 ..., 
l\) 
(X) 
Total (No.) 106 92 52 20 270 
(Pot.) 39.2 34.l 19.3 7.4 100.0 
Girla, age thirteen - (No.) 19 30 13 7 69 
fourteen (Pct.) 27.6 43.5 18.8 10.l 100.0 
Girls, age fifteen - (No.) 59 63 36 6 153 
sixteen (Pct.) 38 .6 34.7 22.8 3.9 100.0 
Girls, age seventeen - (No.) 29 34 16 4 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 35.0 41.0 19.2 4.8 100.0 
Total (No.) 107 117 64 17 305 
(Pot.) 35.0 38.4: 21.0 5.6 100.0 
TABLE 62 (Continued) 
. FREQUENCY WI TH WHICH STUDENTS CON.l<'IDE I M FATHER 
ABOUT DATES AND SOCI AL AF'FAIRS 
Almoet Occa- Almost No Total 
never sionally always answer 
Living with both parents (No.) 188 200 109 3 500 
(Pct.) 37.6 40 .0 21 . 8 . 6 100 . 0 
Living with one parent (No.) 13 3 3 - .19 
(divorce) (Pct.) 68.4 16.8 15.8 - 100 . 0 
Living with one parent (No.) 4 - 3 - 7 





FREQ.UENCY WI TH WHICH CHI LDREN CONFIDE I N :MOTHF.R 
ABOUT DATES AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS 
Almost Occa- Almost No Total 
never sionally always a.newer 
Living with both parents (No.) '79 168 252 l 500 
(Pct.) 15.8 33.6 50.4 .2 100.0 
Living with one parent (No.) 6 2 13 - 20 
(divorce) (Pct.) 26.0 10.0 65.0 - 100.0 
Living with one parent (No.) 6 6 19 - 31 
(other reason) (Pot.) 19.4 19.4 61.2 - 100.0 
r ,, 
TABLE 63 (Continued) 
F'REQUENOY WITH WHICH STUDENTS CONFIDE IN MOTHER 
ABOUT DATES AND SOCIAL AF:PAIRS 
Almost Occa- Almost No Total 
never s1onally always answer 
Boys, age thirteen - (No.) 18 26 22 l 67 
row-teen (Pct.) 26.8 38.8 32.8 1.5 99.9 
Boys, age fifteen - ( No.) 39 51 46 4 139 
sixteen (Pot.) 28.l 36.6 32 .4 2.9 100.0 
Boys, age seventeen - (No.) 16 29 19 - 64 
eighteen (Pct.) 25.0 45.3 29 . 7 - 100.0 ..., 
(,; 
Total · (No.) 73 106 86 6 270 0 
(Pot.) 27.l 39.2 31.8 1.9 100.0 
Girls, age thirteen - (No.) 6 16 47 l 69 
fourteen (Pct.) 7.3 23.2 6 8 .0 1.5 100.0 
Girls, age fifteen - (No.) 12 37 102 2 153 
r sixteen (Pot.) '7 .a 24.2 66.7 1.3 100.0 
Girls, age seventeen - (No.) 6 20 56 2 83 
eighteen (Pot.) 7.2 24.l 66.3 2.4 100.0 
Total (No.) 23 73 204 5 305 
(Pct.) 7.6 24.0 66.9 1.6 100.0 
TABLE 64 
DEGREE TO W11ICH CHILDREN CONFIDE IN F,A'l1f!ER 
ABOUT PERSON THEY LI.EE BEST 
Hardly Scme- Quite Com- No Total 
at e.ll what a bit pletely answer 
Boys, age thil'teen - (No.) 42 14 4 l 6 67 
fourteen (Pct.) 62.7 20.8 6 .0 1 .5 9.0 100.0 
--
Boys, age fifteen (No.) 84 . . 28 11 2 14 139 
sixteen , (Pct.) 60.5 20.2 7.8 l A 10.1 100.0 . -
Boys, age sevent.een• ~No.) 58 15 2 l 8 64 
eighteen Pct.) 59.4 23.4 3.l 1.6 12.5 100.0 t,.J 
vii 
I-' 
Total (No.) 164 67 17 4 28 270 
(Pct.) 60.7 2i.1 6.3 1.5 10.4 100.0 
Girla, age th1%'teen -(No.) 38 14 6 l 10 69 
fourteen (Pct.) 65.0 20.3 8.7 1.5 14.5 100.0 
G1rla, age fifteen - (No.) 68 48 24 7 6 153 
sixteen (Pct.) 44.4 31.4 15.7 4.6 3.9 100 •. 0 
Girls, age seventeen -(No.) 42 24 10 3 4 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 50.5 29.0 12 -1 3.6 4.8 100.0 
Total (No.) 148 86 40 11 20 305 
(Pct.) 48.5 28.2 13.l 3.6 6.6 -100.0 
TABLE 64 (Continued) 
DEGREE TO WHICH CHILDREN CONFIDE I?i FATHER 
ABOUT PERSON TBEY LIKE BEST 
Hardly Some- Q.uite Com- No Total 
·at all what a bit pletely answer 
. Living w1 th both (Mo .) 286 134 54 14 12 500 
parents (Pct.) 57.2 26.8 10.8 2.8 2 .4 100.0 
Living with one (No.) 13 4 l - - 13 
parent (divorce) (Pct. ) '72.3 22.2 5.5 - - 100.0 
Living with one par- (No.) 2 3 - l .. - 6 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 33.3 50 . 0 - 16.7 - 100 . 0 
...., 
~ 
TABLE 65 ro 
DEGREE TO WHICH CEILDREN CONFIDE IN MOTHER 
ABOUT PERSON THEY LIKE BEST 
Hardly Some- Quite Com- No Total 
at all what a bit pletely answer 
Living with both (No.) 173 131 134 49 13 500 
!)$rents (Pct.) 34.6 26.2 26.8 9 .• 8 2.6 100.0 
Living with one (No.) 9 3 3 6 - 21 
parent (divorce) (Pot.) 42.8 14.3 14.3 28.6 - 100.0 
Living with one par- (No.) lO 10 5 5 - 30 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 33.Z 33.3 16 .'7 16.7 - 100.0 
TABLE 65 (Continued) 
DEGREE TO Vr'HICH CHILl)REN CONFI DE I N M001RER 
ABOUT PF..RSON THEY LIKE BEST 
Jiardly Some- Quite Com- Mo Total 
at all what a bit plete ly answer 
Boys, age thirteen - (No.) 35 16 12 3 2 67 
fourteen (Pot.) 52.2 22.4 1'7 . 9 4.5 3.0 100 . 0 
Boys, age fifteen (No . ) 66 40 22 5 6 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 47 . 5 28 . 8 15.8 3.6 4.3 100 . 0 
Boys, age aeventeon- (No.) 33 18 6 5 2 64 
eighteen (Pct.) 51.5 28.1 9.4 7 •.. 8 3.1 99 . 9 .... 
()') 
CJl1 
Total (No.) 134 73 40 13 10 270 
(Pct.) 49 . 6 27 l 14.8 4. 8 3.7 100.0 
Girls, age thil-teen -(No.) 18 19 19 8 5 69 
fourteen (Pot.) 26.l 27.5 27.6 11.6 7.3 100~0 
Oirle, age fifteen - (No.) 32 34 56 30 l 153 
aixteen (Pot.) 20.9 22 .2 36.6 19.6 .7 100.0 
01rla, age seventeen -(No.) 14 21 31 13 4 83 
eighteen (Pct.) 16.9 25.3 37.3 15.7 4.8 100.0 
Total (No.) 64 74 106 61 10 305 
(Pct . ) 21.0 24.2 34.8 16.7 3.3 100.0 
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Tbe study asked one other question in connection with 
boy-girl relationsh i p s : u:no you have your friends come to 
your home for parties or ufter dates or other get-togethera?~ 
Parents who eneoura ge the5.r children to bring their friends 
home - not only verbally , but by their hospitality, oourtesy 
and interest when t h e fr i ends a re there - are performing the 
funotion of a Christian educe.tor in the following wnys: 
thoy are les~ning to know t heil~ children ' s friends, which in 
turn will help them to counsel t heir children more wisely: 
they are showing an interest in t heir childre,n rs current af-
fairs, which will increnso t heir children's confidence in 
tbem; and tb0y are furnishing a wholesome se·tting for fun 
and recreation which will be e. more powerful force for pre-
venting boy-girl prob lems thnn ctozens of ad1i1onitions. 
As might be expected, a larger perce~tage or girls than 
boys said they invited rriends into their home quite often 
(Table 66). Still, 25 per cent of the girls said they ttalmost 
never" invited friends into the home. In the category "Living 
•1th both parents ~ n which me.de no distinction between boys and 
girls, the percentage of those answering ttalmoat never 11 was 
slightly higher then the percentage of those answering nqu1te 
otten. •t For · an overall picture, one might take the answers 
or the total number of students living at ·ho~ with one or 
both PB.rents. The pe,rcer..tagee of these answers ran 88 follon: 
"almost never,'i 23.7 per cent ; 11ocoasionally," 41.6 per cent; 
nqu1te otten, '" 2.5.6 per oent. 
TABLE 66 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH CHI LDREN INV rl.'E FRI ENDS I NTO THE HOWE 
Almost Occa- Quite No Total 
never sionally often answer 
Boys, age thittteen - (No.) 26 26 13 2 67 
fourteen (Pct. ) 38.8 38 .8 19 .4 3.0 100 .0 
Boys, age fifteen - (No.) 62 58 18 1 139 
sixteen (Pct.) 44.6 41 .7 15.0 .7 100.0 
Boys, age seventeen - (No.) 25 27 11 l 6 4 
eighteen (Pct.) 39.0 42.l 17 . 2 l . (; 9 9 . 9 ...., 
Total (No.) 113 111 42 4 2'70 C.·l en 
(Pot.) 41.8 41.l 15.6 1 .6 100.0 
01rla., age thirteen - (No.) 21 32 16 - 69 
t'our-teen (Pct. ) 30.4 46.4 23.2 - 100.0 
Girls, age fifteen - (No.) 36 63 54 - 153 
aixteen (Pct.) 23.5 41.2 35.3 - 100.0 . 
Girls, age seventeen - (No.) 20 31 30 2 83 
eighteen (Pot.) 24.1 37.3 36.2 2.4 100.0 
Total (No.) 77 126 1.00 2 306 
(Pct.) 26.2 41.3 32.8 .7 100.0 
... 
1!ABLE 66 (Continued) 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH CHILDREM INVITE FRIENDS I NTO THE HOME 
Almost Occe.- Quite No Total 
never sionally often answer 
Living with both parents (No.) 162 211 122 5 500 1-1 vi 
( Pqt.) 32.4 42.2 24.4 1.0 100.0 0, 
Living with one parent (No.) 8 6 9 - 23 
(divorce) (Pct.) 34.7 26.l 39.2 - 100.0 
Living with one parent ( No.) 10 12 10 - 32 
(other reason) (Pct.) 31.2 37.5 31. 2 - 99.9 
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Vocationa l Guidance 
Another need wbich become s increasingly evident du~ing 
the age of adolescence is for h.elp in choosing a suitable 
vocation for life. Harner calls it °Cbrist1an vocational 
guidanee n and includes it, too, among his "Six Be.sic Needs 
of Youth. 11' Says Harner: 
It might b e awpposed that this need was be-ing met satis-
factorily - what with the rather extensive efforts along 
this line of the pv.blie schools and other ~baracter-
build1ng a gencies. However , it seems that the program 
of vocational gu ide.nee has not yet caught up with the 
need. This i .s indicated by the fact that less than one-
fourth of the young people questioned 1n the Maryland 
study said they bad been given fairly adequate vocation-
al guide.nee.. Of those who had received such guidance 
and were now out of school, almost three-fourths re-
garded it e s of help to them. Apparently young people 
welcome vocational guidance, find it valuable when they 
receive 1 t, but arc not getting as much of it as they 
would like.9 
What can parents do to help meet this need? They oan 
help their children evaluate their own abilities, review the 
field of vocations , and try to match the one with tbe other. 
01- as Rudisill puts it, they can ttmake suggestions, furnish 
information, and point out dangera .~10 
However, vocational guidance includes not only helping 
the young person select a suitable job, but also helping him 
to acquire a proper attitude toward vooa tions 1n general -
'Harner, .21!.• cit., p. 42. The study to which be refers 
is the one cited in'r'ootnote number six of this chapter. 
1<lEarl s. Rudisill, Christian Familz Life (Philadelphia i 
United Lutheran Publication House, 1944), P• 46. 
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an attitude v1hicb is best described. as an awareness of the 
Christian cnlling.11 This will mean tea ch ing him, again by 
everyday references and a.tt;i t udes of parents toward their 
own vocations - that ulti Juately they are worlting· for God, 
although He wo1 .. ks through a hmnan employer ; 12 that their 
chief aim is to se1 .. ve people , not l'nake money or serve them-
aelves; 13 and that t heir vocation gives them an opportunity 
and a responsibility to witness to Jesus Christ as t hey per-
form their appointed tasks unselfishly, fa ithfully and cheer-
rully.14 
About an o ve1 .. a g <:) of 75 per cent of the students living 
at home said tboy bad received some help from one or· the 
other of their parents in ch oosi ng their vocation (Table 67) 
It must be roraembered t hat in t h is total group were thirteen 
and tourteon year-old s who had undoubtedly given little seri-
ous thought as yet to a life' a occupation. 'filth this in 
mind, the f'igure of 75 per eent seems commendably high. over 
half ot the total number of students {about 62 per cent) said 
they had re·ceived help from a teacher or counselor at school. 
Lo 11R1chard R. Caemmerer Tbe Church in the World (St. 
uta: Concordia Publishing House, 1949), We 54-6 · 
.12Ephea1ans 5:6-9. 
13
I Peter 4:8-11. 
14
I Peter 2:18-25. 
'l1ABLE 67 
SOURCE OF HELP IN CHOOSING VOCATION 
Living with One parent One parent 
bot h parents ( d i v orce) ( other .. reas on) 
F'ather (No.) 390 9 15 
(Pct. ) 7 8 .0 39.2 46 . 9 
Mother (No . ) 379 16 27 ..... ~ (Pc t. ) 75.8 69. 6 84.4 (0 
Teacher, counselor (No.) 263 a 20 
(Pot. ) 52.6 34 . 8 62.5 
Sister or brother (No .) 11 2 7 6 
( Pct. ) 22 . 4 30.4 18 .7 
Other older person (No .) 231 13 17 
( Pot.) 46 . 2 56 . 5 53.l 
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uo attempt was made , as for instance in Bell's JBary-
land study, to dete1•n1ine whether the student thought his 
wocational guidance wa s adequate. An attempt was made, how-
ever, to get some idea of why the student had chosen a par-
ticular vocation. It was recognized that his s.ttitude might 
have been shaped by many a gonoies, not only the home. For 
this reason, t he results were mo1~e of general interest than 
or direct aignifioance f or the study . 
Almost half of the number of students living at home 
had already i;,i cked their futu.re vocation, and most or the 
other half had an id.ea of what they might do, but were as yet 
undecided (Table 6 8 ). Two of t h e cboioes listed as reasons 
tor choosing their vocation might be classified as consistent 
with a proper v1ew of the Christian calling: 8 Beoause I 
think I can help other people most in that job, n and "Because 
I think I am beat f'itted for that t y pe of work. u Three-
foUl'tha of the students who gave a. reason for picking their 
vocation took one of these two choices (Table 69). Inter-
esting 1a the fact that only 6.4 per cent of the students 
aaid that the most important reason for choosing their voca-
tion was because their mother or father had done that type 
ot work. Slightly over 12 per cent gave lfmaking good money"' 
~a their moat 1mpo~tant reason. 
CUI\ PTF;R VI 
SERVING THE liOHLD OUTSIDE TUE FA!f ILY 
The primary character i stic of the life of the child ot 
God is love which shows 1tsel£ in acts of service to othera. 
These acts of service e.re not to be confined to the family 
oircle, nor to the p~ople of wh om the Christian is 'fond'' in 
the ordinary sense, nor even to all the people with whom the 
individual is acquainted. As the ChI~lstian .gX"ows 1n his life 
of love, he expresses that love to an ever-widening circle 
ot people - to be sure, beg inning with his family, but going 
beyond them to the· neighborhood, the comnl'tln1ty, the nation, 
the world. l~or will his love be dir-ected only toward fellow 
Christians. He aims at witnessing to his new life, through 
acts of concern and servi·ce, to everyone in need, so that ill 
men may nsee his good works and glorify his Father which ia 
in heaven. 0 1 
As bas been stated previously, parents train their child-
ren for lives of love and service primarily by the way the7 
treat each other and the children themselves, within the tam-
ily cirole .. 2 But they also teach in other ways: by their 
example 1n sooial living outside tbe family.,. and by involv-
ing tbe children in actual projects or servioe to others. 
1Mattbew 5:13-16; I Peter l:22-2:12. 
2or · Chapter III. 
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Cbr1at1an Witness to the Neighborhood and Community 
Closest of the outside world to tbe family are immedi-
ate neighbors. Here parents have opportunity to teach by ex-
ample. What are their r e lations with neighbors? Are they 
friendly and helpful, or selfish and hard to get along with? 
Children observe these thing s e nd take their cue f'rom their 
parents' actions. 
The study. inquired only negatively into the parents' 
relations with neighbors , o.sking 1•Have your parents had an 
argument with any of your neighbors during the past year?"1 
Only a negligible percentage answered that their parents had 
argued three or more times with neighbors during the year 
preceding (Table 70). 
TABLE 70 
Nln.tDER OF A.RGUMEllTS BETWEEH PARENTS AND mUGHBORS 
DITRING PRECEDING YEAR 
Living with One parent One parent 
both pa.rents (divoroe) ( other reason) 
None (Ho.) 406 17 27 
(Pct.) 81.0 73.9 84.4 
~. 01' two !No.) 7.9 6 4 
Pct.) 15.8 21.8 12.5 
Tb~e-t or (So., ~ l more (Pot.) 1.8 4.~ 
lo answer (lo.) , l 
(Pot.) l.4 3.1 
Total (Ho.) 500 23 32 
(Pot.) 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Tbe students were rri ven a abort check 11st of typical 
charitable acts, or acts which ordinarily would demonstrate 
ooncern for people , and asked to check f irst, which his fam-
ily had done, and second , which he hin.self had shared in. 
Here again the parent s could have taught by e.xarnple, but the 
beat method of traini n g f OUld h a ve been ~1 giving the child-
ren opportunities to pe:i:•f;o1"m t he acts themselves. Children 
learn best by doing, a. ls(? i n the activities of "visiting the 
imprisoned, cloth ing t h e naked., comforting t he sad, and 
oheering the broken in heart. 1113 
Table 71 gives t he number and percentage of families 
which participatod i n t he c b a1~i t able acts listed, and Table 
?2 gives tbe number of children who participated in those 
aame acts. In almost evory case, the number of obildren was 
considerably below the number of families ( tho only exception: 
Pl'&ying tor prevention of world war). That the number of 
obildren woul.d be lower is to be expected; opinions might 
V&l'J, however, as to how much lower they should be. In these 
oaaea. the percentages of children ran anywhere from 20 to 
60 per cent lower • 
The study als-o inquired into the number of community 
Ol'gan1zat1o~al meetings which the parents attended regular-
ly. In c1v1o organizations, labor unions, businessmen'• 
3.ael'll'y F. Cope Religious Education,!!! !l!!. Family (Chi-
cago: Un1vera1ty of Chicago Press, 1915), PP• 75-85• 
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organizations, and similar groups, the· Christian has oppor-
tunity also to give evidence of. his conoern for the wolfare 
or others, and often han t ho chonce to wield a great moral 
influence for good. Again, parents who give evidence of 
their interest in such o.f'f'airs by actunl participation in 
them, by their example are teaching their children \Vhat is 
their responsibility in the v10rld. 
The eft'orts oi' 'the study in this area were weak, how-
ever. It might be seriously questioned whether students 
understood the terms used, e.g . ''Civic charitable organiza-
tion."' While t h is is true , the figvres still seem notably 
low regarding participation in comm.unity activities (Table 73). 
In an ef:f or:t to determine the general oonsciousness 1n 
the home of current af f'air s, both in the · church and 1n the 
world (a prerequisite for doing som~thing about the situa-
tion), the study offered a check list· vf aubjects which might 
have been discussed in the home during tbe _preceding week or 
two (Table 74). Percentages of faniilies who discussed two 
topic a ot genex-al current intere.st { candida tee for president 
of the United Stete·s, Korean war) hovered b~tween 70 and 80 
per cent• About the aame number discussed the ''Conquest tor 
Cbriat," a nation-wide project sponsored by the Lutheran 
ChUI'ch - M1aeouri Synod at the time of the study. Peroent-
agea pertaining to the other two subjects (personal and for-
etgn m1aa1on work) were e·onaiderably lower. 
TABLE 71 
CHARITABLE ACTS OF FAMILY DURING PRECEDING YEAR 
Living with One parent One parent 
both parents (divorce) (other reason) 
Contributed to Community (No.) 456 19 -26 
Cheat or Red Gross (Pct.) 91.0 82.6 81.2 
Sent packages of food or (No.) 152: 6 6 .... 
clothing overseas (Pct.) 30.4 21.6 l6.7 ~ O> 
Took food or clothing to (No.) 166 4 8 
needy person in neighborhood (Pct.) 31.0 1'7.4 25.0 
Visited sick or aged friend, (No.) 389 16 23 
relative (Pot.) 77.8 69,6 71.9 
Prayed at home for prevention (No.) 235 9 12 
ot world war (Pot.) 47.0 39.2 37.5 
TABLE 72 
CHARITABLE ACTS OF FAMILY PARTICIPATED I N BY CHILDREN 
DURING PRECEDING YFAR 
Living with one parent One parent 
both parents (divor-oe) (other reason) 
Contributed to Community (No.) 165 6 7 
Chest or Red Cross (Pot.) 33.0 26.l 21.9 
Sent packages or tood or (No.) 66 3 4 
clothing overseas (Pct.) 13.2 13.l 12.6 
Took food or clothing to (No.) 82 2 7 
needy person 1n ne1ghborbocx:l(Pct.) 12.4 8.7 21.9 
V1a1ted sick or aged (No.) 282 11 20 
friend, relative (Pot.) 56.4 47.8 62.5 
Prayed at home for preven- (No.) 260 12 13 
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SUBJECTS DISCUSSED IN THE HOME DURING TIIE PRECEDING WEEK OR TWO 
Livi ng vdth One parent One parent 
both parents (divorce) (other reason ) 
Candidates for president (No. ) 38'7 9 24 
of United States (Pct.) 77 .4 39.2 75 .o 
Conquest tor Om-1st (Mo.) 40~ 16 22 
~ (Pct.) 80.6 69.6 68.7 ~ 
<O 
We.r 1n Korea (No.) 397 18 26 
{Pct.) 79.4 78.3 81.2 
Bringing person to ohuroh (No.) 127 7 9 
(Pot.) 26.4 30.4 28.l 
Pore 1gn m1aaion work ot ( No .) 199 2 7 
church (Pct.) 39.8 8.7 21.9 
TABLE 74 
SUBJECTS DISCUSSED !N THE HOME. DURING TEE PRIWEDING WEEK OR TWO 
Livi.ng vli th One parent One parent 
both parents (divorce) (other reason) 
Candidates for president (No.) 387 ~ 24 
of United States (Pct.) 77 .4 39.2 75 . 0 
Conquest for Chltist (No.) 403 16 22 ..., 
(Pct.) 80.6 69.6 68.7 ~ 
<O 
We.r 1n Korea (No.) 397 18 26 
(Pct.) 79.4 78.3 a1.2 
Bringing person to churoh (No.) 127 7 9 
(Pot.) 26.4 30.4 28.l 
Poreign mission work of (No.) 199 2 7 
church (Pct.) 39.8 8.7 21.9 
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S1nce a roost n a turnl e1cpres-sion of interest 1n current 
affairs 1n e. d.en1ocratic countl"y is by participation 1n elec-
t1.ona, the study also inquired how many times the parents 
bad voted during t h e precedi ng two years. (Table ~5). A large 
percentage of' t h e student s :i.ndice.ted that they did not know 
whether their parents had voted or not - perhaps a sign1ti-
cant tact in itse li' , since this study waa concerned with the 
~mpreasion of various aotivit1es on the lives of the child-
ren. The largest percentage of stud9nt.f:I who answered that 
their parents had not voted at all (34.4) was in the group 
who were 11v1ng with one parent for a reason other than 
divorce. 
Concern f or others outside the family wb1oh is uniquely 
Cbriatian naturally .finds expre.ss.i-0n in evangelization, direct 
w1tneaa1ng to one' a faith, telling others directly about the 
Lord Jeaus' se.crif'ice for men. Ordinarily, such witness will 
eventuate 1n an invi tat1on to the individual to attend worship 
88l"Vicea, where he can hear lilore of the Word or God and see 
Obttiat1an p.eople busy at the.ir normal activity ot speaking and 
a1ng1ng to God, and in turn listen~g to Him. 
'l'he study asked what the families had done during the 
preceding year 
It asked this 
•ct1v1ty than 
in the way of bringing outsiders to church. 
question because it ·dealt with a more concr.ete 
b t Jesus as Savior, general witness {talking a ou 
eto.), although the latter may have been more important and 
lllOl'• or • ~ue Christian witness. Almost halt ot the atudmta 
With both parents Lutheran said their tam111ea bad talked to 
TABLE 75 
NUMBER OP 'l1I MES Ji1AT1illR OR MOTHER VO'l'ED 
DURING PRECEDING TWO YEARS 
Not at all (No.) 
(Pct.) 
In at leas·t one election (Mo.) 
(Pct.) 
In two or more elections ('No.) 
(Pct.) 
Don't know (No.} 
(Pet.) 
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someone about coming to church , and about one-fourth of them 
said t heir f amilies had actually brought someone (Table 76). 
Most of a Chri s tian• s witness to h.1s personal faith in 
Christ is tied up wi t h h is ordinary, every-day activities -
how he goes about hi s job, his attitude toward other people, 
his whole bearing and outlook on life'. Such witness detiea 
measurement, as can readily be seen. The study asked only 
one question in an effort to at least touch upon the vast 
area of Chr i stian witness via personality, and that question 
dealt with t he mother: ''·Is your mother a cheerful person?'' 
This was e.ga.in a question which involved personal judgraent on 
the part of the students, in their interpre_tation of . "oheer-
f'ul. "1 Mos t serious would have been the answer "hardly ever; rr 
only ten out o£ 531 chose it- (~able 77)". 
Combatti ng social prejudice is another important part of 
Christian witness.. Parents pass on their prejudices to their 
oh1ld:ren, e.nd prejudices which create in the children aver-
siono for certain people gJ"eatly hinder them in their activ-
ity of love and service. The study chose one common area of 
social prejudice, that of race relations, specifical.ly be-
tween whi tea and Negroes, since tbis was a perenially burn-
ing 1aaue in the locale of the study, St. Louis. In an ef-
fort to make the problem concrete, the .study set up a hypo-
thetical situation, asking ~What do you think your parents 
would do if -a Negro family moved next door? it 
'l'he critical observer will note tbree things regarding 
TABLE 76 
ACTIVITIES OF FAMILY TOWARD BRI NGING OUTSIDERS 
TO CHURCH DURING· PRECEDI?TG YE..4.R 
Both parents One parent Par ents other 
Lutheran Lutheran r eligions 
Have brought no one (No.) 120 16 26 · .. 
(Pot.} 26.8 31.3 48 .2 
Have talked to one or more (No.) 203 23 16 f.J 
persons about it (Pot.) 45.5 45.1 29.6 01 (l'1 
Have brought someone (No.) 112 11 6 
(Pct.) 25.0 21.6 11.l 
No answer (No.) 12 l 6 
(Pct.) 2.7 2.0 11.l 
Total (No.) 447 61 M 
(Pct.) 100.0 100.0 100.0 
TA.Blli 77 
DEGREE TO fl/RICH MOTHERS OF STUDENTS ARE CHEERFUL 
Living with One · per ent One parent 
both ps.r·ents ( di voroe } (other reason ) 
Hardly ever {llo. ) 8 l l 
(Pct.) 1.6 5.0 3.2 
Some ot the time (No.) 64 3 7 
(Pct.) 12. 8 15.0 22.6 
t-' 
Moat or the time ( No.) at 182 7 10 ... 
(Pct.) 36.4 35.0 32.2 
Almoat all ot the time (No.) 241 9 13 
(Pct.) 48.2 45.0 42.0 
Bo answer (No.) 5 
(Pct.) 1.0 
Total (No.) 500 20 31 
(Pot.) 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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the question . 1. I t asked for the students' opinions, so the 
figures obtained wer•e n<i>t on the basis of objective facts. 
2. The situation was hypothetioal, an attempt to measure on]j' 
the impression that t h e student had gained thus far from his 
parents. 3. The i mportant thing in this, as in every aotion 
or a Christian, would have been the motive behind the action, 
which the study could no't measure. 
A oheok list of five answers was given to the studenta.4 
Moat of the students said they had no idea how their }Brents 
would feel (Table '78}. Did thio mean that their parents bad 
never given voice to their attitude toward Negroes, whether 
positive or negative? Certainly not in all cases. But if 
it did mean that in some cases, then this was a significant 
tact .in itself - the parents were not teaching at all. 
Less than one-fourth of the children whose parents were 
Lutheran felt sure that their parents would not mind it 1t a 
Negro family moved next door. Only 13 per cent of the child-
ren whose parents fell into the classification of ffiother re-
ligions» checked this answer. 
On the whole, the figures were difficult to interpret 
because of the variable factors involved. In any case, it 
aeemed to the writer that no highly significant figure• 
•ere 1n evidence - no amgle answer was aeized upon by • 
high percentage or students. 
4ot. Question 83 , Apl)Gnd1x c • 
TAIDLE 78 
CHILDREN I S OPI NJ Olf ON HOVI PARENTS WOULD FgEL 
IF NEGRO FAMILY MOVED NEXT DOOR 
Both par ents One parent Parents other 
Lutheran Lut heran religions 
Parents would want to move (No.) 88 12 18 
somewhere else (Pct.) 19 . 7 23.5 33 . 3 
Parents would not 11'ke it, ( No.) 92 7 12 · 
·but would stay ( Pct . ) 20.6 13 .7 22 . 2 
Parents would not mind it ( No.) 105 11 7 .... 
{Pct . ) 23.6 21.6 13.0 CJ'I 0) 
Puen ta would demand that the (No. ) 23 - 1 Negtto family move (Pct·.) 6.1 - l.9 
No idea how they would teel (No.) 138 21 16 
(Pct . ) 30.8 41.2 29.6 
No answer (No.) l 
(Pct.) .2 
Total ( No.) 447 51 54 
(Pct.) 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Stewardship 1n the Local Church 
The Christian has a1 special l'esponsib111ty of love and 
service to his fellow Chr1stinns.5 Christian people band 
together into local congregations for the specific purpose 
of fulf1lling that obligation. They strengthen one anoth-
er ' s faith by worshipping together, serving one another, and 
undertaking projects of charity and mission work together. 
Iraportant in t his program of the local church are its 
various societies, comm:1tteea, and other organizations. 
Pa.rents i mpress the importance of stewardship of time and 
talents on their children by theil" own participation 1n 
theso activities. This was the thought 'U?lderlying the study 'a 
investigation into the number of church meetings which the 
parents regularly attended (Tables 79-80). 
For fathers, the meeting attended most frequently was 
'tvoter' a meeting, u the one attended least frequently waa 
'"Bible Class or Sunday School."' For mothers, the meeting 
attended most frequently was 1tisdies' Aid;" least frequently, 
"131ble Class or Sunday Sohoo1.•t1 
Finally, the study inquired into the students' own 
aystems of contributing money tor church work, assuming that 
the parents would have some hand in training (or failing to 
5oalat1ans 6:10. 
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train) their children to be good stewards also or their 
treasures. About one-fourth of the children whose parents 
were both Lutheran had worked out a system for contributing 
a certain amount out of their own savings during the course 
of the year (Table 81 ). Almost the same number said tbe7 
did not contribute theu, own allowance or earnings. 
TABLE 79 
MEI~Tl?JGS rm rcH FATmr...irn REGULARLY ATTEND 
Living with Bot h parents 
both parents Lutheran 
Men's club at chll?lch ( No.} 190 188 
(Pct.) 38 . 0 42.0 
Voter's meeting at church (No.) 28 280 
(Pot.) 66.2 62 . 5 
Other chUl'oh board or club meeting (No.) 239 236 ( l>c t. ) 47. 8 §2. 8 
Bible olaas or Sunday School (No.) lll 107 




MEETINGS WHICH tlOT.HERS REGULARLY ATTEND 
Living with Both pa.rents 
both parents Lutheran 
Lad.tea Aid at church (No.) 200 192 
(Pct.) 60.0 42.9 
other women's organization at church (No.) 179 171 
(Pct.) 35.8 38.2 
Bible class or Sunday School (No.) 101 96 
(Pct.) 20.2 21.4 
TABLE 81 
CHILDREN 1 S SYS1fE:A OF CONTRI BUTI}lG TO CHURCH 
Living with One pa.rent 
One pe.rent 
both parents (divorce) 
(other reason) 
Doe, not contribute own (No.) 
129 7 
13 
allowance or earnings (Pct.) 
; 25.8 30,4 
40.6 
G1ve as much as can afford (No.) 
206 6 
12 





Have ayatem. wo~ked out tor (No.) 
133 4 
5 
ccmtr·1but1ng eertain (Pet.) 
26.6 17.4 
16.6 














WORKING WITH OUTSIDE EDUCATI0NAL AGENCIES 
Recent sociolog ica l studi es emphasize the fact tbat the 
tamily is much less of an educational influence today than 
it was fifty or a hundred years ago. This is true, not only 
because of the e ducational job assumed by the church and/or 
the state, but also because agencies which vie for the time 
and energy or young people during their leisure hours have 
become increasingly attractive and readily acoessible.l 
The questi on might well be raised as to whether this 
shift 1n educa t ional influence has occurred in the field of 
religious education to the degree that it has in general edu-
cation. V1hile the family has transferred its authority to 
the school to teach the tacts or history, mathematics, and 
geography, ba s it transferred to the same degree its authori-
ty to teach character and spiritual values? Can it really 
transfer this authority? l>. s this thesis bas attempted to 
point out previously, the famil7, like it or not, plays• 
part in the religious education of its children which it 
cannot delegate to anyone else.2 
1Ira s. Wile, The Challenf! of Adolescence (Ne• Yorks 
Ore•nberg, Publisher;-Inc., a. 9391, P• 13• 
2 er. Chapter I .• 
• 
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At the same time, the family must recognize that vari-
ous educational agencies outside of its own circle do have 
their influence, also religiously, on the child. But while 
they may - often must - delegate much of the actual educa-
tional procedure to these outside agencies, they can never 
delegate their own primary rospons1bil1.tz for the education 
of their ch ildren. This means, then, that they must know 
which agencies are 1nflueno1ng their children, know what 
sort of influence they are wielding, and be 1n close touch 
with them so that they can either co-operate with the~ or 
correct them if they are proceeding in the wrong direction. 
Christian Family Life Education lists the following 
agencies aa tending to reinforce, supplement, or nullify the 
r~ligious experience of the family within its own circle: 
1. Homes of neighbors, friends, playmates. 
2. School. 
3. Playground and community. 
4. Amusement centers. 
5. Church.5 
The present study chose four areas of influence £or inves-
tigation: the church, the school, the adolescent's circle 
Of friends, and places ot amusement. 
Church - Home Co-operation 
W1tb the church, as well as with the home, lies the 
3Cbr1at1an Fam11I Lite Education (Chicagoz Int:n•-
t1ona1 Council or Relig'Ioua Eduo•tion, 0 • 194o)' P· • 
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responsibility for educating Christians religiously. Chris-
tian parents call ministers of the gospel expressly far this 
task - to guide them in their Christian growth. The home and 
the church must work together toward a mutual educational 
goal, or each will vitiate the work of the other. 
This study a pproached the problem of church-home co-op-
eration from. the viewpoint of the parents: what were the 
parents doing to foster co-operation.'? Were they keeping in-
formed on the program of the church, especially where it 
toucb.ed their ch.-ildren? Says Hayward regarding this point: 
The attitude of children to the church and the extent ./ 
to which the church w·ill be able to minister to their 
lives will be determined more by the home than by the 
church itself. A church program of average value can 
have unusual results when the home is sympathetic and 
co-operative, while a church with a high-grade program 
1s handicapped when the home is apathetic or opposed 
to its work.4 
Some of the aspects of general church-home co-operation 
have been treated under Chapers II and VI, namely attend-
ance at worship services and church meetings •5 The apecit'ic 
agency of the church which touches the young people, however, 
1a the young people's society. Parents who are ·sensitive to 
the educational potential of such a society, far good or for 
4 H ·n 'IFWA1'd The Home and Percy R .. Hayward and MJrtl~ • a.,~ ' - -:-1§'3IT: 
.Q,lJl.iat1an Living (Philadelphia:· westminster Presa, ' 
pp. 131-2. 
5cr. Tables 11-14, 79-80. 
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bad, will keep in clo3e touch with its activities, discuaa 
them with t heir ch ildren , and help to improve them if they 
are not performing the function for which they are intended. 
About 63 per cent of tbe group whose parents were both 
Lutheran belonge.d to t heir church's young people' a society 
and attended regularly, while 26 per cent belonged but did 
not at tend regularly ( Table 82) • Of this group, almost 
half said their parents knew exactly what their children did 
at the last meeting or social (Table 83). About 40 per cent 
said they had a nvague idea."' Only 16 per oent said their 
parents had no idea at all. 
r.:any churches sponsor activities speoifioally for the 
entire family, with the thought of keeping the family to-
gether at a church-sponsored gathering, rather than split-
ting them up. Whether the activity succeeds in this purpose 
or not de pends on the type of program planned. »Movie 
nights•t and other purely spectator type entertainments would 
not always seem to lend themselves to fostering family unity. 
Tbe entertainment must be well planned to include every age 
group, each one sharing 1n the group activity with the other. 
Of the family activities specifically identified, n:pic-
nic~ was the one attended most frequently (Table a4 ). over 
ha.," ... Pa .. ents other religions" attended oL&. of the group labeled ,r • 
no activity at all. 
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TABLE 82 
NUJYiDETI o.r,• CHILDREN BELOUGING TO CHURCH 
YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCIETY 
Do not belong (No.) 
(Pat.) 
Belong, but do not (No.) 
attend-regularly (Pct.) 
Belong and attend (No.) 
regularly (Pot.) 




Both parents one parent Parents other 






























KN OWLEDOE OF PARENTS ABOUT ACTIVITIES 
LAST YOUNG PEOPLE I S i11EE-?ING AT 
Both parents One parent Parents other 
Lutheran Lutheran religion 
They have no idea (No.) 62 11 15 
(Pot.) 15 .. 0 26.2 35.7 
They have a vague (No.) 166 18 a 
idea (Pct.) 40.2 42.9 19.1 
They know exactly- (No.) 185 13 19 
(Pc.t.) ,44.8 30.9 
,s.2-
Total (No.) -613 42 
42 




CHURCH-SPONSORED ACTIVITIES ATTENDED BY PA~ ILY 
Botp. parents One parent Parents other 
Lutheran Luther an religion 
None (No.) 36 · 10 28 
C Pet.) 8.0 19.6 51.8 
Picnic (No.) 274 21 13 .... 
(Pot.) 61.2 41.2 24 .0 CJ) C) 
Family night (No.) 152 13 7 
(Pct.) 33.0 25 •• 13.0 
Movie night (No.) 194 19 10 
(Pot.) 43.4 317.2 18 .5 
Other activ1tJ' (Jo.) 284 25 14 
(Pct.) 63.5 49.0 25.9 
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In discussing home and church co-operation, it must be 
remembered t hat t he '"church"' is not a vague, shadowy con-
cept, but a congregation of living people. Co-operation 
between h o!ne s.nd church, t hen, is a co-operation between 
fellow Christians. If t he parents want to encourage a 
right attitude a mong the younger family members, they will 
refrain fr om constant carping and negative criticism over 
against the people of the church. Says Hayward: 
A desirable a t t i tude to the church will mean, for one 
thing , an absence of cri t1c1sm, in the presence of 
the children, of the church, its pastor, and it.a lead-
ers. With small children especially this is desirable; 
they are n ot a ble to balance a criticism in one re-
spect by appreciation i n others and so attain area-
sonable and fair attitude. The feelings of parents 
themselves have a contagious influence even though 
nothing is said. It is difficult for children to de-
velop an appreciation of that which their parents op-
pose, and it is in the field of appreciations, rather 
than in that of a mere attendance upon a church ac-
tivity , that a deep religious life develops.6 
The figures (Tables 85-86) show that there was more 
or1t1c1sm of both pastor and people in homes with both 
Lutheran parents than in other homes. It must be taken in-
to account that other portions of the study showed that 
there was a greater participation in the church program as 
a whole on the part of this group. Very few children in 
anv of the indicated that their parents " groups, however, 
or1t1c1zed "frequently. n 
6Hayward, ~· ill·, p. 132. 
,.ill! 
T1lBLE 85 
FREQUENCY" WI'.L'H WHICH PARENTS TALK AGAINST PASTOR 
(OR ASSI STANT PASTOR) OF CHURCH 
Almost Ooca - Pre• No Total 
never s1onally quently answer 
Both parents Lutheran (Mo.) 299 94 31 23 447 
( Pot.)· 67.0 21.0 6.9 5.1 100.0 
One parent Lutheran (No.) 42 6 l 2 51 
(Pct . ) 82 . 3 ll.8 2.0 3.9 100.0 
Parents other religion (No.) 43 8 2 1 54 
{Pct.) 79.7 14.7 3.7 1.9 100.0 
~ 
TABLE 86 CJ') a> 
FREQ.UEiiCY VJITH WHICH PARENTS '11ALK AGAIMST G1:..1RTAIN 
MEMBERS OF' CONGREGA.T ION 
Almost. Ooca- Fre- No 'rotal 
never sionally quently answer 
Both parents Lutheran ( No.} 238 174 17 18 447 
(Pot.) 63.3 ~8.9 3.8 4.0 100.0 
one parent Lutheran ( No.) ZS 11 l l 51 
(Pct.) 74.5 ·- 21.6 2.0 2.0 100.0 
Parente other religion (Ho.) 38 13 l 2 54 
(Pct.) 70.4 24.0 1.9 3. '7 100.0 
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School - Home Cooperation 
Whet is truo of the necessity for co-operation betwsen 
the educational forces of the church and the home, is also 
true for the school and the home. The danger ia always pre-
sent of effecting a divorce between religious information 
gained at school and religi.ous life at home. The two must 
be 1nseperably ponnected; but this ilmnediately assumes some 
sort of a liaison between school and home.7 
F'inancial and other material support of the school by 
the par ents is indispensable ; but band in hand with concern 
for buildings and equipment should go concern for what sub-
ject matter is being taught and wbo is teaching it, and bow 
the parent cat co-operate in the teaching process. The 
standard agency for establishing such a oo~ecting link is 
the Parent-Teacher Association. Parents can also establ.ish 
a bond between school and home by discussing homework with 
children, particularly the religion lessons, perhaps even 
tying them in with family devotions. 
About half or the stud.ents in all groups listed in 
Table 87 said their parents were thoroughly acquainted with 
the type of course their c-hildren were taking in school. The 
majority of the remainder checked "• 11ttle11 or "quite a bit." 
7R1chard R. Caemmerer, tt.rrhe Christian Family - • Living 
Forc'8 in the Modern world n The Obr1at1an Family ~ ~ 
Modern World, edited by W~lter F. Wolbrecht (st. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing Houae, c. 1948), P• e,. 
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About an average of 20 per cent of the total number ot 
children living at home sa id t hey "almost neverm discussed 
their homework with parents (Table 88). About half of 
them said t h ey d.1scusaed it noccasionally.u 
With regard to the agencies for parent-teacher contact 
and general school support, the figures are given in Tables 
89-90. Well over hal.f of the students indicated that neither 
parent ·attended Parent-Teacher Association meetings regularly. 
The Children's Friends 
Not to be forgotten as an educational force influencing 
the Christian growth of the child is the circle of frienda 
with whom he associates most. Parents will want to be ac-
quainted with the fri.ends of their children and pe 1n a posi-
tion to d1aouss their relationships freely. Moreo~er, they 
will g ive the children an opportunity to entertain their 
friends at home, where they have the advantage of enjoying 
themselves in a wholesome environment. 
This area was treated already under Chapter V, 1n the 
discussion of "'Boy-Girl Relationships. rt8 only one additional 
question was asked in this portion of the study: ffiHave your 
parents met the friends you associate with moat?n About half' 
of the children aaid their parents bad met "almost all 
II ot 
their beat friends ( Table 91). Bo one home background seemed 
to have an advantage over another in this field. 
ear. Tables 61-65. 
TABLE 87 
AMOUNT OF PARENT 'S KNOWLEDGE ABOUT C•U LDREN 1 S ACADEMI C C,)URSES 
None A little Quite Complete 1-i o Total 
a bit answer 
Living with both (No.) 15 50 149 261 25 500 parents (Pct.) 3.0 10.0 29 .8 52.2 5 .0 100 . 0 
Living with one (No.) - 8 4 ll - 23 r,arent (divorce) (Pct.) - 34.8 17.8 47,8 - 100.0 
Living with one par- ( No.) - 5 10 17 - 32 ent (other ~eaaon) (Pct.) - 15~6 31.2 53. l - 99.9 
I-' 
-.:i 
TABLE 88 I-' 
F REQUENCY WITH WHICH CUILDHEN DISCUSS HOMEWOltK WITH PA.nENTS 
Almost Occa- Fre- No Total never s i onally quently answer 
Living with both ( No.) 99 226 162 23 500 parents ( Pot.) 19.8 45.2 30.4 4. 6 100.0 
Living with one ( No.) 6 2 15 - 23 parent (divorce) (Pct.) 26.l 8 .7 65.2 - 100.0 
Living with one par- (No.) 7 17 8 - 32 ent (other r ea1on) (Pct.) 21.9 53.l 26.o - 100.0 
'111\BLE 89 
?J.UMBRR OF PAREN11S WHO RJ~OULARLY AT 1I1END PARlmT- TEA.CrlER. MEETINGS 
Neither i1other Father Both No 
parent only only parents an av,er 
Living with both (No.,) 306 57 12 93 32 
parents (Pct.) 61.2 ll. 4 2.4 18 .6 6.4 
Living with one ( No.) 17 4 l - l 
·parent ( d1 voroe ) (Pot.) 73.9 1'7 .4 4.3 - 4.3 
Living with one par- (No.) 1'7 13 - - 2 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 53.1 40.6 - .,, 6.2 
TABLE 90 
HUMBER Oli1 PAREN~l.1$ WHO BEL ONG T O BOOSTERS OR MOTHER 'S CLUB 
Living w1th both parents 
Living with one parent (divorce) 































NUMBER OF CHILDREN'S BEST FRIE:NDS WI TH ?il!ortl PARENTS ARE ACQUAINTED 
None One or About Almost No Total 
two half all answe.r 
Living with both ( No.) 10 89 136 247 19 500 .... 
parents (Pct.) 2.0 17 .8 27.0 49.4 3.8 100.0 ...z c,a 
Living with one (No.) l 4 4 14 - 23 
parent (divorce) (Pct.) 4.3 1'7.4 17.4 60.9 - 100.0 
L1~1ng with one par- (No.) 1 5 10 15 1 32 
ent (other reason) (Pct.) 3.1 15.6 31.2 46.9 3.1 99.9 
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Places of Amusement 
Finally, t he study dealt with the places at which stu-
dents s pent t heir leisure hours. It approached the problem 
strictly from the viewpoint of the parents• acquaintance 
with these agencies. All three questions asked, ~Do your 
parents know the places • • • ?11' It was recognized that 
mere acquaintance with the places was not enough, but that 
at the same t i me such acquaintance was at least the bare 
necessity. 
Tables 92-94 give the figures on these questions. A 
consistent trend was for parents to know less about the lei-
sure-time whereabouts of boys than girls. For example ~ In 
'I'able 94, almost 20 per cent of the boys said their parents 
nigenere.lly'" did not know where they went after dates or oth-
er soo1al affairs, while about 2'7 per cent said their par-
ents walmost always"' knew. For the girls, on the other 
hand, only about 6 per e-ent checked 0generally not, ft while 
63 pe,r cent checked "'almost always. fl' 
Homes with only one real parent at home for reasons 
other than divorce showed up poorest in respect to awareneaa 
of their children• s whereabouts, although the percentages did 
not show too significant a difference. An interesting note 
ia that, in every type of home, parents knew leas frequentl.7 
where their children went after dates and social attaira 
than where they went on the datea themselves. 
TABLE 92 
NIDjBER OF PLACES KNOi~ BY PARENTS AT WHICH 
OHILDIDJN SPEND LEISURE TIME 
Almost Some Most Almost No Total 
none all answer 
Boys (No.) 16 44 64 139 18 271 
(Pot.) 5.9 16.2 19.5 51.8 6 . 6 100.0 
Girla (No.) 4 18 47 228 9 S06 t-' 
(Pet.) 1.2 6.9 15.4 74.5 2.9 99.9 
~ 
01 
Living .with both (Mo.) 14 55 85 326 20 500 
parents (Pot.) 2.8 11.0 1'7 .o 65.2 4.0 100.0 
Living with one (No.) l 2 2 18 - 23 
parent (divorce) (Pct.) 4.3 8.7 8.7 78.3 - 100.0 
Living with one par- (Ho.) 3 4 9 16 l 32 
ent (othe~ reason) (Pct.) 9.4 12.6 28.1 46.9 3.1 100 .• 0 
TABLE 93 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICR PARF.NTS Ki1 0W \¥HERE CHI LDREN GO ON DATES 
Gener- Some- Usually Almost Total 
ally not times always 
B07a (No.) 22 37 52 68 179 
(Pet.) 12.3 20 . 6 29.1 38.0 100.0 
Girls (No.) 11 9 30 184 234 f-' 
(Pct.) 4.7 3.8 12.a 78.7 100.0 -.:I O> 
Living with both parents (No~) 26 38 71 224 369 
(Pct.) 7.2 10.s 19.8 82.4 100.0 
L1v1ng with one parent (No.) 2 2· 2 13 19 
(divoroa ~ (Pet.) 10.5 10.5 10.5 88.5 100.0 
Living with one parent (No.) 2 4 7 11 24 
(other re·aaonJ (Pct.) 6.3 16.7 29.2 46.8 100.0 
' 
TABLE 94 
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH PARE~""TS KNm·; l!iEERE CHILDREN 
GO AFTI:.:R DATES A?l'D OTif&.rt SOCIAL AFFAI RS 
Gener- Some- Usually Almost Total 
ally not times always 
Boya (No.) 43 57 61 60 221 
(Pct.) 19.5 25.8 27.6 27.l 100.0 
Girls (No.) 16 22 57 164 259 ~ 
(Pct.) 6.2 8.5 22.0 63.3 100.0 -.:i 
L1Y.1ng with both parents (No.) 46 72 104 201 423 
(Pct •. ) 10.e 17.0 24.6 47.5 99.9 
Living with one parent (No.) 3 2 4 8 17 
(divor·ce) (Pct.) 17.6 11.8 23.5 47.0 99.9 
Living with one parent (No.) 6 4 8 11 29 
(other reason) (Pot•) 20.6 13.8 27.6 38.0 100.0 
CHAPT·ER VIII 
CONCLU'SION 
The question posed by this study, as stated in Chapter 
I, was: n:what are the parents· of these adolescents doing to 
help t heir children grow in the life of God?"' The answer to 
' this complex question has been presented in Chapters II-VII, 
largely 1n the many fig,.1res ?'ecorded in the t ables. In ad-
' . 
dition to presenting these tables, the thesis has attempted 
to pick out signi ficant facts from them and also to note 
trends whenever t hey could be deter.mined with any degree of 
certainty. 
It mi ght be well to recall once again the fact that , for 
the most part, the study , could only 1ueasi.,re the educe tional 
process in broad outline. It could only determine whether or 
not the fami lies ,.,.ere setting up the framework ~1th1n which 
they might reach their children to mbring them up in the nur-
ture and admonition of the Lord.a The actual nurture involved 
a multitude of techniques, many of them intangible, and most 
of them differing in the ease of each child. A careful meas-
urement of this involved. process would have required separate 
case studies for each family. Moreover, the study covered 
too broad a field to investigate each apec1t1o area 1n great 
detail. Thus it painted the educational picture only with 
the broadest strokea. 
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Throughout the thesis, the writer limited himselt to 
presenting first e brief description of the educational proc-
ess itself, thereby giving the reasons for including a given 
question in the study; and then presenting the facts as they 
were obtained, in as clear a manner as possible. He avoided 
any precise evaluation of these facts, i.e., rating the fam-
ilies as tt1good''' or "1bad"; in their role as Christian educa-
tors, for two reasons: 1. Scripture itself lays down too few 
imperatives regarding specific educational techniques to 
serve as a measuring. stiok. 2. lio parallel studies were 
known to the writer which could serve as a basis for compar-
ison. Thus, to give the families a general rating now, on 
the basis of all the facts presented 1n the preceding chap-
ters, would be an even mQre questionable procedure. 
Without assigning any precise .rating to a certain group 
of families, however, one might note certain strong points 
or weak points in their procedure, judged according to the 
basic principles which the thesis set up in each chapter aa 
Scriptural and educationally sound. 
' 
Perhans the most notable of the weak points was 1n the . -' 
field of family worsbip.l The seriousness of this situation 
lies in the ract that the family'• communion with God is 
vital to every other aspect of family lite treated 1n the 
lcr. Tables 6-7, pp. 30-1. 
-) . 
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study. God gives life through His Word. It the tam1ly mem-
bers do not keep the spark or God's life glowing within them, 
t hey cannot grow in that life at all, regardless of what 
family activities are carried on. The proper framework may 
exist, but if there 1s no life within it, there can be no 
growth . 
Other weak points which might be noted were lack of 
joint family activities which permitted a reasonable amount 
of internction between parents and children, and limited 
participation in community affairs. 
On the other hand, many strong points were also 1n 
evidence. Two of the most notable of these were the absence 
of discord in the f amilies, and a high degree of confidence 
in parents on the part or the children. 
The Background Factors 
All facts were obtained in the light or certain factors 
existing in the backgrounds of the various tam1l1ea. S1noe 
the group was largely homogeneous, not much valid comparison 
could be made between the various types of homea. For ex-
ample, while five hundred children came from homes 1n wh1oh 
both real narenta were living, only twenty-three came trom. 
homes in which only one real parent was living because of 
d1yoroe. The latter figure was too small to f'urniah any 
really meaningful percentages. It muat be noted, however, 
that with exceedingly few exceptions, those homes were 
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strongest (again, judged according to the standards set 
.forth 1n the thesis) in wh1ob both parents were living, and 
both pnrents were Lutheran . 
The Role or Mothers 
In many areas of the study, pe.rticule.rly those dealing 
wlth r apport between children and parents, separate q,uea-
tions were asked about mother and father .. This was a weak-
ness o.f the questionnaire in one respect, since it did not 
reveal whether some cbildr·en had oonr·iaence in neither par-
en.t .2 
At the same tiDie, it did offer opportunity for compar-
ison between mothers s.nd f'athera. This comparison showed 
what a vital role especi~lly the mothers played in the Chris-
tian educational development of their children. It was to 
her thet the o-hildren went most often for help, for comfort, 
for advice. N·ot only the girls or this study but also the 
boys approached t heir mothers more often than their fathers. 
It would .seem., then, that the most significant work o~ Obria-
tian nurture, at least from the aspect of personal parent-
child relationships, was done by the mothers. 
Unused Data 
A tremendous amount or data was accumulated during the 
2For a discussion of this problem, ot. PP• 61-2. 
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course of the study which could not be used, simply because 
there was not enough space. This was true of moat 0£ the 
statistics gathered on the basis of the age of the children, 
the size of t he family, and the position of the child 1n the 
family. These categories were used in scattered tables 
throughout the thesis , but for the most part the thesis used 
only those divisions which bad to do with sex of the child-
ren, conditi on of home, and religion of parent. 
Future Studies 
F'urther studies in this field might do the .following: 
l. Investigate each one of the specific areas treated in thia 
study in more detail o.nd perhaps from the viewpoint of the 
parents themselves (e.g. the areas of comnrunity relations, 
living in love, etc.) 2. Make studies parallel to this one, 
of similar age groups from other parochial schools or from 
public schools, for the purpoaea of oompariaon. 
The results of this study are presented as onl7 one atep 
in a prooea.a requiring many steps - much further study and 
many more measurements. They are presented in the conviction 
that only if we make such measurements, and make them as 
sc1ent1~ically accurate as possible, will we be able to de-
termine the actual strengths and weaknesses of our Christian 
families. And only if we determine their atrengtha and 
weaknesses will we be able to help them most er.t1c1ently, 
by reaching them at the point ot their greatest need. 
APPENDIX A 
'l'ABULA'l'IOlvS OH BACKGROUND FACTORS 
AFPEOTING H01, ES S'l'UDIED 
TABLE 96 
DISTRIBUTI ON ACCORDING TO AGE AND SEX 
Age Bo;ya earls 
Thirteen 5 2 
Ji1ourteen 62 67 
l!,if'teen 65 79 
Sixteen 74 74 
Seventeen 47 75 
Eighteen 17 8 
None indicated _.! l -
Total 271 306 
Grand total: 577 
TABLE 96 
DISTRIBUTIOJ! ACCORDING TO PEOPLE WITH WHOM 
· CHILDREN ARE LIV INO 
Living with both father and mother 
Living with father (d1vOPce) 
Living with father (other reason) 
Living with mother (divorce) 
Living with mother (other reason) 
Living with other relatives 















DISrl'RIBUTIOP ACCORDING TO RELIGI0?-1 OF PARENTS, 
B0'.1.'Ff PARENTS AT HOME 
Both parents Lutheran 
Both parents Protestant 
Doth parents no religion 
One Lutheran, other Protestant 
One Lutheran, other Catholic 
One Lutheran, other no religion 
One Protestant, other no religion 















DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO RELIGION OF PARENT, 























DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO 























DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO 
POSITION OF' CHILD IN FAM!Ly2 
Number 
Only child 166 
Oldest child 233 
Youngest child 102 
"'In-betweenni child 68 -
Total 569 
~wenty-one oh1ldren were not living with either or 
their parents and thus were not included in this tabulation. 
2E1ght children were living e1 ther 1n an orphan' a hame 
or elsewhere, not in a home with a family 1n the usual sense 
or the term, and were not included 1n thia tabulation. 
APPENDIX B 
QUESTimJNAIRE I 
l'lease do not sign your name to either .p na1res. - O.& these question-
Write the answers to this first questionnaire on thia same 
sheet. ---
1-a. Check whether you are' ·a boy or a girl: 
{A) • • • • • Boy . ( B) • • • • • Girl 
l-b. How o~d were you on your last birthday? (Oheck the 
right answer). 
(A ) ••••• Twelve 
( B ) • • • • • Thirteen 
(C) . . . . . Fourteen 
( D) ••••• Fifteen 
(E ) • • • • • S1xt·ee·n 
(F ) • • • • • Seventeen 
( G) ••••• Eighteen 
2-a. Are you living with youtt father and mother at the pre-






. . . . . 
••••• 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
Living with both father and mother. 
Living with father . 
Living with mother • 
Living with other rela ti vea, not rq pa.ren ta • 
Living with people who are not my relatlvea • 
If you are not living with~ father and mother, 
piease state the reason: ••.•.................•.•. 
2-b. To what churoh 1io your parents belong? (Lutheran, Meth-
odist, etc.) It tbey do not belong to any church, 
write "None. tt 
Pa ther . .•.••••....•.•• • • • · • • • • • • • • • • 
Mother ••••.••••••••••..••••••••••••• 
2-o. Oheok whether your father is one of these: 
(A) ••••• Minister. 
(B) ••••• Teacher or pro~eaaor at a Lutheran aobool. 
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3. What schools did your father attend? (Check the right 
answers, and put a circle around the number of years he 
att ended each school. Ii' you do not know the answer 
wri te "Do not know" in the margin. I.t your father d1.d 
n ot attend any of these schools, leave the question blank . 
Gr.ede school: Lutheran ••••• l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Othel' ...... 123466 7 8 
IIi g_g school : Lutheran ••••• l 2 3 4 
Other •••.• l 2 3 4 
Q.2.llege .2!: Lutheran ••••• l 2 3 4 M<>l'e 
'l.llli ver si,tx: Other ••••• 1 2 3 4 t~'iore 
Night school : ..... l 2 3 4 a-iore 
4 . wbnt schools did your mother attend? (Answer in the 
same way as number three.) 
Ore.de school: Lutheran ••••• l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Other •• • •• l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
hi gh achool : Lu t heran ••••• l 2 3 4 
Otber ••••• 1 2 3 4 
College~ Lut heran ••••• l 2 3 4 More 
un1vers1tz: Other ••••• l 2 3 4 More 
N1fih.t school: ...... l 2 3 4 More 
5- e. . H-ow many c hildren are t he r e in your family altogether? 
( I nclude yourself, and also those brothers or sisters 
a way from home • ) 
r1r1te the. number here •••.. • •. ·; • . • ••.• • •••• 
5-b. How many older brothers and sisters do you have ~ 
~ 11 ving with you at ~ ? (It you are not living 
with your parents, wr1 te the number of older boys and 
girls living in the same house with you4) 
Write the number here .••••••••• ; •••••••••• 
How many younger brothers and sisters do you haYe ~ 
!!:! living ~ you !! .!'!2!!!;? (Answer t he same ny •• 
the previous question.) 
Write the number here ••••••••••••••••••••• 
APPENDIX C 
QUES1l1IONtlAI1tE II 
Please fill in the answers to theao questions on the blue 
answer form, not on t~is aheet. Each question will bave a 
number of cho1oes. P~ek the correct_ answer, then put your 
pencil mark i n the right· spot on the answer form. · 
Be sure to read all the possible answers before you make 
your choice. You may find that the last answer fits your 
situation better than the first. 
You will help most if you answer all the questions in the 
very best ·,;ray you can. Be Just as truthful aa possible. 
Section A 
l. How often last week did you (alone) read the Bible (not 
for homework) ? ~ 
1. Not at all. 
2. Once or twice. 
3. Three or four time a. 
4. Once every day. 
5. Twice every day. 
2. Row often last week did you pray privately (besides at 
mealtime) ? lt"'or instance, 1n the morning or at bedtime. 
l. Not at all. 
2. Once or twice. 
3. Three or tour times. 
4. Once every day. 
5. Tw~ce or more time a every day• 
3. Does your family pray at mealtime? 
l. ?lever. 
2. Only on special occaaione. 
3. Yes, always; betore we eat. 
4. Yes always• after we eat. tin 
5. Yes: always; both before and atter ea 8• 
t 1, ... )lave a tam11% de-.otion (read• 4. How often doe a your am ..., 1 , ,,.10u8 book praying~? 1ng the Bible or another re 6c» ' 
l. Never. 
• -:'I.~ ------·- -·-- - --
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2. A fe\'I times a year. 
3. About once a week. 
4 . Al mos t every day . 
I f' you ha.ve che cked lh11uber One ( "Never"' ) in Question (/4, 
skip the next four questions and go to Question #9. 
6. Are your family devotions interestin_s? 
l.. Al most never. 
2. Occa sionally . 
3 . Frequently. 
4. Almost always. 
6. Do you t hi nk t hat most of your family devotions last a-
bout t he right length of time? 
l. Too long. 
2. About t he right lengtb. 
3 • ~100 sho:rt. 
7. Have you ever helped to plan or conduct a family devo-
tion at home? 
1. Never. 
2. Once. 
3 .. A few t i mes. 
4. Often .. 
8 . How many ot these things does yOUJ- tamily do in its devo-
tions ? (Check as many as necessary.) 
1. Read the Bible. 
2. Read the devotional book or pamphlet. 
3. Talk about what we have read. 
4. Make up our own prayers. 
5. Sing hpms. 
9. Who saw to 1 t that you were baptised? 
l. Parents (father, mother,. or both). 
2. Other relatives. 
3. Myaelt. 
4. Some other friend. 
5. No one (I am not baptised). 
1 Have t or tn1.ardiana ever talked to you a bout O. your paren a c~ ti )? 
your Baptism (besides at your con1'il'ma on 
l. Never. 
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2. Once or tw1oe. 
3. Several times. 
11. li?w o.ften do you go to o·ommunion (Lord's Suppe.r)? 
( If' you. are not confirmed, skip this question.) 
l. Never. 
2. Once or twice a year. 
3. Four to six times a year (about every other month). 
4 . About once a month. 
5 . Al most ev·ery wee·k. 
12. Do you go to communion with your father or mother? 
( I f y ou are not living with your father or mother, answer 
for your ~uardian on this and all the following questions 
ref err i ng to father and mother.) 
l. No, I usually attend alone. 
2. 1'! o: I g o with friends • . 
3 . Yes, about hal.1' the time. 
4. Yea, almost every time. 
13. Do you prepare yourself for communion on the night be-
fore, or some time before tbe service? (Pray, examine 
yourself . ) 
1 . Almost never. 
2. Occasionally,. by myself. 
3. Almost always, by m:,aelr. 
4. Occasionally., together with my family. 
5 . Al most always, toge·ther with my family. 
14. How many times did yolU' father attend church.!!!! month? 
1. ~ot at all • 
. 2. One. time. 
3. Two times. 
4. Tbree times •. 
6. Four or more times. 
15. How many times did your mother tttend church~ month? 
1. Not at all. 
2. One time. 
~. Two times. 
4. Three times. 
5. Four or more· times. 
·", --·-
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16. How many times did your whole family (at one time, t1l' on 
one Sunday) attend church last month? 
l. Not at all. 
·2 • One time • 
3. Two times. 
4. 'l'bree times. 
5. Four or more times . 
17. Do you discuss the Sunday worship service (for instance, 
the sermon) at home? 
l. Almost never. 
2. Occasionally. 
3. Almost every week. 
Section B 
18. Row often have you seen your parents quarrel {argue) 
during !h!. oast month? 
l. Not at all. 
2. Once or twice. 
3 . Three or tour times . 
4. Five or more times. 
19. Ro~ often have you aeen your parents show arrection to 
one another {kiss, hug, etc.) during the past month? 
l. Never. 
2. Almost never. 
3. Occasionally • . 
4. Often . 
20. Have you bad any unpleasant arg,mients with your father 
during~ 21! month? 
1. None. 
2. One or two. 
3. ![ibree or four. 
4. Five or more. 
21. Have you had any unpleasant arguments with your mother 
during ~ l!!.!1 month'! 
l. None~ 
2. One or two. 
3. Three or tour. 
4 . Five or more. 
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22. Do you ever ask your father to forgive you when you 
you have done something wrong? 
l. Almost never. 
2. Occasionally. 
3. Almost every time. 
23. Do you ask your mother to forgive you when you have 
done something wrong? 
l. Almost never. 
2. Occasionally. 
3. Alzri.ost evory time . 
24. Do your parents ever admit to you that they are lll'ong? 
l. Never. 
2. Almost never. 
3. accasionally. 
4 .. A~ost every time they are wrong . 
25. Do you ask your father .tor help when you have a problem? 
l. Alxnost never. 
2. occasionally. 
3. Alniost always. 
26. Do you ask your moth.er tor help when you have a problem? 
1. Almost ne·ver. 
2 .• Oecasionally. 
3. Almost always. 
27. Does your tatber ever come to 7ou and offer hia advice? 
l. Almoat never. 
2. Occasionally. 
3. Qf'ten. 
28. Does your mother ever come to you and otter her advice? 
l . Almoat never. 
2. Occasionally. 
3. Of'ten.. 
29. Do you feel that your rather un.deratanda you? 
l. Hardly at all.. , 
2. seme of the time. 
~. Moat ot the time. 
4. Almost all of the time • 
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30. Do you feel that your mother underatcnda you? 
l. Hardly at all. 
2 . Some of the ·time. 
3. Most of the time. 
4. Alm.oat all of the time. 
31. How many times last week did you thank your parents for 
something? - -
1. Wot at all. 
2. once or twice. 
3. Three or more times. 
4 . Can 1 t remember 
32. How many of these things did you do duri ng the paat 
week? Be sure to check only those which you dld during 
the past week. -
1. Set the table. 
2. Cleared the table. 
3. Washed or dried dishes. 
4. Prepared a meal (breaktaat, lunch, dinner, supper). 
5. Made your own bed. 
33. This is a eont1nuat1on of Qu~ation 32. Bow many of 
these tb1ngs did you do during the past~? 
l. Cleaned your own room. 
2. Helped clean other parts of the house. 
3. Went on errands tor mother. 
4. Went on erranda tor rather. 
34. How many of these things have you done at some time 
during !h! R!ll zear? 
1. Made some et your own clothes. 
2. Helped decorate your room. 
3. Done t"ancy work or handicraft. 
4. Washed the automobile. 
5. Helped repair the automobile. 
35. This is a continuation of Question M. How many or 
these things have you done during the paat zear? 
l. Done minor repairs around tbe houae. 
2. Mowed the lawn. 
3. worked 1n the garden. 
4. B.elped with washing or ironing. 
5. Shovelled snow. 
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36. Have you,!!!!:. helped your parents do any or these things? 
1. Purchase some article of furnit'Ul'e tor tbe · home. 
2. Plan an evening of recreation at home. 
3. Entertai n guests for an evening. 
4 . Purchase an au.tomobile, or some part for an auto-
mobile. 
5. Plan. a vacation trip. 
37. Which of these things have you done during the past year? 
1. Planned meals at home. 
2. Planned your own clothes (decided yourself what 
you would need, etc.). 
3 . Selected your own ol~thes at the store. 
4. Kept a personal account or· how you spent your money. 
5. Kept a plan or bu.dget for spending your monet. 
38 . Do you tell your father yo~ joys and troubles? 
1 . Almost never. 
2. Sometimes. 
3. Almost always. 
39 .. Do you tell your mother your joys and troubles? 
1. Almost never. 
2. S0met1ll1es. 
3. Al.Jnost always. 
40. Does your mother work outside the home? 
l. No. 
2. Yes, every day, full time. 
3. Yes, part ot the time ~ 
4. Yes, at night. 
41. How many evenings ~ ~ was your whole family to-
gether, either at home or elsewhere? 
1. One evening. 
2. Two evenings. 
3. Three evenings. 
4~ Four or more evenings. 
5. None at all. 
42. 
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Which of these things has your family done together dur-
1nc ~ past month? Be aure to check only those things 
whi ch the family (father or mother and at least some of 
the children) have done together. 
l. Plnyed games together. 
2. Sang or played music. 
3. Gone shopping. 
4. Gone to movies. 
5. Gone to concerts. 
43. This is a continuation of Question 42. Which or these 
things has your family .done together ·.during !B!, past 
month? 
l. Gone visiting . 
2. Gone auto riding. 
3. we.tohed television . 
4 • Taken wa lka • 
5. Gone to a sports event. 
44. 'l'hia is still a continuation ot the last two questions. 
Which of theae things has your family done together 
du.ring !.!!! past month? (Remember, 1'ather or mother and 
at least some of the children.) 
l. Done handicraft (hobbies, fancywork, work with tools, 
etc.) 
2 . Gone to a museum 02' art gallery. 
3. Gone to a church service. 
4 • Gone t .o another church ac ti v 1 ty. 
5. Gone to some activity at sohoo1. 
45. Are you punished at home when you are diaobe-dient? 
l. Hardly ever . 
2. Sometimes. 
3. Almost always. 
4. Every time. 
46. Do your parents encolll'age you to figure things out tor 
yoUl'self', to make your own decisions? 
1. Hardly at all. 
2. Somewhat. 
3. Quite a bit. 




• Do your parents talk much about monez? 
1. I!ardly at all. 
2 . Some. 
3 • Qu1 te a bit . 
4. Alraost all the time . 
4 8 
• Ho1., of ter1 during the past month have you beat'd your 
!,s.t~ sny that God is taking care of you and the rest 
of the f amily (or words to that erfect) ? 
l. Not at all. 
2. Once or twice. 
3. Several times. 
4 • I can I t reniember • 
49 • How often durinB the past month have you heard your 
mother aay th.et God 1s taking care of you and the rest 
of' the f am1ly ( or words to tba t effect) 't. 
1. Not at all. 
2 • Once or twice·. 
3. Several times. 
4. I can't remember. 
50. When someone 1n the family is sick, doea your :family 
pray together tor his recovery? 
l. No, I don't think anyone ~rays. 
2. No, but I pray privately. 
3. Yes, occasionally the family prays together during 
a sickness. 
4. Yes, almost always the .family prays together during 
a sickness. 
51. Have you done any of these things at home during !!!!, 
past month? 
l. Sung hymns. 
2. Listened to religious (sacred) muaio on radio, 
phonograph, or television. 
3. Played religious music (hymns, etc.) on piano or 
other 1nst.rument. 
4. sung popular songs (h1t~tunes, ete.). 
s. Listened to popular songs on radio, phonograph, or 
tslevieion. . 
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52. Wbich of the rollowing do you have in your home? 
1. Picture of Christ. 
2. Other religious picture. 
3. Cross or crucifix. 
4. Religious plaque. 
5. Other religious symbol. 
53. Which of the following do you have 1n your home? 
l. Bible. 
2. Hymnal. 
3. Prayer book. 
4. Other religious or devotional book. 
5. Religious novel. 
54. Which 01' the following magazines or papers do you get 
a t home? 
l. Lutheran Witness. 
2. This Day. 
3. Youth (Walther League Messenger). 
4. St. Louis Lutheran. 
5. Ot her religious magazine or paper . 
55 . How many other magazines are taken regularly in your 
home (besides religious magazines)? For example, l!!!!,, 





6. Four or more. 
56. About how many books would you estimate tbat your father 
bas read during the past year? 
l. None. 
2. One or two. 
3 • Tbree or t ot1r • 
4. Five or more. 
57. About how n:e.ny books would you estimate that your mother 
has read during ~.t.i.o past year? 
l. Hone. 
2. one or two. 
3. Three or four. 
4. Five or more. 
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58 . Does your family invite guests to your home for meals 
or for the evening? 
1. Almos t never. 
2. A few times a year . 
3. About once a month. 
4. About t\71ce a month. 
5. Almost every week. 
59 . When guests are present, are you invited to share 1n the 
conversation and entertainment? 
l. Almost never. 
2. Occasionally. 
3. Almost always. 
60. Have you been punished at home during the last month? 
l • Not at a 11 • 
2. Once or twice. 
3. Three or more times. 
61. If so, how were you punished? 
1. Whipping . 
2. Slapping. 
3. Scold1.ng . 
4. i/lade to stay home. 
5. Other privilege taken away. 
62. Does you~ to.th.or or mother ever become violently angry 
at you? 
1. Almost never. 
2. Occaa1onally. 
3. Q,ui te of ten. 
63. Do your Illrents talk over the situation with you before 
they punish you? 
l. Almost never. 
2. Occaa1onally. 
3. Almost always. 
64 •. Do you think your parents are unreasonable at times 
when they forbid you to do something? 
1. Almost never. 
2. occasionally. 
3. Quite often. 
4. very often. 
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Section D 
65 . Do you have your friends come to your home for parties 
or after dates or other eet-togethera? 
1. Almost never. 
2. Occasionnlly. 
3. Quite often. 
66 . Do you talk over what happened. on a date or other social 
affair with your father? 
l. Alm.os t never . 
2. Oocasione.lly. 
3. Almost always. 
67. Do you talk over what happened on a date or other social 
e.ffe.ir witl1 ym.w mother? 
1. Almost never. 
2. Occasionally. 
3. Almost always. 
68 . Do you confide in your father about the boy or girl 
who111 you like especially (or with ,,hom you are in love)? 
1. Hardly at all. 
2. Somewhat . 
3. Quite a bit. 
4. Completely. 
69. Do you confide in your mother about the boy or girl whom 
you like espeeially (or with whom you are in love)? 
l. Hardly at all. 
2. Somewhat. 
3. Quite a bit. 
4. Completely. 
70. Where did you first learn what you know about sex? 
1. Father or mother. 
2. Brother or sister. 
3. other boye or girls. 
4. Another older pe~son, not father or mother (for 
instance: doctor, minister, teacher). 
5. Magazine or book. 
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71. Has your father or mother ever discussed sex with you? 
l. Never. 
2. Once. 
3. A few times. 
4. Often. 
72. From which of the following have you received any help 
in determining your future vocation (job)? Be sure to 
check ill who have helped you. 
l. 1',a ther. 
2 . Mother. 
3. Teacher or counselor at school. 
4. Sister or brother. 
5. Other older person. 
73. F..ave you decided on your future vocation? 
l. Have no idea what I would like to do. 
2. Have an idea, but em undecided. 
3. Have decided. 
74. If you ,h!!.! deoided on your future vocation, what was 
yn,,,.. ~ important reason in choosing that vocation? ( If 
you have not chosen your vocation, skip this question.) 
1. No special reason. 
2. Because I think I can help other people most in that 
job. . 
3. Because I think I can make good money in that job. 
4. Because my father or mother does (or did) that type 
of work. 
6. Because I think I am best fitted for that type ot 
work. 
Section E 
75. Have your parents bad an argument with any of your neigh-
bors duripe; ~ ~ year? 
l. None at all. 
2 • Once or twice . 
3. Three or more t1.I!les. 
76. Has your family done any of these things during!!!!. paat 
year? 
1. contributed to Community Cheat or Red Oroaa. 
2. sent packages of food or clothing to someone (not 
(not a serviceman) overseas. 
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3 • Taken food or clothing to someone in the neighbor-
hood who needed it. 
4. Visited siok (or aged) friend or relative. 
5. Prayed (at home) that we might not ha ve another 
world war. 
77. Which of these family activities did you take part in? 
1. Contribut~d to Community Chest or Red Cross. 
2. Sent packages ·of food or clothing to someone (not 
a serviceman) overseas. 
3. Taken food or clothing to someone in the neighbor-
hood who needed 1-t. 
4. Visited sick (or aged) friend or relative. 
5. Prayed (at home) that we might not have another 
\forld war. 
78 . Has anyone in your family helped to bring an outside 
person to church during !h! ~sat year? 
l. None at all. 
2. Have talked to one or n1ore persona about it. 
3. Have brought one or more persons to church. 
79. Is your mother a cheerful person? 
1. Hardly ever. 
2. Some of the time. 
3. Most of the time. 
4. Almost all of the time. 
80. Does your father ( or mother) regularly attend the meet-
ings or any of the following? 
l. Labor union. 
2. Businessmen's club {Kiwanis, Rotary, etc.) 
3. Political org~n1zat1on. 
4. Civic musical organization. 
5. Other civic charitable organization (welfare groups, 
etc.). 
81. Have any of these subJeots been discussed in your home 
duzaing ie! .P.!.!! ~ ,g£, ll2? 
1. Candidates for president ei' the iJnited states. 
2. The Conquest for Christ (ten million dollarodo)ollec-
tion of tbe Lutheran Church - Missouri Syn • 
3. The war in Korea. 
4. Bringing a person to church. 
5 • .F'ore1gn mission work of our church. 
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82. How often baa your father (or mother} voted during the 
past two years (Government olection - city, county, 
state, national.) 
1. Not. at o. ll. 
2. In at least one election. 
3. In two or more elections. · 
4. I don't know. 
83. How do you think your parents would feel if a Negro fam-
ily moved in.to the house next door? 
1. My parents would want to move somewhere else. 
2. They would not like it, but would stay. 
3. 'rhey would not mind it. 
4. 'Ihey would demand that the Negro family move. 
5. I have no idea how they would feel. 
84. Does your father regularly attend any of these? 
1. Men's club at church. 
2. Voter's meeting at church. 
3. Other board or club meeting at church. 
4. Choir. 
5. Bible class or Surxiay School. 
85. Does your mother regularly attend any of these? 
l. Ladies Aid at church. 
2. Other women's organization at church (guilds, sew-
ing circle, etc.). 
3. Choir. 
4. Bible class or Sunday School. 
86. Do you hs.ve a plan er budget or any system for contribut-
ing your own money (from allo•~nce or earnings} to the 
church? 
1 •. I do- not contribute my own allowance or earnings. 
2. r give as much as I can afford each week. 
3. I have a system worked. out so that I give a eertain 
amount for the whole year. 
Seet1on F 
87. Do you belong to the young people's societ7 of your church? 
1. I do not belong. 
2. Belong, but do not attend regularly. 
3. Belong and attend regularly. 
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88 . Do your parents know what you did at your last young 
people's society meeting {or social)? 
1. They have no idea. 
2. They have a vague idea. 
3. They know exactly. 
89. purins ib!, past year, haa your ramily attended any activ-
ities sponsored by your church for the whole family? 
( Check as many as necessary.) 
1. None at all. 
2 .. Picnic. 
3 . Ji·ami ly night. 
4. il1 ov ie night. 
5. Other activity. 
90. Do your parents talk against the pastor (or assistant 
pastor) of your church? 
1. Almost never • 
2. Occasionally. 
3. Frequently. 
91. Do your parents talk against certain members of your 
congregation? 
1. Alnios t never. 
2. Occasionally. 
3. Frequently. 
92. Do your parents attend the Parent-Teacher meetings (PTA) 
of Lutheran High Schoo1? 
1. Neither parent attends reg,Jlarly. 
2. Only mother attends regularly~ 
3. Only father attends regularly. 
4. Both parents attend regularly. 
93. Do your rather and (or) mother belong to either of the 
following at Lutheran PJ.!gh? 
1. Boosters. 
2. Mother's Club. 
94. Do your parents know the type or course you are taking 
in school (commercial# general, etc.)? 
1. They do not know. 
2. They know a little about it. 
3. They know quite a bit about 1 t .• 
4. They know .!!! about it. 
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95. Do you talk over your homework with your parents? 
1. Almost never • . 
2 . Occasionally. 
3. }7r equently. 
96. Ha ve your parents met the friends you associate with 
most? 
1. None of them . 
2. One or two oi' t hem. 
3. About half of them. 
4 .• Almost e.11 ot' t hem. 
97. Do your parents know the places at which you spend most 
of your leist:tre time (after school, in the evening, on 
Saturdays and Sundays)? 
l. Almost none o:f the places. 
2. Some of them. 
3. rdost of thein . 
4. i\lmost all or them. 
98 . Do your pa1"ents kno\·; the places to which you go on 
dates·? ( If you do not d.ate, skip . this question.) 
1. Generally not. 
2. Some-times. 
3. Usually. 
4. Almost always. 
99. Do your parents lmov, the pl.aces to llbich you g o after 
dates and other social affairs? 
1. Generally not. 
2. Sometimes. 
3. Usually. 
4. Almost always. 
THANK YOU FOR lrILLING OUT THESE Q.UES'l' IONNAIRES1 
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